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INTRODUCTION

At the close of the Seven Years War the Spanish monarchy ini-

tiated a far-reaching colonial reorganization in its American empire.

Until that conflict, the new Bourbon dynasty had been chiefly concerned

with revitalizing the old Hapsburg system, but the serious reverses suf-

fered at the hands of the British nation and the anticipation of further

hostilities prompted the crown to undertake comprehensive reforms for

strengthening its domains.' This reorganization consisted of programs

designed to stimulate economic growth, to increase public revenues,

and to develop an effective system of administration. More specifically,

the Jesuits were expelled in 1767; trade restrictions were relaxed

culminating In an edict of "free trade" in 1778 (except for Caracas and

Hew Spain which waited until 1789); special technical missions and

guilds were organized to modernize mining methods; new government monop-

olies were created and others expanded; and the intendent system of

Administration was introduced. Another aspect of the colonial reor-

ganization was an empire-wide military revival intended to enhance

colonial defense capability and self-reliance. The course of that

reform in the Vlceroyalty of New Granada is the subject of the present

study. The administrative division "New Granada" will be taken in the

'Arthur S. Alton, "Spanish Colonial Reorganization under the

rwiy rampart." The Hispanic American His torical Review, XII (August,

1932), 269-280.



following text to exclude the Captaincy General of Caracas because

that was a separate military jurisdiction.

The position of the Viceroyalty of New Granada in the Bourbon

Reforms has to date remained obscure. Not only has there been a

relative neglect of this region by historians from the United States,

but the Colombians, Ecuadorians, and Panamanians themselves have

hardly recognized the presence of this movement within their nations'

histories. Rather, this period is almcst exclusively treated as an

era of precursors and preparations signaling the dawn of the Wars for

Independence. This phenomenon cannot be attributed solely to a

fascination with the independence movement. A more satisfactory

explanation fe likely to be found in the nature of the reforms them-

selves, for indications are that in many respects the Bourbon re-

organization made only a moderate although far from negligible long-

run Impact in New Granada. The primary example is that the intendent

system of administration was not installed except for a short-lived

experiment in the province of Cuenca. Nor did endeavors to modernize

silver mining methods in the viceroyalty bear appreciable results.

Less clear-cut were the consequences of the relaxation of trade

restrictions. On the negative side, both the Cuito textile industry

and the Panamanian crossroads suffered serious recessions dating

from the opening of the more expedient Cape Horn route to licensed

vessels.
2

On the positive side, a minor diversification of exports

2Pedro Messia de la Cerda, "Relaci6n del estado del virreinato

de Santa Fe 1772," Relaciones de mand o : memories presentadas por

lgj.i..Tr!» ag] W.«vo Reino de Granada., eds. F. Posada and P. M.

Iblnez (Bogota
1

, 1910), p. 108; Francisco Antonio Moreno y Escand&n,



did evolve by the end of the colonial period through the marketing of

small quantities of cotton, quina (medicinal bark), indigo, and dye-

wood; and a substantial expansion developed in cacao, chiefly from

Guayaquil, but also to a lesser extent from the Cucuta district.

Nevertheless, the preponderant item continued to be gold as it had

always been.' Consequently, while substantial repercussions of varied

sorts were evident in the Presidency of Quito and in Panama, the effect

of "free trade" upon the main portion of New Granada was modest at the

most. However, in some instances the colonial reorganization did

produce unquestionable changes. Tobacco and aguardiente monopolies

became major sources of royal income, and along with an overall rise

in the aduana they were in a large measure responsible for a noteworthy

growth of public revenues from roughly 950,000 pesos in 1772 (terri-

tories later transferred to Caracas not included) to just over

3,000,000 at the close of the colonial period, or nearly forty years

L
later.

"Estado del virreinato de Santafe, Nuevo Reino de Granada . . . 1772,"

Boletfn de historia v ant iguedades . XXIII (September-October, 1936),

588; Manuel de Guirior, "Relaci6n del estado del Nuevo Reino de Granada

'. .'. 1776," Relaciones de mando . . ., pp. 1*48-149; Francisco Sil-

vestre, Descripci^n del revno de Santa Fe de Bogota, escrita en 1789

(Bogota
-

, 1950), pp. kk-kS-

^Messfa de la Cerda, Relaciones de mando . . . , pp. 105-106;

Pedro Mendinueta, "Relacion del estado del Nuevo Reino de Granada

. . 1803," Rflaciones de mando . . . , pp. 507"508; Luis Eduardo

Nieto Areta, Frnno-ifa v culture en la historia de Colombia (Bogota,

1962), pp. 22-23; Luis Ospina Vazquez, Industria v proteccton en

Colombia (1810-1930) (Medellfn, 1955), PP- 38-39-

^Moreno y Escand6n, Boletfn de histori a v ant iguedades- XXI
I

I

,

603-605; Jose
1

Manuel Restrepo, Historia ri p, la revolucion de la

republica rip. Colombia en la America meridional (6ogota\ 1952), 1, xxxi

.



Because the number of systematic studies on the several aspects

of the Bourbon Reforms in the history of New Granada is exceedingly

limited, any explanation for their apparently moderate impact must

necessarily be hazy and ought at this point to be regarded as tentative.

Nevertheless, certain general observations can be made. The Granadine

counterparts of the well-known missions of Jose de GSlvez in New Spain

and Josi Antonio de Areche in Peru to organize the foundations for

fiscal and administrative reforms were those of Juan Gutilrrez de

Pineres in Hew Granada and Josi Garcfa de Le6n y Pizarro in its

Presidency of Quito. However, efforts by Gutierrez to reform the fiscal

administration of the viceroyalty were met by the catastrophic Comunero

Rebellion of 1781 which for an instant threatened to topple the regime

in Santa Fe. As a consequence, although both the aguardiente and

tobacco nonopol ies were eventually extended, as sought by Gutierrez,

plans to introduce the intencfent system were postponed. 5 The uprising

of 1781 did, however, elevate to prominence the archbishop of Santa

Fe, Antonio Caballero y Gongora, who conducted the pacification of

the realn, became viceroy in 1782, and then distinguished himself as

the viceroyalty's leading reformer.

The seven-year administration of the Archbishop-Viceroy was by

all indicatic-.s the high point of the Bourbon Reforms in New Granada.

He personally solicited the assistance of a technical mission to

modernize silver mining and was granted the services of Juan Jose de

Elhuyar, the older brother of the better known Fausto who later headed

5Antonio Caballero y Gongora, "Rel aci6n del estado del Nuevo

Reino de Granada . . . 1789," Re lactones de mando , pp. 25b-2V-



the mining reform in New Spain. Juan Jos? arrived in New Granada in

1784 and the following year opened operations in the province of Mari-

quita. In 1788 he was provided with eight German scientists to assist

him in his labors.
6

Cabal lero y G6ngora also sought to increase local

production and exports by granting Brazil wood trade concessions to

foreigners and by promoting the marketing of quina in Spain. Despite

entrenched opposition, he expanded the government aguardiente and

tobacco monopolies. And, after restoring domestic tranquility he

formulated a general plan for the establishment of an intendent system. 7

The Archbishop-Viceroy's administration was also noted for under-

takings which if not precisely part of the reform movement were con-

nected to the broader spirit of change. Under his auspices the famous

botanical expedition of Jos« Celestino Mutis first received official

sanction.
8

An independently organized economic society for the advance-

ment of applied learning was founded in KotiP6s in 1784 and received

viceregal approval the same year, and plans for another were Initiated

in Quito.
9 Large-scale, government-sponsored colonization enterprises

were conducted on the coastal frontiers. And, in connection with the

. .10
latter ventures, the local coast guard was greatly expanded.

6
Arthur P. Whitaker, "The Elhuyar Mining Missions and the En-

lightenment ," TJie_JiLSj2aDic_AiT!exicaiiJi^
XXXI (November,

1951), 573-585.

^Caballero y Gongora, Relaciones de mando . . . pp. 253 -25**,

257-259, 267-268.

8
|bid.. p. 253.

9r J. Shafer, The Economic Societies in the Spanish World (1763-

1820 (Syracuse, 1958), pp. 168-177, 154-156.

,0Caballero y Gongora, Relaciones de mando . . . pp. 272-273.
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Under the two immediate successors of Cabal lero y G6ngora this

commitment to reform declined. Both men were distrustful of the

wisdom of his far-flung schemes and shared a common reluctance to

press forward on such a grand scale. Indeed, the year 1789 when the

Archbishop-Viceroy left office opened a period of decided reaction

against many of the developing programs. The colonization endeavors,

the Brazil wood concessions, the support of quina exports, and the

mining reform were all suspended, and the enlarged coast guard was

reduced." The Elhuyer mining reform was later reactivated, but

his mission, handicapped by the misfortune of having departed Europe

prior to the discovery of the more advanced Born method of amalgamation

and plagued by a poor choice of location, collapsed by 1795. Although

the Quito economic society was approved in 1791 , H and that of Momp6s

soon disintegrated.'
3

And, more important, the intendent project

remained a scrap of paper. Thereafter, the surge of reform never

regained its momentum.

A widely held concept of the Bourbon Reforms in Spanish America

has been that in promoting change they also produced disruptive contingent

"Francisco Gil y Lemos , "Gil y Lemos y su nemoria sobre el Nuevo

Reino de Granada," ed. with introduction by Enrique Sanchez Pedrote,

"Lin jje estudios an^ricanos, VIII (1950, 185 -187 ;
JosS e Ezpe eta,

"Relaci6n del estado del Nuevo Reino de Granada . . . 1796," Relac.ones

de tnando . PP- 281-282.

,2Ezpeleta, Relaciones de mando , pp. 3^3 -3^6; Mendinueta,

Relaciones de mando pp. 500, 502; Whitaker, Hispanic American

Historical Review ,
XXXI, 578.

'3shafer, pp. 155, 176-177- In the early 1800's a society was

planned for Santa Fe, but it never became operative, ibid.., pp. 235"

239.
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results more important than those originally intended. The introduc-

tion of a more vigorous system of administration brought higher

authority into an unwelcome contact with a people long accustomed

to Hapsburg inefficiency and at the same time undercut the traditional

governmental hierarchy; desired revisions clashed with vested interests,

while for many they did not go far enough; and new economic and cor-

porate bases for social prestige undermined the existing structure of

society, alienating some, whetting the appetites of others. As a

consequence, traditional loyalties were strained, and the ambitious

attempt to regenerate the empire worked instead to hasten its dis-

solution.
1 ''

For the Viceroyalty of New Granada the processes identified

in this interpretation were all present but not always in the same

degree, for there the progress of the colonial reorganization appears

to have been less extensive than elsewhere in Spanish America. And,

in at least several critical instances, notably the Comunero Rebellion,

the conservative forces of discontent prevailed prior to the Wars for

I ndependence.

The military aspect of the Bourbon Reforms in New Granada was

introduced in 1773; and, accompanied by an amplification of military

corporate privileges, it consisted of a strengthening of the regular

army and a reorganization of the colonial militia. In the sphere of

empire military reform, as with the reform movement to which it

pertained, a case has been made that the most important consequences

were to be found in side-effects which eventually obscured the program's

,Z
*See R. A. Humphreys and John Lynch (eds.), The Origins of the

Latin American Revolutions. 1808-1826 (New York, 1965).
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original purpose. Lyle N. HcAlister in a study on expanded military

privileges in New Spain found that the chief significance of t*e

military reform there developed not so much in its greater contribu-

tion to defense as in the long-run implications of its unexpected

disruptive impact upon existing civil institutions.

During the closing decades of Spanish dominion, the army, itfius

created, acquired prestige and power as the defender of the

nation in the face of almost constant threats of war and 1-vasion.

By the very nature of its functions and constitution it w=s also

a class apart and so regarded itself. The possession of sreci a

1

privileges enhanced its sense of uniqueness and superiorir.i, and

at the same time rendered it virtually immune from civil a_-iiority.

Unfortunately, power and privilege were not accompanied by a com-

mensurate sense of responsibility. A large proportion of
—
"ricers

and men regarded military service as an opportunity for this advance-

ment of personal interests rather than as a civil obi igaiicrr. Until

the abdication of Ferdinand VII in 1808, the troublemakin? potential

of the military was held in check by a long tradition of liyslty to

the crown. However, as the prestige of the monarchy decTi-ed in the

following years, this limitation was removed and the army smerged as

- an autona xis and irresponsible institution. It was this e-iry,

uroer the banner of the Three Guarantees, that consummates

independence and behind a facade of republican institutions made

itself master of Mexico. '

The present study shall determine if New Granada's military

reform worked in the same way, or if, as was apparently true of the

broader colonial reorganization in that viceroyalty, there was a

deviation from the standard experience attributed to the other parts

of the empire. To accomplish this objective special emphasis mEJI be

placed upon the growth of the military corporation in size, firrction,

and prestige in relation to the existing institutional structure.

Thereby, it will be possible to determine if the reform apprecnabTy

altered the status of the military, and if so, to what extent. First,

,5
Lyle N. McAlister, The "Fuero Hilitar" in New Spain. 1764-1800

(Gainesville, Florida, 1957), P- '5.



however, it will be helpful to review the pre-reform defense system

of the viceroyalty.



A DESCRIPTION OF THE PRE-REFORM

MILITARY ORGANIZATION

The second establishment of the Viceroyalty of New Granada in

1739 fixed the jurisdiction of the viceroy as captain general of

Santa Fe de Bogota' over most of the territory which now comprises

the nations of Colombia, Ecuador, Panama, and Venezuela. His authority

extended from the province of Veragua bordering the Captaincy General

of Guatemala in the north, to the province of Mainas on the Amazon

River in the south, and from the Presidency of Quito in the west, to

the province of Guayana across the Orinoco River on the Brazilian

frontier. Within these perimeters, only Caracas was independent of

his ccranand. When the latter governorship was elevated to the rank

of a captaincy general in 1777, the three eastern provinces of Guayana,

CumanS, and Maracaibo, as well as the islands of Margarita and Trinidad,

were detached from Santa Fe and joined to the new military jurisdiction.

Thereafter, the Captaincy General of Santa Fe remained territorially

stable until just before the end of the colonial period, when the

southern provinces of Mainas, Quijos, and Guayaquil were transferred

to the Viceroyalty of Lima.

'Royal c6dula of July 15, 1802, and royal order of July 7, 1803,

with related correspondence, Cornel io Escipi&n Vernaza (comp.), Reco-

Dilacion d^ documentor oficiale s de la fepoca colonial, con un apfendice

relativo a la independence de Guayaquil . (Guayaquil, 1894), pp.

181-2C2.

10



When the military reorganization was initiated in 1773. the main

defenses of the Viceroyalty of New Granada were concentrated within

three subsidiary military jurisdictions, the Commandancy Generals of

2
Cartagena, Panama, and Quito. The office of commandant general cor-

responded to the governor of the province from which each of these

units derived its name; in Quito this functionary was also the president

of the royal audiencia . In addition to their immediate governorship,

the commandant generals exercised military responsibilities in neighbor-

ing provinces. The Commandancy General of Cartagena extended east to

include Santa Marta and Riohacha; Panama encompassed Veragua, Porto-

belo, and DariSn; and Quito consisted of the seven governorships and

seven correqimientos dependent on that region's audiencia. While

the governors of Cartagena and Panama had traditionally acted as com-

mandant generals, the president of Quito did not enjoy that rank until

the administration of Viceroy Messfa de la Cerda.

It is difficult to formulate a set of hard and fast principles

defining the precise responsibilities of the commandant generals to

their outlying provinces. These relationships were vague and varied

considerably from one region to the next. Moreover, much depended

upon the individual administration involved and upon the particular

problems confronted. Tne commandant general of Cartagena exercised

2This excepts the areas later to be attached to Caracas.

^Governorships: Quito, Guayaquil, PopaySn, Cuenca, Mainas,

Quijos y Macas, Jagn de Bracamoros. Corregimientos : Quito, Loja y

Zamora, Riobamba, Chimbo or Guaranda, Ibarra, Tacunga, Otavalo.

^Silvestre, pp. 17-18.
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authority in Santa Harta and Riohacha mainly in matters of common

defense involving his own governorship. The governor of Santa Karta

had an independent troop allotment and provided detachments for use

in Riohacha. In matters of local concern, he normally bypassed Car-

tagena, communicating directly with Santa Fe. In Quito, this was

also the prevailing relationship between the governors of Guayaquil

and PopaySn on the one hand, and their commandant general on the

other. However, the remaining provinces of that jurisdiction were

directly dependent on Q_uito for their troops and equipment. Likewise,

the provinces of Veragua, Portobelo, and Dariln were dependent on

Panama for their military outlays. Nevertheless, the officials ruling

the dependent provinces within the jurisdiction of Panama and Q_uito,

although more directly tied to their respective commandant general

than their counterparts with independent troop allotments, often by-

passed this officer in purely local affairs. Not until the last decade

of the century did the functions of commandant generals assume more

clearly defined proportions.

The regular army of the Spanish domains was divided functionally

into two types of military units, rotating and f i io. or fixed. Fijo

units were stationed in a particular locality on a permanent basis;

rotating troops were moved about the empire as need be, usually in

battalion strength. While the former depended largely upon local re-

sources for their recruits, the latter were European based and manned

mainly by Spaniards. In New Granada, where the population was small,

roughly one and one-half million, European troops were an especially

important asset since it was difficult to gather sufficient recruits to
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allow fijo units to meet the region's extensive defense requirements.

Members of the regular army, whether from fijo or rotating units, were

also commonly called 'veterans," and the latter usage shall be employed

interchangeably with •'regular" in the present study.

Before the reorganization initiated in 1773, the permanent armed

forces of New Granada consisted of one battalion, eighteen companies,

and a detachment ( piauete) of infantry; three companies and two half

companies of artillery; and a cavalry company (see Table 1). In time

of war or crisis they were normally supplemented by at least two

European battalions. For example, during the Seven Years War one bat-

talion each from the Spanish Regiments of Cantabria and Navarre were

dispatched to New Granada. 5 They remained until mid 1763, at which

time they returned to Spain.
6

Thereafter, New Granada also became a

frequent host to rotating units in time of peace. Two battalions from

the Regiment of the Queen arrived in Portobelo in 1766 for distribu-

tion in Panama and Quito. 7 In 1769 they were replaced by two battalions,

one each from the Regiments of Murcia and Naples.
8

A third battalion,

5Royal order, December 8, 1762, ANC: MM 83, fs. 316-322.

Governor Gerardo Josef de la Sobrezza to Messfa de la Cerda,

Portobelo, May 11, 1763, ANC: MM 90, fs. 58-60.

7 Governor Blasco Oresco to Messfa de la Cerda, Panama, August

27, 1766, ANC: MM 92, fs. 750-757.

8Governor Manuel de Agreda to Mess la de la Cerda, ^obelo.

Anril 25, 1769, ANC: MM 6k, fs. 108-111; Governor N,colSs de Castro

to Messfa de fa Cerda, Panama, May 3, 1769, ANC: MM 90, fs. 825-826,

v or Vicente de Olazinegui to Messfa de la Cerda anama Augus

1769, ibM... fs. 9^8-952; M, to id,. Panama, September 10, 1771, ANC.

MM 92, fs. 527-529.
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TABLE 1

THE ARMY OF NEW GRANADA IN 1772

Regulars-'

piio Infantry

Two companies of Santa Marta

Battalion of Cartagena

Detachment of Chagres

Company of Guayaquil

Three companies of Quito

Company of Popaya'n

Halberdier Guard of the Viceroy

Three companies of Maracaibo

Three companies of CumanS (estimated)

Three companies of Guayana

Company of Margarita Island

Arti

1

lerv

Total 1872

100

100
Royal Corps (Panama)

Royal Corps (Cartagena)

Company of Cartagena (attached to infantry battalion) /3

Half company of Santa Marta 23

Half company of Guayana -it-

Total 329

Cavalry

Company of the Viceregal Guard 75

Spanish Rotating Infantry

Battalion of Murcia (Panama) 679

Battalion of Naples (Panama) °79

Battalion of Savoy (Cartagena) BZ2

Total 2037

TOTAL REGULARS 4313
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TABLE 1 (cont.)

Numerous Unorganized Units

*The only available listing for the army at this time is

Francisco Antonio Moreno y Escand6n, "Estado del Nuevo Reino de

Santa Fe, Nuevo Reino de Granada, Ano de 1772," Boletfn de His-

t-nria v Ant ioUedades , XXIII (September-October, 1936), 609-610.

Unfortunately, Moreno's survey is far from systematic. For sone

units he lists authorized strength, for others he lists actual

strength;
-

for some he counts officers, for others he does not;

and in some cases he appears to have simply guessed. I have at-

tempted to systematize the list as much as possible basing my

entries on authorized strengths, not the force of the moment.

They do not include company officers and command and staff group

personnel which normally averaged about 6 per cent. This systen.
_.

is also followed in the other tables in the text. For corroborative

and corrective material for the Moreno list, see ANC: MM 51, fs-

601-602, MM (A, fs. 677-680, MM 65, fs. 370-372, MM 71, fs. 211-

21/. 587-590 1041'lOVt, 1066-106S, 1087, MM 81 , fs. 962, MM 85,

fs '230-233, 280-283, MM 89, fs. 585-596, MM 90, fs. 9^8-952, MM

92* fs. 76-, 766, MM 97, fs. 837-8<+2, MM 99, fs- 57-75, MM 100, fs.

658-659, 665-666, MM 103, fs. 75-88, 10*1-105, and MM 105, fs. 481-

k8S- ANC: ppales Ordenes 53,- f. 188; ANC: (Suerra y Marjpa 14,

f. \l*8; and ANE: Pres. 43, fs. 55-56, and Pres. 13**, f. 101.

**|ndividual units and strengths have not been listed because

no uniform data are available. In any event, such information could

have little significance due to the erratic nature of company and bat-

talion organization.
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this time from the Regiment of Savoy, was sent to Cartagena in 1771-

In contrast to New Spain where this practice was abandoned in 1787,

European units continued to serve in New Granada on into the nineteenth

10
century.

In the Spanish Empire the regular army was supplemented by two

varieties of militia, provincial and urban. Urban militia was

normally sponsored by a municipality or a guild and was called into

J 11 . . . .

service only when its immediate area was threatened. Provincial

militia, on the other hand, could be, and often was, employed for

duty outside its locality. In New Granada, the latter class was

both numerous and geographically diversified, ranging into the interior

as well as the coastal provinces. By contrast, urban militia seems

to have been almost non-existent. The only company which acquired

prominence in the records for the pre-reform period was that of the

Merchant Guild of Cartagena; this was a small unit consisting of

12

roughly fifty-four enlisted men and five officers.

In Spain, the provincial militia underwent a major reform in

173 1*.
13 Thereafter, "this class also became known as 'disciplined'

militia because the regiments had a standard organization, received

Governor Gregorio de la Sierra to Messfa de la Cerda, Carta-

gena, October II, 1771, ANC: MM 89, fs. 225-238.

10'McAlister, TKp "Fnero Mil itar" . p. *•

"Felix Colon y Larriategui , .lurgados mi 1 '»r«s de Espaffay sus

l n ri ias . . . (2a ed. corregida y aumentada; Madrid, 1780-B9), II, 5b2.

^Governor Fernando Morillo Velarde to Messfa de la Cerda,

Cartagena, 1767, ANC: MM 57, fs. 1049-1053-
.

''3col6n, II, 469-



systematic training, and were provided with a cadre of regular of-

ficers and enlisted men." Similar action was initiated in the

colonial empire beginning with Cuba in 17&3-
15

I" New Granada,

none of the provincial militia was placed on a disciplined footing

until 1773. Prior to that time, they wer ladly neglected and

generally in a state of shocking disarray.

Throughout New Granada the organizational structure of the

provincial militia had decayed to a point where it had become more

of a myth than a reality. Companies had few if any officers, lacked

training and discipline, and rarely possessed adequate equipment.

Drills were seldom held and membership rolls were outdated. On the

occasions when drills were conducted, attendance was frequently very

poor. For example, in 1761 a review was held in Riohacha to organize

men for the important task of confronting the Guajiro Indians.

Slightly more than 50 per cent of the membership appeared or had an

excusable absence.
16 Moreover, in most cases drilling was of

questionable value; little could be accomplished for want of competent

professional advice. This was true in Neiva where the governor reported

that the officers, sergeants, and corporals knew nothing of the prin-

ciples of military procedure or of the art of warfare.' 7 In some areas

'SlcAlister, The "Fuero Militar" . . . . p. 2.

,5Ly1e N. McAlister, "The Reorganization of the Army of New

Spain, 1763-67," The Hispanic American Histor ical Review. XXXIII

(February, 1953), 1-32.

'^Governor of Riohacha to Messfa de la Cerda, Riohacha, ANC:

MM 97, fs. 848-850.

,7Miguel de GSlvez to Messfa de la Cerda, Neiva, March 19, 1766,

ANC: MM 105, fs. 901-902.
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the militia had almost totally disintegrated. Francisco Requena, an

engineer commissioned to Guayaquil to initiate plans for fortifica-

tions, reported in 1771 that the militia of that important Pacific

port "existed in name only."'
8

In 1759 the governor of Maracaibo,

a province also important for defense purposes, colorfully referred

19

to the companies under his command as "ghost" militia. Indeed,

membership in the provincial militia seems to have signified little

more than a commitment to come forward to fight in case of attack.

In 1766 an unusually thorough inventory of men and equipment

was compiled for the forces of Ibague which clearly illustrates the

characteristic weaknesses of the pre-reform militia. There were

three companies nominally totaling 1,165 members. These units were

segregated, at least superficially, on a racial basis and varied sub-

stantially in individual strength. There were 526 whites, 280 mes-

tizos, and 271* mulattoes and Negroes. This left 85 unaccounted for,

as they failed to appear for review. Of the 1,080 militiamen who

attended, 33 were 60 years of age or older; two members had reached

80J The weaponry was far from adequate. There were only 69 f i re-

arms, including 61 rifles and 8 pistols, 200 swords, 9 daggers, 301

sabers, \6h machetes, and 109 lances. Most of the firearms belonged

to members of the company of whites. For that matter, many of this

unit possessed two weapons, leaving a third of the militiamen without

,8Francisco Requena to Messfa de la Cerda, Guayaquil, ANC: MM

100, fs. 328-333.

^Governor of Maracaibo to Messfa de la Cerda, Maracaibo, ANC:

MM 105 fs. 489-^92.
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as much as a machete.
2

Moreover, the companies of Ibague had no

officers.
21

It is difficult to believe that militia so poorly

prepared could have constituted a significant asset to the vice-

royalty's defense establishment.

In spite of its neglected condition, the provincial militia

was a needed adjunct to the small forces of the regular army and

was relied upon as a source of reserve strength. From time to time

these amateurs were called to active duty. During British Admiral

Vernon's siege of Cartagena in Mh\ , for example, two companies

of free pardos and Negroes, and 300 other militiamen formed part

22
of the army which turned back the Anglo-Saxon invaders. In the

province of Riohacha, militia was frequently used to supplement

regular troops employed in frontier duty against the Guaj i ro In-

dians. 23 And, during the Rebellion of the Barrios in Quito, 1765"

66, 150 Spaniards, residents of the presidency's province of

Guaranda, were enlisted to assist an expeditionary force sent from

Panama to restore order.
21

* In a sense, however, the last two

examples were a discredit to the defense system. The militia from

20Governor Ignacio Nicolas Buenaventura to Messfa de la Cerda,

Ibague, ibid ., fs. 903 "928.

21 Governor Agustfn Zeferino Correa to Messfa de la Cerda,

Ibague, October 27, 1765, ibid., fs. 872-873-

22Diary of Viceroy Sebastian de Eslava, Roberto ArrSzola

(comp.), Historial He Cartagena (Cartagena, 1961), p. 333

-

23 See chapter V.

2/|Sargento Mayor Andres Javier Arregui to Messfa de la Cerda,

Guaranda, May 25, 1766, ANC: MM 101, fs. 539-5^0.
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Guaranda appears to have been enlisted extemporaneously without any

prior ..Hilary training. Moreover, when in 1770 the governor of

Santa Karta, Manuel Herrera Leyba, was ordered by Viceroy Messfa de

la Cerda to mobilize fifty militiamen to supplement fifty regulars

destined for frontier duty in Riohacha, he was unable to comply

because the available men were so poorly trained that they were next

to useless. Under the circumstances, he asked for authority to

employ twenty-four additional regulars instead.
25

A defense system

which in time of emergency was forced to call upon reserves of this

caliber must have been anything but formidable.

On occasion, there were governors who took a lively interest

in the condition of their provinces' militia, but they were the

exception, not the rule. Most of the provincial leaders appear to

have been more or less indifferent to the problem, an attitude which,

if not shared at the viceregal level, was not vigorously discouraged.

In any event, without intensified assistance from Spain in providing

trained officers, adequate equipment, and proper incentives, sustained

efforts toward maintaining a well-disciplined militia were bound to

fail. Comprehensive reform was in order if the provincial militia

was to beccne an effective component for the defense of the viceroyalty.

New Granada's main defenses were based on an extensive series of

coastal strongholds and fortified cities. The most important were

Guayana, Cumana, Maracaibo, Santa Marta, Cartagena, Portobelo, Panama,

and Guayaquil. With the exception of a small number of companies

25anC: MM 97, fs. *»99-500.



stationed in the interior, the regular army of the viceroyalty had

traditionally been deployed smang these coastal defense bases and

in their respective provinces. A survey of these centers of military

activity will illustrate the motives for reform, as well as disclose

a number of special conditions which subsequently had a direct

influence on the military reorganization.

Cartagena was by far the most important of the coastal defense

bases and accordingly was allotted larger quantises of personnel,

equipment, and fortifications. In conjunction with Santa Marta, it

guarded the Magdalena Valley transportation route into the interior

of the viceroyalty and was co-sidered the key to the defenses of

northern South America. Because of the importance of this strong-

hold, the office of governor amf commandant general of Cartagena was

one of the most prestigious in the viceroyalty. Indeed, in one

instance, a governor moved dHrectly from Cartagena to serve as interim

viceroy.
26 The defense complex of Cartagena was fcuilt around an

intricate system of fortifications.
27 The character of these instal-

lations, while generally only of marginal interest in this study,

does tie directly into the reorganization in sei*ral important respects.

One of these was the problem of military finance, the other was the

question of manpower allocation:.

The city of Cartagena was located on a narrow tract of land

with its back to the open sea, and it faced a ilarge deep bay to which

26This man was Juan Plmnenta who briefly served following the

resignation of Manuel Antoni© Flores in 1782.

27The most exhaustive plication on Cartagena's fortifications

is Enrique Marco Dorta, Cart?c?na de [ndias: gcjgjrto. Y P laza fuerte

(Cartagena, I960).
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it -as connected by a small inlet, the Bay of Animas. The main bay

of Cartagena had two channels opening into the ocean, Boca Grande

and Boca Chica. Between them was situated a large island, Tierra

Bomba. The mainland side of the bay was webbed with swamps and lakes

making difficult movement from one end to the other by land.

During the period under consideration, four major installations

constituted the exterior defenses of Cartagena: the fortresses of San

Fernando and San Sebastian del Pastel illo, the battery of San Jose,

and the castle of San Felipe de Barajas. San Fernando, a very formidable

structure, and San Josi had been erected on either side of the channel

of Boca Chica to prevent entrance into the main bay. San Sebastian,

located on the mouth of the Bay of Animas, provided a second line of

defense. Should entrance be forced into the main bay, this fortress

would hamper penetration directly to the walls of the city. The

largest and most formidable of all the fortifications was San Felipe.

Dating from 1667, this massive structure was built on a small hill on

the mainland side of Cartagena, dominating land approaches to the city.

This installation was required due to two possibilities. First, an

eneay once safely within the calm waters of the bay might choose to

land his forces and maneuver toward the city through the swamps on

the bay's mainland side. This strategy was applied by the Bar6n de

Pointis in 1697 and by Admiral Vernon in 1 7M. The other possibility

was that an aggressor might land his forces directly on the main beach

to the back of the city. This was unlikely, however, because a strong

undertow made such an operation extremely hazardous. This had been

the original plan of Pointis, but his boats were unable to reach the
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shore; he soon realized that his attack must be launched through the

main bay. The last line of defense was the wall of the city itself,

complete with built-in installations facing the sea, bay, and land

approaches. In addition, many of the fortifications of the city and

bay had small approach batteries to bolster the more vulnerable

aspects of their individual defenses.

The one great weakness which imperiled the security of Carta-

gena was its vulnerability through the channel of Boca Grande. This

opening had filled in with sand in the middle of the seventeenth

century and the bay's defense installations had been built on the

premise that it would remain closed. Just prior to the outbreak

of the War of Jenkins' Ear, a small waterway was opened in the old

channel for purposes of oaval mobility; this triggered an unexpected

wave of erosion which in time completely reopened the channel. Rather

than construct a new series of fortresses on the location, it was

decided to build a dike across the channel which would finally resolve

the problem as well as limit manpower requirements. The project was

begun in 1771 under the direction of Antonio de Arevalo and was

concluded in 1778 at the cost of approximately one and a half million

pesos.
28 Compared to the annual revenue of the Real Hacienda of New

Granada at that time, placed by Antonio Moreno y Escand6n in 1772 at

one million pesos, this was a huge monetary outlay. Moreover,

28
Marco Dorta, pp. 273-276, 297-301; Silvestre, p. 64.

29
ln this sum, Moreno does not include revenues from the two

mints in Santa Fe and PopaySn or the small income derived from the

royal fifth of pearls and emeralds. Part of New Granada's defense
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Cartagena's fortifications were subject to constant damage at the

hands of nature and required an almost continual process of re-

construction. These expenditures placed a hard strain on defense

funds, a crisis which coincided with the early years of the military

reform. The absence of adequate funds eventually had an important

impact on the development of the reorganized military.

Manpower requirements for Cartagena were abnormally large, not

only due to the size of her fortifications, but also because of their

widely scattered locations. The defenses of Boca Chica were ten

lies from the city making difficult if not impossible the rapid

transfer of men from one part of the complex to another. Neverthe-

less, sufficient military forces were rarely, if ever, provided due

to weaknesses inherent in the pre-refom defense mechanism. Cartagena

did maintain a fixed battalion, but this unit was chronically under-

strength.

The glorious Spanish victory over the British forces of Admiral

Vernon in 17*»1 is attributable to heroisn. the deadly fortifications

of Cartagena, and perhaps British tactical error, but not to personnel

preparedness. At the time of the British attack, Cartagena's fixed

battalion was supplemented by troops fro= two Spanish battalions

dispatched to New Granada from the Regiments of Spain and Aragon,

but the regular troops totaled only 1,100. Although these units

expenditures were defrayed by her neighboring vic^°*a '*' e*; J^" V"
responsible for financing the maintenance of Panama 's and rortota o s

fortifications and their garrisons. New S?a,n was obi ged to assist

with the expenses of the coast guard. Moreno y Escandon, Boletfn de

historia v antioSedadeS , XXVI, 602-606.
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were supplemented by militia and some 1,000 seamen, the defenders were

badly outmanned by the invaders who possessed a landing force of some

9000 men.
30

Indeed, the margin of victory was not great. The British

forces broke through the defenses at Boca Chica, entered the bay,

captured a secondary line of fortresses in operation at that time,

and managed to drive all of the way to the Castle of San Felipe de

Barajas (also known then as San Lazaro) before being repulsed.

Jorge Juan and Antonio de Ulloa in their Noticias secretas

revealed precisely how fragile were the defenses of Cartagena.

The defense bases thrcxigh' which we traveled on the coasts of New

Granada en route to Peru were Cartagena, Portobelo, and the fortress

of Chagres which defends the entrance to the river of the same name.

These three defense complexes, although strong in fortifications,

did not possess in the essentials those capabilities which comple-

ment works of fortification for forming a rigorous resistance; and

although the contrary was experienced in Cartagena when the English

laid siege and were rejected with such great honor that the very

ferocious defense made filled the arms of Spain with glory, it is

cc^on knowledge that the defense was bolstered by timely assistance

afforded by the arrival in the port of the squadron of Lieutenant

General Bias de Lezo, whose crew and munitions were employed

against the enemy from the first attack against the castle of Sa.n

Sis de Boca Chica, and although retreating to the base's interior

fortifications when it became necessary, they did-not quit the

defense until the enemy withdrew in dispair; the same applies for

the troops that were sent from Spain for garrison duty, and the

presence of two highly experienced leaders as were Don Sebast an

de Eslava (viceroy) and Don Bias de Lezo, all of which were m, ss.ng

when we were there; and for that matter, the major portion of the

garrison that belongs there by allotment is still missing.

They further reported that although the fixed battalion's ten companies

should have totaled 770 men, a force which when aided by militia could

probably have managed a passable defense, in practice the unit was so

3°Diary of Viceroy Eslava, ArrSzola, p. 333.

3, Charles E Nowell, "The Defense of Cartagena," The Hispani c

African Histnriral Review . XLI I (November, 1962), 1*91-501.
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depleted that the majority of the sentry boxes was not staffed. It

was also pointed out that discipline was exceedingly poor.

It is apparent that at the time of Juan and Ulloa's visit, Car-

tagena would have been hard pressed to have offered suitable resistance

without the aid of Spanish reinforcements. This was a risky situation

as there was no absolute assurance that Spanish troops would be on

hand in time of emergency. After the Seven Years War, during which

time Spanish reinforcements were again dispatched to Cartagena, the

crown began to assume a more vigorous attitude toward that defense base's

security. The fixed battalion was maintained near full force and a

company from the Royal Corps of Artillery was sent to Cartagena for

permanent service. 33 The tenth company of the fixed battalion was

also an artillery company. Furthermore, the almost continual presence

of Spanish battalions in the viceroyalty during the post-war period

provided added security. However, a major effort to solve the

personnel problem was not made until 1773.

The remaining troops within the Commandancy General of Cartagena

were maintained at Santa Marta. The city was fortified, but this

defense center was of only secondary importance. Its forces consisted

of two companies of Infantry and a half company of artillery. Often,

part of this fixed contingent was employed in the sister province of

32Jorge Juan and Antonio de Ulloa, Notirifls secrets de America

fSiilo XVIII) (Madrid, 1918), I, 15^-155-

33 0e la Sierra to Hessfa de la Cerda, Cartagena, October 11, 1771,

*up. mm fio f< ??t;-2'?8- Troop inspection reports, Cartagena, 17bi>-

,S, Xcf'rJ 7l! fs 2iw«? 587-590; KAl-lOHi.. 1066-1069; 1087-

1091.
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Riohacha for frontier duty against the Guaj i ro Indians, a form.dable

nation posing a constant threat to the peace of the region. In

time of great need, Cartagena was relied upon for reinforcements.

Because of its strategical location, the Commandancy General

of Panama's defense bases were the second most important group in New

Granada. Both ports, Panama on the Pacific side of the isthmus and

Portobelo on the Caribbean, were fortified, as was the entrance to the

Chagres River, part of the main transportation artery for interocean

crossings. However, Panama's military importance was not matched

either by economic productivity or by population. An important com-

mercial crossroads under the Galleon system, this region suffered a

drastic decline in economic importance upon the legal opening of the

Cape Horn route to licensed vessels. This recession was reflected

by the reduction of Panama from the seat of an audiencia to a mere

governorship in 1751. In addition, population was very sparse. Ac-

cording to Francisco Silvestre, a government functionary writing in

1789, the governorship of Panama had only 35,9^2 pacified inhabitants,

Veragua 21,061, Portobelo 1662, and Darien 1 ,266.
35 Throughout the

last half of the eighteenth century, these characteristics made Panama

and its dependencies an exceptional burden on the viceroyal ty 's defense

resources.

The condition of Panama's fijo units was the worst in the vice-

royalty. An attempt had been made to maintain a battalion of seven

^See chapter V.

3 5Silvestre, pp. U3"50.
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companies which was the bare minimum required for adequate defense

of the isthmus. However, apparently in order to reduce expenditures,

this battalion in time of peace was maintained only at the level of

a skeleton force. In 1759 its membership totaled only 119 enlisted

16
men plus a small number of officers. By recruiting from European

rotating battalions returning to Spain after service in Panama during

the Seven Years War, it was possible to increase the number of troops.

However, by 1769 the commandant general reported to the viceroy that

battalion strength had decreased to the point where it existed only

38
in name.

The danger in failing to maintain a substantial permanent military

force was amply demonstrated in 1739 by the attack of Admiral Vernon

against Portobelo. Unpreparedness and indiscipline were so great

that the British invaders encountered practically no resistance.

England declared war on October 19; word reached Panama on November

39
8; and Vernon appeared in Portobelo harbor on December 2. Although

the British force was much smaller than that employed against Carta-

gena in 1741, its size made little difference because the attack fol-

lowed the declaration of war so closely that emergency preparations

were incomplete. The governor of Panama had not begun to organize the

36
Governor Manuel de Hontiano to Viceroy Jose de Soils, Panama,

ANC: MM 103, fs. 709-712.

37 Governor Josef de Arana to Messfa de la Cerda, Panama, March 14,

1764, ANC: MM 90, fs. 43-47.

38oiazinegui to Messfa de la Cerda, Panama, ibid.., fs. 9^-952.

39James Furguson King (ed.), "Admiral Vernon at Portobelo: 1739,"

Th„ Hispanic /Wriran Historical Review , XXI 1 I (May, 1S43). 259"260.
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defense of the isthmus; no Spanish reinforcements had arrived; and

to make matters worse, the majority of the regulars stationed in

Portobelo were sick in the hospital. The governor of Portobelo was

forced to rely on the militia and about 175 combat troops sent ashore

by the coast guard.

Vernon began his attack at mid-day and after only an hour's

combat had captured the first of Portobelo's major fortifications.

By that evening most of the militia had deserted and resistance had

disintegrated. With the cause being so obviously hopeless, the

authorities capitulated the following day, terminating one of the

most disgraceful episodes of Spanish military history. ' After

leveling Portobelo's fortifications, Vernon momentarily abandoned the

port in favor of greater objectives elsewhere. He returned in April,

1 7J»2, contemplating an attack on Panarra, but by that time the second

battalion of the Regiment of Granada had arrived. Apparently believing

that these reinforcements would make operations too difficult, he

kl
withdrew without attacking.

In spite of Vernon's victory, no oajor changes were made in

the defenses of the Commandancy General of Panama. The fixed units

continued to languish; the militia remained disorganized and un-

disciplined; and European troops, if they could arrive on time, were

•^Council of War of 1 he Lieutenant Governor of Portobelo . .

December 2, 1739, and Relacion de lo executado en la defensa . . .

December 8, ml, in K~W BJJ55JJ SZSS H
i

s t or^JERe^ew,

XXI 1 1 , 269-271, 275-280.

41,

'tfuidor Antonio Berestegui , "Relacion sobre el gobierno del

Virrey Eslava," Relacione s He hando . , p. 20.
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considered as the mainstay of the isthmus 1 war time defenses. During

the Seven Years War, European troops were again dispatched to the com-

mandancy general and they continued to serve on a regular basis in the

peace that followed. In addition, one company from the Royal Corps of

Artillery was placed in Panama. 3 With the total disintegration of

the fixed battalion in 1769, the dependence on rotating combat units

became complete.

The remaining regular troops in the Caribbean region of the

Captaincy General of Santa Fe were those of the three eastern provinces

of Guayana, Cumana', and Maracaibo, and of the island of Margarita.

These garrisons were the source of complaints similar to those already

discussed for the other defense bases. Moreover, the island of Trini-

dad was without a fixed military establishment. Each of the three

mainland governorships maintained several infantry companies on a

fixed basis, units which in the pre-reform tradition were chronically

understaffed.
**5 If anything, their condition was below par for New

Granada due to their remoteness from the center of military activity.

A safe distance from the troubled waters of the Caribbean, the

provinces of the Commandancy General of Qjjito were relatively late in

obtaining fixed military establishments. Prior to 17&»t, the only

permanent regular troops in this region were the audiencia's guard

^Sobrezza to Messfa de la Cerda, Portobelo, May 11, 1763, ANC:

MM 90, fs. 58-60; Agreda to Messfa de la Cerda, Portobelo, July 27,

1766, *ANC: MM 92, fs. 760-766.

Messfa de la Cerda, Relaciones de mando . . . , p. 117.

**5Governor Pedro Jos^ Urrutia to Messfa de la Cerda, Cumana,

1766 ANC- MM 61, fs. kW-klk; Governor Alfonso del Rfo to Messfa

de la Cerda, Maracaibo, February 15, 1769, ANC: MM 15, fs. 77^-795;

Governor Manuel Centurion to Messfa de la Cerda, Guayana, 1769, ANC:

MM eh, fs. 677-680.



of twenty-five men.'*
6

In that year a request was made and author-

ization from the crown received for the augmentation of this company

to fifty members.''
7

The following year Viceroy Messfa de la Cerda

formulated a proposal which would increase the number of regulars in

the commandancy general to 200 men. These were to be distributed for

service among Quito, Cuenca, and Guayaquil. The crown granted its

approval on June 26, 17&5-
1*8

However, this plan was interrupted and

later altered due to the severe upheaval which began in Quito a month

before the crown's action.

The Rebellion of the Barrios which erupted on the evening of

May 22, 1765, was one of the strongest uprisings in the late colonial

period. It began as a prearranged violent mass protest against the

aguardiente monopoly and the aduana, and contained strong anti-

Spanish undertones. Initially, the tax collection house was attacked

and burned and aguardiente was dumped into the streets. As the even!

progressed the temper of the mob grew meaner, ultimately compelling the

oidores of the audiencia to take pacificatory measures through the

mediation of the Jesuits. They agreed to suppress the monopoly and the

aduana, and in addition, granted a general pardon to all involved in

the disorders. With these assurances, the mob di spersed, ending serious

disturbances for a month. In the meantime, however, sporadic violence

was directed against Spaniards and their households.

ng

^Royal order, June 26, 1765, ANC: MM 51, f- 67-

^Royal order, September 26, 1764, ANC: MM 100, fs. 23"24.

^ANC: MM 51, f- &
^Federico GonzSlez SuaYez, Histnria general de la Repgblica de

Ecuador (Quito, 1890-1901), V, 213-216.
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On the evening of June lU rioting broke out again, this time

stemming from an incident in the plaza of Santo Domingo. There, an

alouacil accompanied by his assistants set upon a small group of

men, whipping two of them. This deed, whether justified or not,

again aroused the passions of the citizenry. The ensuing tum-jJt

became clearly directed against the city's Spanish elite, reportedly

because of their haughty, abusive behavior. Some 200 were forced to

take refuge in the palace of the royal audiencia where they held off

the attacking mob with cannon and firearms; the oidores, abandoning

honor, hid in a convent. By the evening of June 28, with ammunition

and supplies depleted, there was little choice but to capitulate.

Throughout this turmoil the meager guard of the audiencia was unable

, 50
to play a significant role.

In compliance with the wishes of the victors, the audiencia,

which continued to remain in hiding for some time after the fall of

the palace, finally agreed to the exile within eight days of all

unmarried Spaniards. In addition, the suppression of the aguardiente

monopoly and the aduana was reiterated. These terms were confirmed

by the viceroy on September 17, including a general pardon for all

participants. Thereafter, Quito was again at peace, but government

officials felt compelled to exercise their authority only with the

greatest discretion. Full governmental power was restored only after

a military expedition of 600 militiamen and regulars, originating in

Panama and Peru, marched into the troubled city in September of the

following year under the command of Juan Antonio Zelaya, governor of

50 |bid ., pp. 216-220.
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Guayaquil.
5 ' With that the rebellion was dead, but it had succeeded

in humiliating the Spanish regime, in undermining administration faith

in the innocence of the vassals of Quito, and in demonstrating the

deficiency of the small military establishment.

This series of events was considered additionally serious

because the unrest spread into surrounding areas. In the governor-

ship of Popayan direct repercussions were felt in the cities of Cali,

Cartago, and PopaySn. There also, the authorities had to temporarily

heed the popular demand for the relaxation of taxes and government

monopolies. 52 To make matters worse, out of all the uprisings the

officials were able to apprehend only one suspected leader. Every-

where, resources for effective riot control were proven badly defective.

The authorities were quick to perceive in this series of events

a close connection between public order and military strength. Vice-

roy Messfa de la Cerda expressed his thoughts on this subject in his

relaci6n to Don Manuel Guirior in 1772.

let it be noted, that the obedience of the inhabitants in

this'kingdom has no other support, with the exception of the

garrisons, than the free will and pleasure with which the in-

habitants comply with orders; because, without their approval,

there is no force, weapon, or authority which their superiors

can use to gain respect and obedience; hence, command is very

hazardous and the good success of measures taken is excessively

provisional; by the same token, this lack of confidence requires

treading lightly and, at times, without complete freedom, trying

to be accommodating to the circumstances; and, according to this

situation, it results that the enemy can be of two categories,

the disobedient vassals and the rebellious barbarians who dwell

in the interior of the provinces.

5' lbid .. pp. 220-226.

52Gustavo Arboleda, Hisrnria de Call (Cali, 1928), p. Mtl

.

53Messfa de la Cerda, Relaciones de mando . . , , p. 113-
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The viceroy went on to report that he believed disloyal vassals to

be the most dangerous of the two threats, citing the humiliating

experience in Quito as evidence of the fact.

Shortly after the rebellion was suppressed, Messfa de la Cerda

sent a communication to the president of Quito indicating his desire

to establish a large fixed regular force in the troubled areas which

would act as an agent for the preservation of domestic peace and

order-
55 Such a program was not accomplished for several years, how-

ever. In the meantime, troop detachments usually numbering about 200

men were employed from Panama. For the most part these soldiers were

drawn from the European battalions currently available. The first

new fijo company was established in Guayaquil in 1767- Four years

later a fijo contingent of three companies was organized for the city

58

of Quito, as well as one unit for Popayan. All five were infantry

companies.

The troop commitment in Guayaquil was an outgrowth of efforts

already in progress to build that port into a coastal defense base.

5/
*lbM.

55President Juan Antonio Zelaya to Messfa de la Cerda, Quito,

April, 1767, ANC: MM 101, fs. 555"556.

560rosco to Messfa de la Cerda, Panama, July 1766, ANC: MM 92,

fs 750-757" Captain Francisco Antonio Fernandez to Mess. a de la Cer-

da', Quito, June 3, 1767. ANC:' MM 100, fs. 7<*5-75<*.

57Governor Francisco de Ugarte to Guirior, Guayaquil, August 2,

I773, ANE: Pres- I9*», fs. 51-62.

58
0e la Sierra to Messfa de la Cerda, Cartagena, February ,1771

,

ANC- MM 103 fs 10U-105; Report of Subinspector General Joaqufn de

Canaveral, Cartagena, May, 1793. ANC: MM 92, fs. 1019-35-
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By royal order of December 8, 1762, the corregimiento of Guayaquil

was transformed into a governorship to be "served by a military

subject."
59 In addition, plans for fortifications there were already

underway. More significant were the companies of Quito and PopaySn

which were the first units of appreciable size employed for duty in

the interior of the viceroyalty. This departure from the traditional

pattern, while initiated prior to the rebellion, was certainly in-

fluenced by it. First, the 200 troops deployed in the interior of the

conmandancy general were a stronger force than that originally proposed.

Furthermore, the distribution pattern was altered; three full companies

for the city of Quito were more than formerly contemplated, and Cuenca

remained without a fixed contingent. And, the company of Popayan was

an innovation explicitly formed for the purpose of enforcing royal

60

authority in response to unrest stimulated by tax collection. While

the new troop commitment in the interior of the Commandancy General of

Quito was not a huge or a particularly impressive force in its own

right, it was subsequently of primary importance in the evolution of

the military reform.

Although the evidence is not conclusive, a possible additional

consequence of the events in Quito and Popayan was a strengthening of

the viceregal guard in Santa Fe de Bogota in 1768. With the excep-

tion of a small number of men employed for mission escort duty, the

59Abel -Romero Castillo, l^ nnhernadorfs de Guayaquil del Siglo

XVjjx (Madrid, 1931), PP- 'S-^.

*°ExeedjenIe ™hre el ^T"^ Ap la ™mnanfa f
'
ia de pWa^n

2-

Quito, 1777, ANC: MM 52, fs. 520-529.
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guard had been the only regular troops stationed in the interior of the

viceroyalty prior to the establishment in the Commandancy General of

Quito. It was established in 1750 consisting of two companies, one of

cavalry, the other of halberdiers. Although royal authorization for

this act provided for 100 men in the first unit and sixty men in the

second, Viceroy Jose" Alonso Pizarro chose to limit the new companies to

fifty men each.
6' However, shortly after the Rebellion of the Barrios

in Quito, Viceroy Kessfa de la Cerda requested authorization to increase

these companies by twenty-five men each and royal approval soon fol-

lowed.
62

Although it is entirely possible that the strengthening of

the Guard had no direct relationship to the events in the Presidency

of Quito, circumstancial evidence indicates that this was indeed the

case. In the first place, the position of the viceregal capital was

sinilar to that of Quito in that the coastal armies, the nearest source

of military aid, were a considerable distance away; second, Messfa de

la Cerda's previously quoted statements regarding the subject of

danestic obedience indicated an appreciation for the role of the

ilitary in supporting governmental authority; and, last, the numerical

upgrading of the viceroy's guard occurred simultaneously with the

establishment of interior military forces in Quito and PopaySn.

Whatever the case, although the changes in the viceregal guard did

represent a 50 per cent manpower increase, the resulting force was

still far from formidable. And, in spite of all the alterations

6, Royal order, July 17, 1751, ANC: Reales Ordenes 53, f. 188.

62Tribunal tfe Cuentas to Viceroy Messfa de la Cerda, Santa Fe,

August 9, 1768, AKC: MM 51, fs. 601-602.
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and innovations incurred in the interior of the viceroyalty after 1765,

the character of Hew Granada's military commitment remained primarily

coastal

.



CHAPTER II

THE BEGINNING OF THE REFORM:

CARTAGENA AND PANAMA

The 1773 initiation of military reform in the Viceroyalty of

New Granada featured both a strengthening of the regular army and

the formation of new, "disciplined," militia. With New Granada's

key defense bases badly undermanned and its militia in a chaotic

condition, such action was imperative if the viceroyalty were to

become reasonably capable of repelling foreign invasion. However,

in undertaking preparations for the next phase of its struggle with

Great Britain, the Spanish monarchy had first directed its attention

to the more important and more vulnerable portions of its empire.

In 1763 a military reorganization was started in Cuba and Puerto

1

Rico, and in the following year efforts were extended to New Spain.

Before reaching Mew Granada, the military reform had also been

introduced in Peru.
2

Consequently, the year 1773 was a comparatively

late date in the overall introductory process. With pioneering

experiences already completed, New Granada was able to take advantage

of a well-developed militia policy.

'McAlister, The Hispanic Ameri can Historical Review, XXXIII, 9-

2Manuel de Amat y Junient, Memoria de qobierno, eds. Vicente

Rodrfguez Casado and Florentino Plrez Embid (Sevilla, 19V) , PP- 716-

717.
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Military reform was introduced piecemeal into New Granada with

no apparent comprehensive plan of dissemination from province to

province. The only thing approaching such a norm was a negative

accord by all parties concerned that endeavors should at first be

restricted to only those areas most critically in need of an invigorated

military establishment. The crown's initial reform plans were limited

in scope to the two most important defense centers, Cartagena and

Panama. Thereafter, the reorganization only gradually progressed

to other parts of the viceroyslty. Moreover, once the reform

advanced beyond Cartagena and Panama, little in the way of direct

aid was extended from Spain; rather, local resources and talents

were employed for the new programs.

Politically, the expansion of the military reform was conducted

upon the initiative of the government in Santa re. And, although

their measures required ultimate approval in Spain, the viceroys

themselves soon became the reorganization's active policy makers.

As a consequence of its piecemeal introduction, the reform movement

assumed a decidedly federalist character; this was especially true

in the sphere of organizing disciplined militia. The programs

implemented were frequently responses to local problems and were in

turn managed largely at the local level This pattern of diffusion

contrasted with the policy followed in New Spain where a special com-

mission under the direction of Lieutenant General Juan de Villalba y

Angulo was charged with implementing a comprehensive reform for the

entire viceroyalty. 3 Only toward the end of the colonial period did

^McAlister, The "Fuero Kilitar" . pp. 3
_£*-
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the Viceroyalty of New Granada develop a militia institutional system

of a more or less centralized nature.

The ability to conduct the militia aspect of the reform without

the benefit of a special high-ranking commission was enhanced by the

late date of New Granada's reform. By 1773 an extensive set of royal

legislation had already been enacted which served as a guideline for

disciplined militia organization. The most comprehensive crown policy

statement was the Real declaracion sobre pu ntos esenciales de la orde-

nanza de milicias provincial; de Espana que fnterim se regla la formal,

que corresponde a estos cuerpos, se debe observar como tal en todas sus

partes (Madrid, I767), which was an up to date summary of crown legisla-

tion for the disciplined militia of Spain. In addition, a reglamento ,

which was an American appendix to the Real declaraci6n and which con-

tained provisions especially applicable to the Caribbean region, was

Issued for Cuba in 17&9.** For the reform In New Granada, the royal

Instructions specified that the new militia was to be formed in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the Cuban reglamento; a number of

copies were sent to Cartagena and Panama.

The reform was initiated by a royal order of November 2k, 1772,

which commanded the expansion of Cartagena's fixed regular battalion

Into a regiment consisting of two battalions of nine companies each;

a second order issued on January II. 1773, reestablished the fixed

Volamento pa-* l„« milled de infante rf*, Y caba))e r fa de la

Ula de Cijha, ap rnha Hn por S.H. (Havana, 1 7&9) -

5Governor Roque de Clulroga to Gulrlor, Cartagena, June I!, 1773.

ANC: MM 87, fs. 784-795.



battalion of Panama. Orders for the establishment of disciplined

militia came on February 12, 1773, for Panama, and en March 18, 1773,

for Cartagena.7 The Conrnandancy General of Panama was authorized

to organize three battalions and twelve separate companies in the

governorships of Panama and Portobelo. More flexibility was granted

to Cartagena in that the instructions did not place a definite

limitation on the number of units to be organized; the authorities

were instructed to form a battalion at a time, confining recruitment

to only the more worthy candidates. Enough equipment for four bat-

c • 8
ta lions was sent from Spain.

For the implementation of these programs, existing institutions

were employed. In both Cartagena and Panama reforo direction was

entrusted to the commandant generals; Roque de Ouiroga occupied

this office in Cartagena and Nicolas Quijano in Panama. The new

responsibilities of the commandant generals regarding the regular army

were consistent with their traditional functions as supra-provincial

commanders just below the level of the viceroy in the chain of com-

mand. Moreover, their own governorships were those most involved.

In the sphere of disciplined militia leadership the commandant generals

assumed the duty of inspector, the most powerful esilitia post below

the viceregal level. That function placed them in a position to control

^Quiroga to Secretary of the Viceroy Pedro de Ureta, Cartagena,

February 8, 1773, ANC: MM 85, fs. 865-867; Governor Nicolas Cluijano

to Guirior, Panama, June, 1773, ANC: MM 90, fs. ICtfA-lO^.

7 Royal order, February 12, 1773, ANC: MM 38, f. 539; Royal

order, March 18, 1773, ANC: MM 87, fs. 790-79^-
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officer appointments, to conduct inspections, to serve as intermediar-

ies in correspondence between the leaders of the various units and the

viceroy, and to maintain general supervision of militia affairs. For

the initial formation, they were personally entrusted by the crown

with raising the new units. The emplovnent of the individual com-

mandant generals for the implementation of the reform provided the

advantage of on the spot direction uninhibited by the geographical

separation of the two affected regions which were connected only by

water.

The expansion of the regular arrry was rapidly terminated. In

accord with royal provision, the new units were formed out of recruits

drawn from the European battalions currently deployed in the vice-

royalty. The Battalion of Savoy provided personnel for Cartagena's

9
second battalion, the Battalions of Murcia and Naples for Panama.

The tenth company of Cartagena's original fixed battalion, the artil-

lery company, was disbanded and replaced by a new unit pertaining to

the Royal Corps of Artillery.
10

The remainder of the three European

battalions then returned to Spain." This expansion tripled the

strength of the regular fixed contingent in the two commandancy

generals, thereby drastically increasing the self-reliance of those

9colonel Josef Bernet to Guirior, Cartagena, May 11 , 1773, ANC:

MM 87, fs. 739-745; Quijano to Guirior, Panama, June, 1773, ANl.: MM

90, fs. 1044-1049.

"Woga to Guirior, July 11, 1773, ANC: MM 71, fs. 237-244.

"ftuiroga to Ureta, Cartagena, June 11, 1773, ANC: MM 84, fs.

916-923" duiroga to Guirior, Cartagena, June 24, 1773, ANC: MMB7,

fs. 764-768; Vuijano to Guirior, Panara, June, 1773. ANC: MM 90,

fs. 1044-1049.
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key strategic areas. Although future complications required further

employment of Spanish troops in the viceroyalty, the main burden of

defense from 1773 forward was borne by the newly strengthened local

army.

The formation of disciplined militia was a tedious task entail-

ing the creation of an officer corps, the enlistment of troops, and the

provision of arms and other supplies; not until almost a year after the

initiating royal orders did the new units emerge in semi -fini shed form

prepared for drilling. 12 In Cartagena two battalions and fifty-eight

separate infantry companies were raised; in the Co-™andancy General

of Panama, three battalions and twelve separate companies were formed

as specified by the royal order.'
3 Two battalions and a company

of Cartagena's militia were organized in the city of Cartagena and

it's immediate surroundings. Twenty-eight of the governorship^

remaining fifty-seven companies were established in the outlying par-

tido of Lorica, sixteen in the partido of Barranqui 1 la, and thirteen

in the partido of Momp6s. All of the militia for the Commandancy

General of Panama were established in the Governorship of Panama

and its partido of Nata except six companies raised in Portobelo

and on the margins of the Chagres River. Besides the infantry units,

two cavalry companies were formed in the partido of Barranqui
1
la; two

artillery companies were raised in the city of Cartagena, a brigade

,2Quijano to Guirior, Panama, November 20, 1773, ANC: MM 90,

fs. 6A5-662; Commander Josef P^rez DSvila to Ureta, Cartagena, March,

1774, ANC: MM 88 f. 73-

,3Quijano to Guirior, Panama, November 20, 1773, ANC: MM 90,

fs. 61*5-662.
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in Tolfi of the partido of Lorica, and a company each in Portobelo and

Panama. The artillery units were segregated from the regular militia

command and were placed in care of the staff of the Royal Corps of

Artillery'
1
* (see Table 2).

The disciplined militia of New Granada was segregated into two

broad social divisions, bianco or white, and those with all or part

Negro parentage. The latter class was subdivided into units composed

of pardos. a collective grouping which included the various categories

of mulattoes, and morenos . the offspring of free Negro parents. This

system conformed with provisions made in the Cuban reglamento. How-

ever, New Granada added a new variety, the units of all colors; these

contained a mixture of the various Negro classes and on rare occasions

. ... '5
could contain whites.

For the units comprised of the various Negro groupings, the same

regulations applied except for a few minor details of which differen-

tiation in salaries, the morenos receiving less than pardos, was the

most important.'
6

In the period under consideration, the term "pardo"

was frequently employed in a general sense to include all of the

various militia units containing members with all or partial Negro

lineage; for expediency, the term will be so employed in this study

'\5a-lvez to Flores, Spain, March, 1777, ANC: MM 12, f. k23;

Report on the militia of Cartagena, Governor Juan P^ienta, *|reh 26.

1778, ANC: MM 40, fs. 152-165; Royal order, September 4, 1778, ANL.

MM 9, f. 1061.

^Membership roll of the Company of All Colors of Sinfi, Lorica,

1780, ANC: MM 21, fs. 373-374; Librgjtas ds serviclo . - del Peql ,

-

mipntn dg lnf*nt P rfa de ToHos Colores .... Santa Marta, 1788, ANC.

MM 97, fs. 79-124.

l6Realamentn . . . Cuba , relaciones 9-1 1

.
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TABLE 2

ARMY OF NEW GRANADA 1779*

Regulars

Two companies of Santa Marta

Half company of Santa Marta

Regiment of Cartagena

Royal Corps (two companies of

Cartagena)
(company of Panama)

Battal ion of Panama

Detachment of Chagres

Company of Guayaquil

Three companies of Q_uito

Detachment of Popayan

Halberdier Viceregal Guard

Cavalry Viceregal Guard
Totals

Total Regulars 30*45

Discipl ined Mil itia

Two companies of pardo dragoons,

Riohacha
Battalion of whites, Cartagena

Battalion of pardos, Cartagena

Company of morenos, Cartagena

Company of pardos, Cartagena

Company of morenos, Cartagena

Brigade of pardos, Tolfi of the partido

of Lorica (Cartagena)

Two companies of whites, partido of

Barranquilla (Cartagena)

Four companies of pardos, partido of

Barranquilla (Cartagena)

Four companies of morenos, partido of

Barranquilla (Cartagena)

Six companies of all colors, partido of

Barranquilla (Cartagena)

Company of white cavalry, partido of

Barranquilla (Cartagena)

Infantry Artillery Mounted

15<*

1,358

679
29
100

225

25

75

57655

25

200
100

325
15.

75

Infantry Artillery Mounted

252

800
800
90

180

360

360

5<*0

100

100

30

90
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TABLE 2 (cont.)

Disciplined Militia Infantry Artillery Mounted

Company of pardo cavalry, parti do of

Barranquilla (Cartagena) 90

Five companies of whites, partido of

Momp6s (Cartagena) ^50 .

Two companies of pardos, partido of

Mompfis (Cartagena) 180

Six companies of all colors, partido

of Momp6s (Cartagena) 5W
Nine companies of whites, partido of

Lorica (Cartagena) 810

Nineteen companies of all colors,

partido of Lorica (Cartagena) 1,710

Battalion of whites, partido of Nata

(Panama) 720

Battalion of pardos, partido of Nata

(Panama) 720

Battalion of pardos, Panama 720

Three companies of whites, Panama 270

Two companies of morenos , Panama 100

Company of pardos , Panama 90

Company of pardos, Panama 100

Two companies of whites, Portobelo and

the margins of the Chagres River. 100

Two companies of pardos, Portobelo and

the margins of the Chagres River 1W>

Company of pardos, Portobelo 100

Battalion of whites, Guayaquil 800

Battalion of pardos, Guayaquil 800

Regiment of white dragoons, Guayaquil,

twelve companies "00

Five companies of whites, Guayaquil 250

Company of pardos, Guayaquil 50

Company of whites, Guayaquil 50

Two companies of morenos, Guayaquil 100

Eleven companies of whites, Popayan 1,100

Company of pardos, PopaySn 100

Two companies all colors, Popayan 200

Totals 12,980 580 1,032

Total Disciplined Militia 14,592
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*The above table was compiled from reports and other correspond-

ence See Commander Diego Antonio Nieto to Viceroy Manuel Antonio

Flores, Cartago, ANC: MM 52, fs. 332-348; report on the milit.a of

Cartaqena, Governor Juan Pimienta, Cartagena, March 26, 1778, ANC:

mu to f s 152-165; Fstado de fi.prya del eiercito , Guayaquil, Command-

er Victor
"

Sal cedoy Somodevilla, October, 1779, ANC: MM 101, fs. 708-

7)lt . Fstado de fuerza del eiercito, Panama, Governor Ram6n de Carvajal,

Auousti 1781, ANC: MM 103, fs. 500-519; Estado de fuerza del ejer-

cito, Santa Marta and Riohacha, Governor Antonio de Narvaez y la Torre,

Su^st 1784, ANC: MM 101, fs. 445-446. Also see ANC: MM 89, f. 547,

KM: 600-608, 628-634, 645-662, 1040, MM 95, fs. 155-158, MM 106,

fs. 885-890, MM 109, fs. 171-172, MM 110, fs. 367-375-
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unless clarity demands group differentiation. With respect to the

classification "bianco" or white, it cannot be presumed that all

members of the group were of totally white racial stock. By the

late eighteenth century miscegenation was at a relatively advanced

stage, and that classification might be based on other than racial

considerations, such as wealth or cultural habits. Moreover, for

the purpose of the militia, mestizos were considered white.

As specified by the Cuban reglamento, the structure of command

in disciplined militia units consisted of a delicate balance between

regular and volunteer personnel. At the head of each battalion was

a command and staff group comprised of a colonel, who was a militia

volunteer; a sargento mayor , who was a veteran plans and training

officer; an ayudante, who was also a veteran and charged with as-

sisting the sargento mayor in conducting his duties; and a group of

non-commissioned officers and other personnel. The veteran positions

of sargento mayor and ayudante were functions, not ranks, and they

were normally performed by men who in the regular army held the of-

fices of lieutenant or first sergeant. At the company level, the

captain was a militia volunteer, but as with the command and staff

group, the second in command, the lieutenant, was a veteran. The

latter function would normally be performed by a man who held the

rank of corporal or cadet in the regular army. In addition, the

militia was provided with a cadre of veteran en'iited mer. who served

as sergeants and corporals in the companies. By this method, the

'7 |bid i relaci6n 1; Captain Diego Antonio Nieto to Flores,

Buga, January 13, 1779, ANC: MM 52, fs. kkl-kkk.
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crown entrusted command to volunteers, but insured proper discipline

and training by placing veterans where they could enhance quality

service and function as a check on the non-professionals (see Table

3).'
8

The militia colonel's position was considered equal to that of

his counterpart in the regular army.'
9

However, in relationships

between the regular army and the militia, he was to obey the orders

of veteran colonels and in effect was regarded as an officer of one

grade less than colonel.
20

An illuminating example of this differen-

tiation was a ruling made on burial laws. A deceased militia officer

was entitled to the same honors in his funeral as those granted to

his equivalent in the regular army provided that the rites were

conducted by militiamen. On the other hand, if the ceremonies hap-

pened to be conducted by members of a regular unit the honors were

, ,
21

to be those of one rank lower.

The colonel's second in command was the veteran sargento mayor,

who to be eligible for appointment must have at one time served in

Spain. Aided by his ayudante he was the most active member of the

con^nd and staff group and was responsible for conducting inspections

and supervising the affairs of the battalion. Should he believe that

his superior the colonel was acting in violation of regulations, it

l8Reglament" - . Cuba, chaps. 1-1 II.

'9Roya , order, February 13. 1778, ANC: MM 100, fs. 165-172.

2°Royal order, February 18, 1779, ANC: MM 88, f. W.

2'GSWez to Flores, Spain, June 12, 1779, ANC: MM 9, fs. 870-

892.
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TABLE 3

UNIT ORGANIZATION UNDER THE REGLAMENTO FOR THE

DISCIPLINED MILITIA OF CUBA, 1769

White Infantry Battalion

Companies

Sergeants First

Corporals

— •>

4J Zt

Grenadiers
Fusi leers

Fusi leers

Fusi leers

Fusi leers

Fusi leers

Fusi leers

Fusi leers

Fusi leers

k
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TABLE 3 (cont.)

Parcfo Infantry Battalion

Companies

Grenadiers
Fusi leers

Fusi leers

Fusi leers

Fusileers
Fusi leers

Fusileers
Fusi leers

Fusileers

7
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TABLE 3 (cont.)

Cavalry Regiment

t-> c —

Si Companies

Carabineers 1 1 1



Companies

—
(0 4->

M 3
O. CJ

<0 . —
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TABLE 3 (cont.)

Dragoon Regiment

Sergeants First
Corporals

• = P
m C —

J;
•

** <o *> o *->

m 3 k — o. «
*• • a — *r >

3 *-

I 1111 2 2

S 1 1111 2 2

£ 1 1 1 I I 2 2

1 1110 2

Si 1110 2

% 1 1110 2

4
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TABLE 4

ORGANIZATION OF A VETERAN INFANTRY REGIMENT*

Companies £

Grenadiers
Fusileers
Fusi leers

Fusileers
*j Fusileers
l. Fusileers
H Fusileers

Fusileers
Fusileers

Grenadiers
Fusileers
Fusileers

o Fusileers

o Fusileers
u Fusileers

Fusileers
Fusileers
Fusileers

54
64
64
64
64
(A
(A

(A
(A

54
(A
(A

(A

(A
(A
(A
(A
(A

18 18 18 18 18 34 70 70 34 "32 1358
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TABLE k (cont.)

Command and Staff Group

fj r5 t
Battalion

1 Colonel

I Sargento Mayor

1 Ayudante Mayor

2 Standard Bearers

1 Chaplain

1 Surgeon

I Corporal, Gastador

6 Gastadores

1 Master Armorer

1 Drum Major

2 Fifers

Second Battalion

1 Lieutenant Colonel

1 Ayudante Mayor

2 Flag Bearers

1 Chaplain
1 Surgeon

1 Corporal , Gastadores

6 Gastadores
1 Master Araorer

2 Fifers

*Adapted from Ordenanzas de S.H. para el rgqimen, disciplina

^hordinarifn. v servicio de sus exe>c (Madrid, 1768).
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was his duty to inform the colonel of his error; if need be, he could

appeal to the inspector, but only with the colonel's knowledge. In

this manner, the integrity of the office of colonel was preserved,

although he was prevented from wandering too far astray. A similar

22

relationship existed between the captains and the veteran lieutenants.

According to the reglamento and a clarifying order of August 6,

1773, the inspector of militias bore the main responsibility for the

selection of personnel for the veteran positions in the militia and

he also made proposals for the office of colonel. The colonel's chief

appointive duty was suggesting candidates for the office of captain, as

well as reviewing recommendations made for the lower company offices by

the senior officers of the unit. In conducting this function the

colonel's prerogatives were also effectively restricted. Unless there

was compelling reason to do otherwise, he was obliged to make his

selections from men of the next volunteer rank, and in doing so, to

consult with the sargento mayor whose opinion he was to include along

with his own report. Moreover, the inspector by his right of review

provided another check. For all offices, recommendations were to

consist of three nominations which were to be passed up the hierarchy

of command, including the comments from each level, with the process

eventually terminates in Santa Fe or Spain depending on the importance

n
of the position.*-'

22Reolamenfn . . Cuba, chaps. I -III.

23 |bid .. chap. VI; Jos€ Harfa Zamora y Coronado (comp.),

Biblioteca de leoislaciSn ultre-^rira en forma de diccionarjp al -

fabgtico . . (Madrid, 18VH*6), III, 229-
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A large portion of the veteran personnel for New Granada's new

militia was provided directly from Spain including two special com-

manders, FSlix Martinez Malo for Panama and Josef Perez Davlla for

Cartagena.
*** The two commanders acted as special technical assistants

for the commandant generals and during the formative years of the

militia assumed the roles normally reserved for colonels. They con-

tinued to serve until the militia was properly functioning, at which

time they were replaced by bonafide volunteer colonels. This transi-

tion occurred in Cartagena in 1777, but not until the following decade

in Panama where progress was slower.
25 The initial royal Instructions

for the formation of the militia provided that if the number of regulars

from Spain proved insufficient, additional selections should be made

from the veteran units corresponding to the involved areas. Such a

shortage developed in Cartagena which was scheduled to receive three

26

sargentos mayores, three ayudantes, and eleven lieutenants. The

allotment was too small to begin with, and to aggravate the situation,

only eleven of the regulars had arrived by mid-December. Commandant

General Roque de Ctuiroga informed Viceroy Guirior who immediately

granted him authorization to initiate nominations from the fixed

27
regiment's cadets and sergeants.

2/(Qulroga to Guirior, Cartagena, June II, 1773, ANC: MM 87,

fs. 784-795; Quijano to Guirior, Panama, November 20, 1773, ANC:

MM90, fs. 6^5-662.

25Royal order, June 17, 1777, ANC: MM 56, fs. 933-937.

260_u!roga to Guirior, Cartagena, June II, 1773, ANC: MM 87,

fs. 784-795.

"Guirior to Quiroga, Santa Fe, January 30, 1774, ANC: MM 56,

fs. 784-787.
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For the volunteer officer positions, many candidates were

selected from the original militia which had been dissolved with

the inauguration of the new system; others were recruited from the

cormuinity at large.
28 In all cases, special care was to be directed

toward selecting men of the best social standing in the community,

- 29

men who could maintain a prestigious position worthy of officership.

During the formative period, nominations for these positions normally

would have originated from the special commanders acting as colonels;

however, DaVila and Martfnez Halo did not arrive from Spain until

late in the year, and as a consequence, the commandant generals

functioning as inspectors made the selections themselves. This

practice led to a dispute between newly appointed sargento mayor

Nicola's Palazuelos, who was a recent arrival from Spain, and the com-

mandant general of Panama, NicolSs 0_uijano. Palazuelos contended

that in the absence of a functioning colonel, he as this officer's

consultant for formulating appointments ought to exercise the pre-

rogative of making the initial selections. Conversely, Quijano

claimed that under the special conditions created by the reorganiza-

tion's initial problems, and due to his special orders, It was his

position to initiate appointments. The controversy was taken to

28Qui jano to Guirior, Panama, October 8, 1773, ANC: MM 98,

fs. 53^-5^2.

29p
?1 ]

appn^9
t

- • Cuba ' chap. VI, art. 2.

30o.u ijano to Guirior, Panama, October 8. 1773, ANC: MM 98,

fs. Slh-Shl; DaVila to Guirior, Cartagena, December 9, I lli. """-•

MM* 56, fs. 794-801

.
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Viceroy Gulrlor who upheld the commandant general. However, once

the special commanders arrived from Spain, they exercised power in

. . 32
filling the remainder of the volunteer company positions.

The enlistment of soldiers for the militia was initiated shortly

after the commandant generals received their royal orders of February

and March. The R-al Heclaraci6n for the militia of Spain contained

an elaborate classification system by which potential recruits were

to be categorized into five groupings according to the severity of

hardship their possible absence would cause to their families and

other dependents. Under this scheme, first single men and widowers

without children would be subject to selection by lottery, then

married men without children, and so on down the list until the levy

would be filled, with those supporting children the last to be called.

In addition, a wide range of exemptions was granted for those hold-

ing critically important civilian positions, lest in time of mobiliza-

tion they be removed from their communities." Presumably because of

a smaller pool of available manpower, the enlistment practices out-

lined in the Cuban reglamento employed in New Granada were less

discriminatory. 3 ** Nothing was said about classification on a hard-

ship basis which presumably made all in non-vital occupations equally

liable If they were between the prescribed ages of 15 and 45; the only

3, Gulrlor to 0_uijano, Santa Fe, ANC: MM 98, fs. 533.

320fflcer proposals, militia of Cartagena, April, 1774, ANC:

MM 30, fs. 963-964.

33 pfal declaraclon . . , tits. I I -I I I

.

3**fteo lament" • • Cuba < cha P- "« arts- 25 "32 -
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specification was that recruitment lists should indicate whether or

not a man was married. 35 A subsequent royal order issued in 1779

did exempt the only sons of widows. 36 Occupational exemptions were

granted to members of the clergy, medical personnel, school teachers,

certain types of students, lawyers, scribes, notaries, tax collectors,

and a number of other public functionaries. In 1779 this list was

extended to include the maritime merchant class.

There was little official commentary about the way recruitment

was actually practiced in New Granada. It appears that if the lists

indicated that there were enough useful men i n a community to sup-

port a company, they were enlisted.
38

In such a process it is un-

likely that fine distinctions such as having dependents would have

made a great deal of difference. Indeed, the company membership

rolls available for analysis reveal that a large share of the enlisted

men were at least married, although it is impossible to determine the

total number of dependents.
39 Juan Pimienta, governor and commandant

general of Cartagena, complained in a 1778 report on the militia that

in the localities supporting companies almost all of the men between

the ages of 15 and ^5 were enlisted, and that many of them were

35 1bid . . chap. I, art. 9, and relaci6n 1.

36Royal order, February 18, 1779, ANC: MM 12, fs. 3^0-353.

37Royal order, June 18, 1779, ANC: MM 71, fs. 532-53^.

380rders for the formation of recruitment lists were sent to

the commandant generals prior to the initiation of the actual reform.

duiroga to Guirior, Cartagena, June 11, 1773, ANC: MM 87, fs. 784-

795.

39Lorica, 1780, ANC: MM 21, fs. 273-280.



fathers. He feared that if it became necessary to place the units

UO

on active duty, their communities would suffer great hardsh.p.

Nevertheless, in spite of what seem to have been undiscrimi natory

recruitment practices, many units, especially in Panama, had

constant problems in maintaining their full quotas; within several

years of their creation two companies from the Portobelo region

completely disintegrated, and several others were dangerously close

,., . 41
to doing 1 ikewise.

Indians, legally perpetual minors, were not permitted to serve

in the militia. The question arose in New Granada when Perez Davila,

Cartagena's special commander, enlisted Indians in Turbaco. He based

his action on a special provision in the Cuban reglamento which al-

lowed the enlistment of Indians to complete the white battalions of

Cuba and Bayamo. Upon receiving word of this development, Commandant

General Roque de duiroga became concerned, for he suspected that such

recruitment was inconsistent with "the privileges and exemptions

conceded to this group of people." Finding nothing in the regula-

tions specifically prohibiting the practice, but believing the Cuban

example to be an exception due to extenuating local circumstances

rather than a precedent, he asked Viceroy Manuel Guirior for a ruling.

Guirior replied, confirming his suspicious; Indians indeed were not

liable for military service. The viceroy then ordered the immediate

**°ANC: MM 40, fs. 152-165.

fr' Fstado dp fuprza del eiercito , Panama, Governor Ramon de

Carvajal, August 1, 1781, ANC: MM 103, fs- 500-519.
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termination of their enlistment. Guirior's ruling was consistent

with policy followed in New Spain where likewise Indians were not

ki
permitted to enter the military.

Drills were initiated for most of the militia between December

1, 1773, and January 1, 1774. Although initially conducted on a

more frequent basis, exercises were to be held once a week; with the

selection of the day dependent upon the choice of the individual

units. The practice site was normally the local community, even for

the companies attached to battalions. 5 This was necessary because

of their wide dispersal. For example, only six companies of the white

battalion of Cartagena were from the city itself; two of the remaining

companies were from Turbaco and Arjona both some 47 leagues from the

capital city, the other from Barranquilla and Soledad some 30 leagues

46
away.

The responsibility for supervising the militia training program

rested with the command and staff groups. In addition to three of

the battalions, each of the three parti dos of Cartagena sponsoring

militia also had a command and staff group to manage that duty.

Huiroga to Guirior and reply, 1774, ANC: MM 88, fs. 1-4.

^McAlister, The "Fuero Militar" . , p. 2.

'•Viijano to Guirior, Panama, November 20, 1773, ANC: MM 90,

fs. 645-662; Quiroga to Guirior, Cartagena, December 26, 1773, ANC:

MM 57, fs. 482-1+90.

'SReolament-o Cuba , chap. III.

^Report on the militia of Cartagena, Pimienta, March 26, 1778,

ANC: MM 40, fs. 152-165.

^Ibid.
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However, the immediate burden of forging suitable soldiers out of the

volunteers rested with the veteran sergeants and corporals. They

were obliged to reside in the communities supporting their units and

A W
be constantly available in the event their services might be required.

Once a month the weekly practice became a special exercise which all

of the company officers were bound to attend; they were also encouraged

to participate in as many of the regular weekly training sessions as

possible. The veteran members of the command and staff groups were

expected to at least assist at firing practice which was a bimonthly

session. For the colonel, attendance was not obligatory. Enlisted

men were required to participate in all exercises unless granted

previous permission for absence because of a legitimate excuse. This

training program, if conducted as prescribed, would be a great

Improvement over the former practices.

Over half of the disciplined militia of Panama and Cartagena Mas

of the pardo category. This included three battalions, one from Carta-

gena and two from Panama, as well as fifty-four of the separate companies.

Because of their lower station in life, pardos were considered less

virtuous and less reliable than their white counterparts. The most

noteworthy consequence of this assumption was the limitation of the

authority delegated to pardos in the system of command. Their bat-

talions were equipped with a dual command and staff group, including

one of white regulars, the other of volunteer men of color, which was

an extension of unit segregation. The head of the pardo section was

entitled the "commandant." He was assisted by standard-bearers, a

48
ftp.olamento . Cuba , chap. II, arts. 15, 17-
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drum major, and a number of non-commissioned personnel. The white

command and staff group was headed by a subinspector who held the

militia post of ayudante mayor. He was accompanied by four men of

the militia position of lieutenant who served as ayudantes. Since

the militia operated on a segregated basis, no veteran personnel

were integrated into the company ranks; rather, a number of pardo

officers were maintained on salary. In addition, the white staff

and command group contained a large number of non-commissioned of-

ficers, garzones , available for the necessary technical advice. In

contrast to pardo units, those with the all-color designation operated

with only a white command and staff group in the same manner as the

white units.

In pardo units the designation of commander for the colored

chief was more pretense than reality. Supreme authority rested with

the subinspector who was responsible for supervising the training,

discipline, and general conduct of the battalion. In performing these

comprehensive duties, he was to be obeyed by all, including the pardo

commander. However, the subinspector was cautioned by the reglamento

that this officer was to be considered of the same authority as other

heads of battalions. Moreover, the commander had the power to arrest

any battalion soldier or officer who did not comply with his commands.

Here the precise lines of authority are very nebulous. It is in-

conceivable that the commander would have dared to arrest a subinspector,

or for that matter, any other white official. In any event it would

have taken an extremely creative mind to have produced such a con-

frontation because the supreme duties of subi nspect ion, the key
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loophole, were so broadly defined. Moreover, since the remainder of

the white officers and non-commissioned personnel were specifically

labelled by regulations as the subinspector 's assistants for the

conduct of his duty, they also for all practical purposes would be

beyond the reach of pardo authority. In effect, the pardo commander

*»9

was commander of pardos, and no more.

In 1779 a serious dispute arose in Panama which reveals much

50

concerning the relationship between pardo and white officers. The

issue was a matter of etiquette: when, and for what duration, pardo

officers were to remove their hats in the presence of white officers.

Although this issue may seem absurd today, it was anything but that

at the time. The parties involved were unable to reach an agreement

and the matter ultimately had to be taken to the viceroy for a

decision. Unfortunately, the superior ruling, if ever made, has not

been uncovered.
5 ' Nevertheless, the range of discussion in this dis-

agreement is most informative and clarifies much of what in fact was

the position of pardos in the militia.

The subject had originally been raised by special Commander

FeMix Martfnez Malo shortly after the pardo units were organized.

^Ibid.. chap. I, art. 13; chap. II, arts. 13, 22, 3«t; chap.

IV, art. 13.

50r.poH io nrP. formado nor nueia del romandante de mi lirlas contra

f i tejjJJBS 5i esta Plaza , 1779, ANC: MM kO, fs. 669-687

.

5' It is possible that a superior ruling was never made. Flores

left Santa Fe to assume command in Cartagena when war broke out that

vear This transfer was soon followed by the Comunero Rebellion and

then'a rapid turnover of viceroys in 1782; hence, it is not unlikely

that the issue simply became lost.
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In consultations with both Viceroy Guirior and Colonel Josef Bernet

of the Fixed Regiment of Cartagena, who had previously served as

sargento mayor during the formation of the disciplined militia of

Cuba, he inquired whether pardos in conformity with their inferior

birthright should be obliged to remove their hats in the presence

of white officers, as must white enlisted men, even though these

men of color held positions as officers in the militia. Both

authorities answered in the affirmative. Guirior's ruling, which

also placed certain limitations on the decorative aspects of pardo

uniforms, received crown approval. 52 Colonel Bernet elaborated:

If there was a pardo or moreno in Havana who dared. behave dis-

respectfully to an officer (white) he would be made to ride a

rail, and . . . during a grave dispute between the ca-nander

of morenos, Vicente Martfnez, and his subinspector, the former

quarreling with the subinspector, he was thrown into a dungeon

in irons, and after a detention of two months he was informed

that if he did not restrain himself, and respect his superiors,

he would be discharged from his office and would be sent off to

Royal Labors.

The resurrection of the question in 1779 followed a series of

complaints by the pardo officers from the battalion of Panama. They

protested that white officers, out of malice and desire for amusement,

had begun approaching them without cause merely to force the removal

of their hats; these affairs sometimes endured in excess of a half an

hour. Moreover, some pardos charged that for alleged want of punctual-

ity in complying with this courtesy, they had been arrested and

maltreated by word. Knowledge of these abuses reached the governor's

office at a time when Commandant General Ramon de Carvajal was

52JuliSn de Arriaga to Guirior, Spain, October 21, 1775, ANC:

KM 92, fs. 197-201.
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seriously ill. Jos6 PeVez Davila, promoted in 1777 frora his position

Mith Cartagena's militia to lieutenant governor (teniente del Rey) of

Panama, was acting governor.

Davila responded to the pardo complaint by issuing an order

stipulating that white officers should approach pardos only in the

line of duty, and that, when doing so, they must confine the subject

of conversation to the business at hand. Moreover, to licit possible

contacts, he specified that pardo officers should receive their

instructions from white officers only through their corrander. When

legitimate contact did occur, pardo officers were to regain with hat

in hand. However, if at the time they happened to be discharging

duties with their unit, they could immediatel-, replace their hats,

continuing with their work. If by chance white and pardo officers

should meet on the street, or under similar conditions, the pardos

were to greet the whites first, but the white officers were then to

return the greeting with equal courtesy (con la misrna eie-clSf y

polftica) . DSvila's measures might have passed without incident had

not the pardos concluded that the ruling freed them fron the duty of

removing their hats when not specifically discussing militia affairs.

With this development the white officers believed their honor and

prestige to be threatened by what seemed to them an obvious breach,

not only of rcilitary etiquette, but of the very laws of hierarchy.

Jose
1

de Katos, subinspector of the pardo battalion, inrcediately

filed a vigorous complaint which he sent to Militia Coriander Kartfnez

Halo. Kartfnez in turn sent a strongly worded protest, acccc^>anied

by Katos' petition, to Governor Carvajal asking for a nullification
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of Davila's order. MartTxez was incensed with the stipulations

that pardo officers could under some circumstances replace their

hats in the presence of White officers, and that, in exchanging

greetings, the whites were obliged to demonstrate equal courtesy.

The former ruling, he clanTied, was

violating the natural order of mankind and fomenting the unjust

pretensions of the parias who aspire to leave the condition of

their birth to which Itftey should be subject. Subordination,

courtesy, and respect are the fundamental bases with which the

good order of these lriiHSttas must be preserved to prevent the

pardos from becoming iinpudent with their respective superiors,

which defect has been experienced on various occasions because

of a lack of correctTor that would have taught them the dif-

ference that exists between peoples.

With regard to the latter iruling, Martfnez claimed that there was

no law in the realm, in iriillitary regulations, or in the reglamento

making obligatory the exhii&rtion of courtesy toward pardos, although

doing so was a matter of sped breeding. He added that there was a

great deal of difference iirai quality between the soldiers of the

regular army and pardo Dfffucers, but the regulations contained no

mention that regular officers need return courtesies to the

veteran soldiers. Yet, rarfer Davila's ruling white officers were

obliged to return a mandalary gr:eting to mere pardos.

Hatos in his petitiimn-t singled out an inconsistency in military

policy resulting from DSvOa's ruling. As ratters stood, in the

event of a shortage of ayufantes, the garzones of the white command

and staff group were to assume the former's responslbi 1 i t ies, which

placed them in a position to render orders to the pardo officers.

However, militia garzones as non-commissioned personnel were obliged

to remove their hats in ttHne presence of officers. Yet now, with the
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latest ruling by DSvila, men to whom they could give orders were

granted greater liberties with their hats than were they themselves,

the garzones.

To these entreaties, Governor Carvajal replied that he was too

ill to conduct the investigation which would be necessary before he

could issue a judgment; in the meantime, DSvila's order stood unless

specifically contradicting a previous superior ruling. Shortly there-

after, DSvila presented his case to the governor. He pointed out that

his action was based on precedents established in Cartagena where un-

necessary friction was avoided by simply forbidding white officers

from "fraternizing" with the pardos. Preventing discord, he maintained,

was in the best interest of royal service, especially because the empire

was at war. Davila then asked Carvajal to refer the question to the

viceroy, which the governor did.

For general policy, it made little difference what the viceroy's

ruling might have been; the differences of opinion were essentially

over details. It occurred to no one, for example, to suggest that

white enlisted men remove their hats for pardo officers. All parties

concerned, unless possibly some pardos, agreed that under at least

some conditions officers of color by penalty of their undistinguished

birth ought to stand before white officers with hats removed. Davila's

rulings certainly were not intended to promote a social revolution, but

rathec. simply intended to prevent unnecessary humiliation for a class

of men who at least in number bore a large share of the isthmus' defense

responsibilities. To this end he attempted to remove all possible

temptations from the white officers, but in doing so perhaps went
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farther than the viceregency would have wished. Moreover, in Panama

and presumably in Cartagena it was customary for the commander of

militia to deal solely with the white command and staff group and

therefore completely bypass the pardo staff members, reducing them

in consequence to mere errand boys for their white counterparts.

Pardo officership appears to have been of meaningful consequences

only within the pardo group itself.

Prior to Spain's entry into the War of American Independence

in 1779, the extent of the reform in the Commandancy Generals of

Cartagena and Panama remained confined to the provinces specifically

singled out in the royal instructions. An exception to this

generalization was the organization of two companies of dragoons

in the province of Riohacha which, however, is part of another story

related later in this study. This left the provinces of Veragua and

Santa Marta momentarily without disciplined militia, while the regime

in Santa Fe set about expanding the reform into the provinces of Gua-

yaquil and PopaySn, both of which possessed disciplined militia before

the outbreak of the war. It would seem to have been more logical for

the government to have pressed for expansion of the reform into the

two remaining important Caribbean provinces, rather than to extend

it to the back country, particularly to PopaySn in the interior; but,

the province of Santa Marta was embroiled in a major Indian war, dis-

rupting any hopes of gaining the time necessary to establish

disciplined militia, while Veragua lost its chance due to an

administrative snarl resulting in an extensive delay.
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The failure of Veragua to produce disciplined militia is

Important not only because It represented a momentary check on the

progress of the reform, but »lso because the entanglement which

produced the delay elucidates the institutional structure of the

Conttiandancy General of Panama. The dilemma began in September, 1773,

at which time Conmandant General Quijano in reporting on the progress

of the reform mentioned for the viceroy's consideration the possibility

of organizing disciplined militia in the governorship of Veragua,

where in addition to an ample supply of manpower, there were some 525

available firearms." Viceroy Guirior's response was highly enthusi-

astic. He soon sent orders to both the commandant general and to the

governor of Veragua expressing his desire to proceed. He instructed

Quijano to select a capable officer, to place him temporarily in

command of the project, and to send him to Veragua. In the meantime,

he should Initiate formal appointment procedures by sending a report

on his candidate to Santa Fe. He was also ordered to appoint some

corporals from the fixed battalion to assist with the project. The

governor of Veragua, Fe"lix Francisco Bexarano, was asked to extend

full cooperation to the officer being sent from Panama.

Bexarano, who had been governor for twenty years and was a long-

time advocate of a strong militia, Immediately began work on the

project. He welcomed the viceroy's decision because of a profound

fear he had developed of the Mosquito Indians, a tribe which prompted

by British Interlopers conducted periodic raids in his province from

53
g xpediente sobre la insubprdi nacifin del qobernador dp Veragua.

1773 -75( ANC: m 16, fs. 549-971, MM 77. fs. 653-655, 8^7-850, 973"

979, and KM 92, fs. 882-833.
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the adjoining Captaincy General of Guatemala. Commandant General

Quijano, however, soon had serious misgivings about the project due

to information brought to his attention by an aide who had been ill

when the plan was originally conceived. This man pointed out that

In 1768, during the early planning stage of the militia reform,

Veragua's potential was included in a survey report sent to Spain;

but, the crown excluded the province from its reform plans with the

given reason being that funds were too limited to organize a large

militia, and that If too many battalions were formed it would create

an imbalance in the proper ratio between regular and militia units.

How fearful that the planned program in Veragua might be a violation

of the royal will, Quijano notified the viceroy of the new informa-

tion which had come to his attention and announced that he was delay-

ing further action until he had received a reconfirmation of his

instructions. Gulrlor decides! to go ahead anyway and in September,

177!*, while answering Governor Bexarano's first progress report, which

had been sent to him directly rather than through Panama, authorized

the governor to communicate Math the commandant general asking him

for the needed veteran perstsrnel. This Bexarano did not do, but

Instead proceeded on his own.

Meanwhile, Nicola's Quijano was replaced by Pedro Carbonell who

did not receive word of what was happening in his dependent province

until July, 1775. To make natters worse, he did not obtain this

Information through official channels. The new commandant general

Immediately wrote to Bexarano demanding to know upon what authority

he was acting, and pointed out that the royal orders for the formation
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of militia said nothing about organizing units in Veragua. Obviously

resenting his military dependence on Panama, Governor Bexarano, who

appears to have been an independent, vitriolic sort of individual,

replied in a curt fashion including with his communication the vice-

regal letters. He informed Carbonell that he had already formed a

battalion of whites as well as four separate pardo companies, and

that he had every intention of further expanding his efforts as soon

as weather would permit. Flatly stating that due to the Mosquito-

English menace his region was more critically in need of disciplined

militia than any other province, he announced that his program was

to form as many units as possible. Moreover, he declared that not

to form disciplined militia in view of Veragua's defense problems

would be a disservice to the king, against royal intentions, and a

grave injustice to the province's inhabitants, as he well knew from

his long years of experience.

Needless to say, Carbonell was taken aback by the whole affair,

for it seemed evident to him that his prerogatives as commandant

general had been seriously violated. He refused to send the needed

corporals on the grounds that he had none to spare, but was careful

to point out that had Bexarano originally informed him of the vice-

roy's intentions, as he should have, things might have been different.

Moreover, he ordered the suspension of further expansion endeavors

until he would have an opportunity to review the situation. Last,

Carbonell took issue with the contention that the Mosquito Indians

were a serious threat, pointing out that in the past six years the

Panama office had been informed of only one incursion. He added.
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that if what he, Bexarano, had said was true, the incidents should

have been reported.

At this point the breach between the two officials still might

have been healed by an apologetic letter from Governor Bexarano;

however, such a response was not forthcoming. Bexarano answered his

superior with one of the harshest communications produced during the

era of the reform. In this reply the governor made a wide range of

insulting allegations: he charged that the danger of the Mosquito

Indians was common knowledge, and indeed was able to produce several

royal orders demonstrating that the crown had been concerned about

the problem for some time; he intimated that the reorganization in

Panama had been grossly mismanaged; he contended that such a large

number of units was not necessary there, especially since Panama was

the place in the isthmus in which they were least needed; and he

claimed, and quite correctly, that most of Panama's units were far

understrength and that by merely combining some of them the com-

mandant general would have enough veteran officers left over for Vera-

gua. The deepest cut of all was a threat consisting of a blunt state-

ment that he had other objections to Carbonell 's work, but that they

were reserved for a report to the crown of whose sympathy he was

certain due to his many years of service in the region; this was in

addition to a report he was sending to the viceroy which would also

include the present communication.

That was more than Commandant General Carbonell, whose authority

at this point was clearly under attack, could take. Not panicked by

Bexarano's attempt at blackmail, he took decisive action. For the
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record, he first replied to Bexarano that he was out of line, and

that corrective measures would be required if he did not immediately

mend his ways. Then, he sent complete records of the dispute to

Viceroy Guirior. In his accompanying report he emphasized to the

viceroy that he had suffered a serious affront to his position as

commandant general of Panama and asked the viceroy to correct the

governor's insolence. Moreover, he re-emphasized his contention

that disciplined militia in Veragua were not a necessity and insisted

that he did not have sufficient veteran personnel at his disposal to

staff such militia. His recommendation was that Bexarano's units

merely be maintained on a pre-reform basis.

In his decision, December 15, 1775, Viceroy Guirior upheld the

commandant general's position, sternly rebuked Governor Bexarano, but

said little specifically about terminating the project in question.

Probably, he would have preferred to have gone ahead with his aspira-

tions for the establishment of disciplined militia in Veragua, but for

the time being had little choice. The matter had become a contest of

will between the two governors, and if the position of commandant

general was to be meaningful, Carbonell would have to be backed.

Actually, it was not so much what Bexarano had said, as most of it was

true, but how he said it. He had displayed no respect for the position

of his superior, and he had degraded him in word by impudent statements

and in deed by bypassing him as he saw fit without regard for the

established chain of military hierarchy. Thus, according to Carbonell 's

wishes, the Veraguan militia remained on a non-disciplined basis. As

for Bexarano, being duly humiliated he complied in future dealings
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with the established chain of command. He benefited thereby, for

Carbonell softened and found some expendable veterans after all.

In consequence to this series of events, the sphere of disciplined

militia in the Commandancy General of Panama remained restricted

for the sake of harmony to the provinces of Portobelo and Panama

until the following decade. For, although the new units in Veragua

did by and large meet the criteria for disciplined militia, they

technically were not classified in that category.

5/,Carbone11 to Flores, Panama, December 12, 1776, ANC: MM 75,

fs. 710-71^.



CHAPTER I I I

THE REFORM IN GUAYAQUIL AND POPAYAN

After the conclusion of the initial reorganization in Panama and

Cartagena, the military reform was extended to the province of Guaya-

quil, and shortly thereafter to PopaySn. Conducted with an almost

total absence of direct royal assistance, this step marked the ini-

tiation of a severe modification of militia policy at the hands of

Viceroys Manuel Guirior, 1772-76, and Jose
1

Antonio Flores, 1776-82.

The changes effectuated were born out of necessity because, at least

for the immediate future, specified militia regulations were in

several important respects unworkable on a broad scope in New Granada.

Both Guirior and Flores were leaders whose aspirations for the rapid

expansion of the reform throughout the viceroyalty were more ambitious

than those of the crown. They boldly pushed ahead, scored major ac-

complishments, but failed to fully realize their aspirations.

With the viceroyalty left to its own resources, the key

problems in following the letter of the law stemmed from an inability

to provide the specified veteran components for the militia. The

veteran cadre of an infantry battalion required eighteen corporals,

nine first sergeants, and nine lieutenants, personnel which in the

cases of Cartagena and Panama were drawn from veteran sergeants,

corporals and enlisted men. In addition, two men of the veteran

officer category, or at least the rank of first sergeant, were

77
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required for each battalion's command and staff group. To the regular

army units, the provision of such veteran cadres meant a manpower loss

of almost a half company per each militia battalion formed. Consider-

ing that a difficult time was had by all concerned in maintaining the

fixed units near their full allotted strength, this was a severe man-

power drain, especially since it meant the loss to regular service of

the army's best men. If the various provinces of New Granada were to

each establish several battalions of disciplined militia in rapid suc-

cession, the veteran unit would soon be totally depleted.

The corollary to this problem was rising costs to the extent that

the veteran personnel assigned to militia units was replaced in the regu-

lar army. On a unit basis, the cost of supporting the salaried personnel

of one white battalion maintained at proper veteran advisory strength

would come to 11,952 pesos a year. In practice, the payroll of Carta-

gena's disciplined militia presented an annual expense of roughly 51,000

2

pesos. Moreover, units were supposed to be uniformed and armed.

While the responsibility for providing uniforms rested with the local

communities, the royal treasury was to defray the cost of arms and

the payroll. However, always a poor source of royal revenue, New

Granada at this time found the treasury especially depleted because

of the huge expenditures currently being lavished upon the new dike

under construction in Cartagena's bay. The impact of this burden was

harshly felt in the poverty-stricken Presidency of Quito where a large

I fteolamento . Cuba . relaci6n 8.

2Report on the militia of Cartagena, Governor Juan Pimienta,

March 26, 1778, ANC: MM U0 fs. 152-165.
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share of the revenue collections was especially earmarked for sustain-

ing this construction. The outflow of currency surpassed 700,000 pesos

during the eleven-year administration of President Jose" Diguja and

topped the 1,000,000 mark for the four-year rule of the vigorous tax

collector, Jose" Garcfa de Le6n y Pizarro. The Governorship of Popa-

yln was also among those included for the provision of the special

funds. ** Under these conditions, if the reform was to be expanded, as

Guirior believed it must, either major assistance had to be rendered

directly from Spain, new revenues devised, or important modifications

would be required in the structure of newly planned units. Since the

former was not forthcoming and revenue reform just beginning, Guirior,

who abided by the rule in his work in Panama and Cartagena, had

little choice but to strike out on his own, to formulate policy which

would be workable in New Granada.

After Cartagena and Panama, the province of Guayaquil, whose

city of the same name was the most important Pacific port of the

viceroyalty, was the next logical objective for the reform. Guirior

solicited approval from the crown for the raising of disciplined

militia in that locality on May 15, 177*+, and was granted this

authorization on August 26. 5 Prior to this time, the viceroy had

ordered Governor Francisco de Ugarte to formulate lists of potential

3Gonza"lez SuaYez, V. 295-

^Flores to the royal officials of Popay^n, Santa Fe, October 2,

1776, ACC: Colonia, Ml 1, sig. 5*»93-

5Arriaga to Guirior, Spain, August 26, 1 77*+. ANC: MM 97, fs.

807-808; Guirior to JuliSn de Arriaga, Santa Fe, December 15, 1775,

ANC: MM 10, fs. 812-820.
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recruits.
6

On March 17, 1775, Gulrior commissioned Captain Vfctor

Salcedo y Somodevilla of Guayaquil's fixed company to function as

special commander in the raising of the province's planned dis-

ciplined militia.
7

Salcedo's dual function, at one time acting

as both captain of the regular company and commander of militia,

was both an innovation and an economizat ion of personnel, distinct

from practice both in Cartagena and Panama where the special command-

ers sent from Spain were employed solely in militia duty.

The sharpest policy break came in the provision of the new

militia's contingent of veteran advisors. Guirior limited this

cadre to only a first sergeant, who was a former member of the Regiment

of Murcia and who acted as ayudante, and to two corporals selected

from the veteran garrison of Panama.
8 Guirior had wanted an officer

instead of a sergeant, but in response to his request the governor

of Panama stated that compliance was impossible because his battalion

was already five lieutenants short, and that his second lieutenants

were for the most part too Inexperienced or otherwise unsuited for

the task at hand.
9 This allotment was radically below specifications,

6Expediente de nnelas del oobernador de Guayaquil de las facul -

tades Que se han conferido con peri uicio suio, 177^-75, ANC: MM 108,

fs. 727-7^6-

7ANC: MM 100, fs. 187-193.

8Guirior to Arrlaga, Santa Fe, December 15, 1775, ANC: MM 10,

fs 812-820. All things equal, it would have been more feasible to

have selected these men from the fixed regiment of Cartagena since it

was larger; however, at this time the fixed unit's services were

actively engaged in an Indian war In Rlohacha (see chapter V).

9July 10, 177^, ANC: MM 7k, fs. 18-19.



especially since two infantry battalions, one of whites and the other

of pardos, a regiment of dragoons, and three artillery companies were

raised.' The plan was to employ the regulars for intensive instruction

of volunteer officers, so that they would become capable of imparting

suitable training to their troops, while the veterans would continue

to serve in a genera] advisory capacity as personal assistants to

Commander Salcedo y Somodevilla.

The third innovation was in uniforming the new units. Monetary

expenditure was eliminated by conferring the rank of captain only on

those volunteers who would in advance agree to provide their companies

with uniforms at their own expense.'
2 This violated the reglamento

which specified that appointments to officership should be granted

without charge, and that they should be made only on an interim basis

13
until the crown could give its final approval. Under these circum-

stances the crown's freedom of action was somewhat impaired by obliga-

tion to those who provided uniforms. Although the appointments could

still have been rejected, no vassals are on record as having lost

their investments. From a practical point of view, this method, or

something similar to it, was probably the only possible system of

providing uniforms for the militia of Guayaquil. Moreover, there

,0After the initial reorganization six more infantry companies

were raised (see Table 2).

"Salcedo y Somodevilla to Guirior, Guayaquil, June 2, 1775,

ANC: MM 51, fs. 55-56; Guirior to Arriaga, Santa Fe ,
December 15,

1775, ANC: MM 10, fs. 812-820.

,2Salcedo y Somodevilla to Guirior, Guayaquil, June 2, 1775,

ANC: MM 51, fs. 55-56.

'3ReQlamento . Cuba , chap. II, art. 1; chap. VI, arts. 8-9-
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proved to be an ample number of citizens who were willing to follow

14
this route to the prestige of officership. However, many of those

committed to providing uniforms failed to honor their promises, leaving

by 1780 only twelve companies fully clothed in the proper fashion.

In its subtler aspect, this policy created an opportunity for advance-

ment for those of the community who were not among the most distinguished

families in terms of lineage but who were of financial means, although

Viceroy Guirior testified that only men otherwise qualified were

appointed. 16 Actually, most of the volunteer officer positions were

obtained by men who had served in the previous militia units now

disbanded with the reform.' 7 With regard to firearms, there was a

considerable number already in Guayaquil, although not enough for

18
all of the militia at this time.

Administratively, Viceroy Guirior's actions were a bold stroke

conducted in open violation of the expressed royal will. Wisely, he

did not inform the crown of his practices until after the militia

had already been organized. This was done in a communication of

December 15, 1775, in which he justified each of his departures from

'Guirior to Arriaga, Santa Fe, December 15, '775, ANC: MM 10,

fs. 812-820.

'5salcedo y Somodevilla to Flores, Guayaquil, January 7, 1780,

ANC: MM 108, fs. 653-669.

,6Guirior to Arriaga, Santa Fe, December 15, 1775, ANC: MM 10,

fs. 812-820.

,7Salcedo y Somodevilla to Guirior, Guayaquil, October 5, 1775,

ANC: MM 107, fs. 7'*2-7'*3.

> 8GSlvez to Flores, Spain, March 17, 1776, ANC: MM 106, fs.

398-A05.
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official policy, asked for royal approval, and in the case of the ab-

breviated veteran cadre, openly expressed his belief that the group

he had selected was adequate for the task.'
9 The crown replied on

November 18, 1776, expressing displeasure at the inadequacy of the

veteran contingent, but did not present any solution to the problem

of where to recruit, or how to finance the required officers and en-

listed men. Instead, a re-evaluation of the militia membership it-

self was suggested with the stipulation that it would be better to

maintain fewer units well trained rather than a large but poorly

disciplined militia. In essence, the crown was returning to its

original posture of limiting substantial implementation of the reform

to Cartagena and Panama. Nevertheless, Guirior achieved an important

victory, for the crown specified that the militia should remain as

it was while the possibility of reducing the number of units was

under consideration. And, although a decision was eventually made,

it came during wartime with the militia remaining at an inflated

20 ,

size. Apparently, wishing to leave well enough alone, the crown

said nothing about the method employed in providing uniforms. The

essence of what occurred in Guayaquil was that for the time being

the viceregency moved out from under the direct hand of the crown in

determining militia policy. In subsequent endeavors, Guirior and

his successors largely ignored Spain's displeasure and continued the

reform under the new guidelines. The crown, if truly displeased, did

'9ANC: MM 10, fs. 812-820.

2°ANC: MM 110, fs. 7 J»5-7 2»7-
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not act decisively to halt the trend until the last decade of the

century.

Commander Vfctor Salcedo y Somodevilla functioned in much the

same way as had his counterparts in Cartagena and Panama, although

under extreme harassment from Francisco de Ugarte, the province's

governor. Ugarte, described by Ecuadorian historian Abel -Romeo

Castillo as "brusk, violent, and despotic," was not a popular figure

in his province and was party to an intense factionalism among the

local dignataries. Prior to Salcedo's arrival he counted among his

enemies three members of the military: engineer Francisco Requena,

Captain of the Fixed Company Francisco G6mez Mir6, and Lieutenant

Ruiz Romero. Upon the captain's death, the governor attempted to

undercut this faction of his opposition by opposing the promotion

of Lieutenant Romero who was next in line for the captain's position

He appealed to Guirior for the appointment of an outsider and the

viceroy complied with his wishes.
2

' Salcedo was selected for the

position from the staff of Cartagena. However, this appointment

developed into more than Ugarte had bargained for; not only did

the newcomer assume the captainship, but shortly after his arrival

In Guayaquil obtained appointment to the special commandership for

the organization of the new militia as well. The governor had as-

sumed that he, the holder of a colonel's commission in the regular

army, would be personally entrusted with the reorganization.

2'castillo, pp. 153-155-
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The appointment of Salcedo as commander of militia was by all

indications an afterthought on the part of Guirior who had originally

intended to permit the governor to assume direct responsibility. But

the viceroy became dissatisfied with Ugarte's slow rate of progress,

which he attributed to the governor's other extensive duties, and in

22
consequence decided to delegate the burden to the captain. Probably,

he was also aware that Ugarte was old and in bad health. Salcedo, for

his part, was an energetic, fast-rising young officer who had the ad-

ditional qualification of having witnessed the implementation of the

reform in Cartagena. 23 He began his military career as a cadet in

the Regiment of Savoy, secured appointment as second lieutenant three

years later, and was promoted to lieutenant upon his incorporation

Into the fixed regiment, May, 1773. He was only twenty-two years of

age when appointed by Guirior to the captainship of the company of

Guayaquil in late 177 1*-

Ugarte was dismayed to discover that he had been denied first-

hand participation in the conduct of the reform, although he was

empowered to act in the higher capacity of inspector. Salcedo ag-

gravated this resentment by working independently of the unpleasant

governor wherever possible, a snub which led him to believe that his

22Ugarte to Guirior, Guayaquil, July 19, 1775, ANC: MM 110,

fs. 353-362.

23Guirior to Arriaga, Santa Fe, December 15, 1775, ANC: MM

10, fs. 812-820.

^Service record of Captain Vfctor Salcedo y Somodev i 1 1 a , July

19, 1776, ANC: MM 107, f. 189.
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military authority was being undermined." To make mejt*rs worse,

Salcedo soon sided with his enemies in the province's Pscal

disputes. A vendetta endued which included public iiiTSufts, charges

and countercharges of misconduct, threatened resignations by both

parties, as well as the monetary imprisonment of Salcfefes by the

27
governor.

Such friction between inspector and special comrnsider was the

exception, not the rule in New Granada; normally the irspport between

these officers was surprisingly good. Since the clash** in Guayaquil

stemmed out of unusually intense personal animosity, tt*y were handled

as such by Viceroy Guirior. He normally answered the ssmplaints

presented to him by confining himself to restating miiliitfa regulations

and by formulating statenents intended to soothe heatafi tempers. How-

ever, on occasion he did indicate annoyance with Gover^er Ugarte either

98
by word, or by simply ignoring his complaints. Ugarje's most effective

25Ugarte to Guirior, Guayaquil, April 19, 1775, %&C'. MM 105,

fs. 302-312; id. to id... Guayaquil, June 2, 1775, ANCs MM 58, fs.

205-209; id. to M- , Guayaquil, July 19, 1775, ANC: m HO, fs.

353-362.

26caStillo, pp. 153-155; Ugarte to Guirior, Guayaquil, July 19,

1775, ANC: MM 110, fs. 253-362.

2^Salcedo y Somodevilla to Guirior, Guayaquil, Member 19,

I77Z,, ANC: MM 106, fs. 639-701; id. to id., Guayaquil, April 19,

1775, ANC: MM 101, fs. 233-235; Ugarte to Guirior, G.ayaquil, April

19, 1775, ANC: MM 105, fs. 302-312; id. to id.., Guaya^i 1 , June 2,

1775, ANC: MM 58, fs. 205-209; id. to id.., Guayaquil, July 19, 1775,

ANC: MM 110, fs. 353"362; Salcedo y Somodevilla to Guiinor, Guaya-

quil, October 5, 1775, AliC: MM 107, fs. 7 i»2-7'*3; id, is \±. , Guaya-

quil, Decenber 2, 1775, «<C: MM 107, fs. 135-136-

^Exeedientfi de oueias del oobernador de Guayacvj'f de las fa-

cultades cje se nan confertdo con periuicio suio. 17./V~75, ANC: MM

108, fs. 727-7 i»6.
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weapon against Salcedo was in rejecting officer proposals which he

was entitled to review as inspector. In the face of this tactic,

it is unlikely that Salceio could have ever completed his task had

not Guirior as a natter of course merely overridden Ugarte's vetos,

explaining to the crew tSwt the governor's objections stemmed from

personal vindictiveness directed toward obstructing the progress of

the reform-
29 Remarkably, Salcedo managed to terminate the formation

of the new units by J^e, 1775- This was a feat for which he won

lavish praise fro™ Viceroy Guirior who was eager to see the program

executed successfully.

In structuring the chain of comaand for the new militia of

Guayaquil, Guirior bypassed the office of commandant general of

Quito by working directly with the governor of Guayaquil, who was

directed to function as inspector. This arrangement did not rep-

resent a break witb established precedent, but rather, conformity

to it. Since the establishment of the governorship, the governors

of Guayaquil had operated largely on an independent basis in military

affairs. The c^ra-cant seneral of Quito was likewise excluded from

direct participation i. the next area of reform, Popayan, as was the

commandant general of Cartagena when endeavors were finally extended

to Santa Harta. The comnon factor in all three cases was that the

^Ugarte to Sairicr, Guayaquil, July 19, 1775. and Guirior to

Ugarte. Santa Fe, tecam^- 17, 1775. AKC: MM 105, fs. 313-326;

Guirior to Arriaga, Saoja Fe. December 15, 1775, ANC: MM 10, fs.

812-820.

3°Salcedo y Sasocfev.Ua to Guirior, Guayaquil, June 2, 1775.

ANC: MM 51, fs. 55-5=; £j.«rior to Arriaga, Santa Fe, December 15,

1775. ANC: 'MM 10, fs. SSZ-S20.



local governor had an independent local regular troop authorization,

was a military man himself, and in consequence had traditionally

acted with a large measure of local autonomy. This system tended

to reconfirm the federalist character of the military establishment

in New Granada.

Guirior's modifications on the structure and procedures of

disciplined militia create problems with respect to classification.

The militia of Guayaquil, although referred to as "disciplined,"

was obviously not of the same military stature as the better of the

new units of Cartagena and Panama; due to a want of veteran advisers

it only partly met established standards and in consequence was most

certainly less thoroughly trained and disciplined. In effect, the

disciplined militia established in Guayaquil was second class. For

that matter, the militia of Cartagena and Panama which was not part

of battalions, the units of the outlaying regions, also frequently

languished for lack of proper attention and in that respect was not

far different from that of Guayaquil. It is difficult to determine

in concrete terms any significant difference between those second

class units and the militia of Veragua which came just as close to

meeting specifications, but which was not given the higher rating;

the distinction was largely bureaucratic. The primary difference

was that the "disciplined" militia should have enjoyed a full veteran

cadre as well as full complement of equipment, while there was no such

pressing obligation in the case of non-disciplined militia. Or to

3'fteport on the militia of Cartagena, Governor Juan Pimienta,

March 26, 1778, ANC: MM **0, fs. 152-165.
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state the distinction another way, classification was based not so

much on fact as on aspiration.

Another development in militia terminology was a broadening

of the usage of the urban classification. Because the new type of

militia classified as disciplined was in fact a new variety of

provincial militia, the functionaries of the reform period began

to lump the non-disciplined provincial militia into the urban category

to distinguish it from its reformed counterpart. Hence, all non-

disciplined soon were generally referred to as "urban." For the

remainder of this study, in conformity with contemporary terminology,

non-disciplined militia will al<=o be referred to as urban.

The most concrete consequence of distinctions in formal clas-

32
sification was in the application of the fuero de guerra militar .

The fuero militar was a body of judicial privileges enjoyed in vary-

ing degrees by the several branches of the military. Holders of the

fuero were entitled to have their cases brought before military rather

than civil or ordinary tribunals. This was a highly valued privilege

which set the possessor apart and above his neighbors. Members of

the regular army were entitled to this protection in both civil and

criminal causes. Those disciplined militia units of the empire

formed under terms of the Cuban reglamento were also so privileged.

By contrast, the fuero of urban militia was normally restricted to

officers and then limited to only criminal hearings. Only in case

of mobilization would the members be entitled to the complete fuero.

*2For a complete description see chapter VI.
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Because of this differentiation in privilege, it was of great consequence

to the membership whether or not their militia unit was formally clas-

sified as disciplined.

Viceroy Guirior was pleased with his accomplishment in Guayaquil

and in his relaci6n de mando to his successor Manuel de Flores recom-

33

mended that the incoming viceroy follow the system he had devised.

This Flores did, expanding the reform to PopaySn in a manner not far

different from that followed in Guayaquil. PopaySn was the first

province in the interior of the viceroyalty to raise disciplined

militia. The reason for this distinction was essentially the same

as for the establishment of the fixed company in 1771 and was one of

the long-run consequences of the disorders of 1765- In fact, domestic

peace with corresponding obedience to functionaries of the crown still

had not been totally achieved in spite of the presence of the company

of regular troops. Ruling circles continued to harbor a fear of lurk-

ing sedition, and this wariness intensified due to word of royal inten-

tions to revitalize the tax system. Moreover, unrest in Buga in 1778

required the sending of a detachment of regular troops.
31

* Expediency

likewise in part determined this choice of location; the presence of

a company of regular troops provided an immediate source of personnel

33Guirior, Rplaciones *<? [™ PHo . . PP- 186-187-

3Veta to Zelaya, Santa Fe, October 17, 177*. ANC: MMJk fs

754-761; royal officials of Popayan to Flores, Popayan, August 2. and

November 1 7! 1778, ibid., fs. 926-927, 9*7-954; Nieto to Flores, Popa-

yan, April 2, May 17, and May 2k, 1779, ANC :
MM 52, fs. 767-778.

Flores to the royal officials of PopaySn, Santa Fe ,
August 26, 1778,

ACC: Colonia, Gobierno, sig. 5553.
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for the formation of the cadre of regular officers. Indeed, It is

significant that in the implementation of the reform in New Granada,

disciplined militia was formed only in those areas which already had

a fixed contingent of regulars, or one within close proximity.

Based on recommendations by Captain Diego Antonio Nleto of

PopayaVs fixed company, Flores issued the initiating order on

February 17, 1777, with royal approval following on July 18. As

in Guayaquil, the special command of the militia was entrusted to

the captain of the local fixed company with the governor acting as

inspector. Militia was to be established on the basis of separate

companies of which the majority were planned for the cities of the

Cauca Valley, but with geographical dimensions ranging as far south-

west as Barbacoas near the Pacific Ocean.

In contrast to Guayaquil, the relationship between the governor,

Pedro de Becaria y Espinosa, and the special commander, Diego Antonio

Nieto, was relatively harmonious. Out of consideration for the huge

geographical scope of the enterprise, duties in the formation of the

companies were split between the two men. The governor himself

raised the new companies in Pasto and Barbacoas while Nieto handled

36

the project in the city of Popayan and regions to the north. Since

Becaria while working in the southwest was for practical purposes out

35Flores to the royal officials of Popayan, Santa Fe
,
April 26,

1777, ACC: Colonia, MI-5P, sig. 7086; Royal order, July 18, 1777,

and Nieto to the Cabildo, 1778, ACC: Cabildo 29, f- 7; Nieto to

Flores, Momp6s, April 6, 1780, ANC: MM 87, fs. 822-831.

36Nieto to Flores, Cartago, February 2 and February 9, 1777, ANC:

HH 52, fs. 332-3J+8; id. to id,., Momp6s , April 6, 1780, ANC: MM 87, fs.

822-831.
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of the range of immediate communication with the special commander,

Nieto at times sent his officer proposals directly to the viceroy,

although he also sent a duplicate list to the governor. This system

preserved the technical chain of command, but bent it enough to

provide the viceroy with an advanced start toward making his own

decision before receiving Becaria's opinion. Such cooperation

would have been impossible in Guayaquil.

Good will at the upper level of activity was only part of the

story. At the local level government functionaries-, particularly

the deputy governors, met the reform with a cool reception. Opposi-

tion was based on a genuine fear that the militia, rather than

strengthen royal authority, might instead undermine it. The most pres-

sing concern was that the militia, once trained and armed, might not be

reliable. It was contended that in view of the unsettled state of

domestic affairs arming large portions of the citizenry was a dangerous

risk, for in time of need they might well turn their newly acquired

Skills against royal authority instead of supporting it. Moreover,

local justices assumed a decidedly hostile attitude toward the prospect

of contending with the fuero militar within their respective jurisdic-

tions. This body of privilege would remove many of the most active

members of the communities from the scope of their authority and in

consequence would tend to weaken the prestige of local government.

In many communities, there was already much left to be desired on

that account. Neither Viceroy Flores, Governor Becaria, nor Commander

''Nieto to Flores, Cartago, February 2 and February 9, 1777,
ANC: MM 52, fs. 332-3^8.
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Salcedo shared these fears and the reorganization proceeded in spite

of the objections, although much more was to be heard of them at a

later date.38

By 1779 a new militia of fourteen companies had taken shape, of

which two each were established in the cities of Cartago, Buga, Cal i

,

Pasto, and Barbacoa, with four organized in the capital city (see

Table 2). Plans called for a cadre of veteran personnel which in

addition to Nieto would consist of two ayudantes mayores for the

command and staff group, and a veteran sergeant acting as ayudante

in each city. However, in his initial efforts Nieto was aided only

by one ayudante mayor and two sergeants, all three drawn from the

fixed unit. As time passed, the list was completed, but not fully

so until the middle of the next decade which was too late to be of

appreciable initial assistance. By the end of 1779, for example,

at which time company formation was complete, only three sergeants

and two ayudantes mayores were functioning. The second ayudante

mayor, a cadet sent to PopaySn from the viceroy's halberdiers, had

just arrived..39

The veteran staff members were to journey periodically from one

part of the establishment to another to provide required professional

Becaria to Flores, PopaySn, January 2 and June 2, 1778, ANC:

MM 7k, fs. 780-793, 932-935; Nieto to Flores, Momp6s , April 6, 1780,

ANC: MM 87, fs. 822-831; Becaria to Flores, Popayan, I78O, ANC: MM

98, fs. 815-816.

^Militia salary lists, November, 1778, August, 1779, and

January, 1785, ACC: Colonia, MI-5P, sig. 5562, sig. 6027, and sig.

5932; Flores to Becaria, Santa Fe , June 23, 1778, ibid . . sig. 7086;

Nieto to Flores, Momp6s, April 6, I78O, ANC: MM 87, fs. 822-831.
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advice; local volunteer officers trained by the veterans were relied

40
upon heavily for the proper maintenance of their respective companies.

The provision of uniforms was in some instances, as in Guayaquil, the

price of officership; but more often than not, the enlisted men them-

selves were obliged to provide their own. Some, but not all, of the

volunteer officers were members of the original militia. Nieto in

formulating proposals for these offices at times did not bother with

the formality of submitting three candidates for each position, but

instead sent only one, a procedure exemplifying the local istic fashion

41
in which the reform was conducted. A serious handicap in training

the new militia was a grave shortage of weapons; the viceregency was

able to send only 200 rifles from Santa Fe of which a sizeable portion

4?
were useless by the time of their arrival. - It was left to the

cabildos to find financial provision for the remaining required

weaponry, which as a result left most of the militiamen without

43
permanent access to firearms. In consequence to its many short-

comings, the disciplined militia of PopaySn, although formed by

1779, was still far from an effective fighting force.

Nieto to Flores, Cartago, February 2 and February 9, 1777,

ANC: MM 52, fs. 332-348; id- to id., Popayan, April 2, May 17, and

May 24, 1779, ibid . fs. 767-778; M- to id.., Momp6s, April 6,

1780, ANC: MM 87, fs. 822-831.

Becaria to Flores, Popayan, January 2, 1778, ANC: MM 74,

fs. 932-935; Nieto to Flores, Buga, September 13, 1778, ANC: MM

52, fs. 423-438; id- to id., Momp6s , April 6, 1780, ANC: MM 87,

fs. 822-831.

Flores to the royal officials of PopaySn, Santa Fe, January

2, 1779, ACC: Colonia, Ml I, sig. 5671 ; Nieto to Flores, Momp6s

,

April 6, 1780, ANC: MM 87, fs. 822-831 -

^Nieto to Flores, Popayan, April 2, May 17, and May 24, 1779,

ANC: MM 52, fs. 767-778.
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Adjustments made in the regular army for the Commandancy General

of Quito were much more limited in scope than those of Cartagena and

Panama, but considering the small size of the original garrisons, the

nod if icat ions made were relatively substantial (see Table 2). The

first area of change was PopaySn where the fixed company was reduced

to a detachment of twenty-five men. The rationale for this action

was that a decrease of full-time salaried personnel would balance the

cost of the new militia, which in turn would far more than compensate

for the disbanded regulars. Flores ordered this reduction simultaneously

with his command to raise the new militia, and royal approval accompanied

the militia confirmation. Conversely, the regular garrison of Gua-

yaquil was augmented in addition to the establishment of new militia.

For a port defense base, the original meager allotment of fifty men

could hardly have been regarded as more than a beginning. The subject

of an increase first came up in 1773 at which time the governor recom-

mended an expansion of the garrison to three seventy-seven man companies

and a half artillery company as minimal for the base's requirements.

The founding of militia was in part an answer to Guayaquil's needs, but

in 1776 the question came up again. This time temporary Governor

Domingo Guerrero Marnara, prompted by Captain Salcedo, informed the

viceroy that defense commitments required the presence of at least

^Royal order, July 18, 1777, ACC: Colonia, MI-5P, sig. 7086;

Exnediente sobre el despacho de la cornpanfa fiia de PopavSn a Quito.

1777, ANC: MM 52, fs. 520-529; Nieto to Flores, Momp6s , April 6,

1780, ANC: MM 87, fs. 767-778.

^ugarte to Gulrior, Guayaquil, August 17, 1773, ANC: MM 100,

fs. 665-666.
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1779. Meanwhile, a crisis in New Granada's borderlands added weight

to demands for the enhancement of the Presidency of Quito's military

capabi I i ties.

In 1776 Portuguese incursions against settlements in the Amazon

Governorship of Mainas induced Viceroy Flores to order the organiza-

tion of a military expedition which would be sent to the troubled

area from Quito. He placed President and Commandant General Diguja

in charge of preparing the expeditionary force and instructed the

governors of Guayaquil and Popaya'n in orders of September and October

of 1776 to render whatever assistance the Quito office might deem

necessary. Diguja began organizing the expedition with men from the

fixed untis of Guayaquil and Quito; but for want of sufficient

numbers, and convinced that the regulars of Popaya'n were a useless

expense anyway, he ordered on July 29, 1777, the company of Popaya'n

to join the main body of regulars in Quito. Wanting no part in such

a venture, Captain Diego Antonio Nieto, whose main concern at this

time was his work with the militia, raised several formidable

objections. He protested to Viceroy Flores that PopaySn's participa-

tion would be ridiculously impractical because Quito was an exhaust-

ing, expensive fortynlay march away. He also expressed fear that

the regulars would be needed locally due to coming tax reform and

possible unrest. Moreover, meaningful compliance with the president's

order was impossible for by this time only a detachment remained of

the former company. Flores, who had ordered the reduction of the

^6
'ANC: MM 51 , fs. 202-212.
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fixed company a bit prematurely, did not concur with Nieto's reserva-

tions, but, rather, ordered him to reactivate the disbanded portion of

the unit. In executing that duty Nieto was most uncooperative and

managed to reenlist few, if any, of the former soldiers. As a con-

sequence, the force which ultimately marched forth from PopaySn,

September k, 1777. consisted of only twenty-three enlisted men and

a lieutenant; Captain Nieto through a number of pretexts excused

himself from going, and ultimately, upon the recommendation of the

governor, was granted viceregal permission to remain in PopaySn. It

made little difference in the end, for the expedition to Hainas was

cancelled in early 1778 and the detachment returned to PopaySn.

This farcical episode clearly demonstrated the feeble capacity

of the armed forces of the Presidency of Quito and was rapidly fol-

lowed by corrective measures. On March 12, 1779, in response to

pleas from both Regent-Visitor of Quito Josi Garcfa Le6n y Pizarro

and Viceroy Flores, the crown approved an increase of twenty-five

men per company for Quito's garrison. In this order, specific

reference was made to the boundary question and to a current up-

rising in the village of Guano. Acting on royal authorization

of March 20, 1779, Flores ordered the increase of the company of

La
Guayaquil to 100 men in the following June. J The fixed unit of

' Expediente sobre el despacho de la companfa fiia de PopavSn

a Quito . 1777, ANC: MM 52, fs. 520-529; Diguja to the royal of-
ficials of PopaySn, Quito, July 29, 1777, ibid . . fs. 508-511; Di-

guja to Flores, Quito, September 3, 1777, ANC: MM 110, fs. 82-85.

^ANC: MM 106, fs. 685-690.

^GSlvez to Flores, Spain, March 20, 1779., ANC: MM 12, f. »»17;

J. Garcfa de Leon y Pizarro to Flores, Quito, August 18, 1779, ANC:
MM 106, fs. 925-926.
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PopaySn, proven useless for service outside its immediate locality

and supported by a new militia, remained reduced to twenty-five men.

Throughout the conduct of the various aspects of the reform in

Guayaquil and PopaySn, both special commanders, Victor Salcedo y

Somodev i 1 1 a and Diego Antonio Nieto, were dominant figures on the

local scenes. In due time each was rewarded for his distinguished

accomplishments in improving the defense status of his respective

province. In the meantime, Nieto was transferred to Cartagena

upon the outbreak of war in 1779, and Salcedo shortly thereafter went

to Quito. Eventually, both returned to the province of their reform

activity to become governors, Salcedo only on an interim basis. In

'795. however, he was appointed to the full governorship of Antioquia.

For his part, Nieto during the closing years of the colonial regime

rose to serve as interim president of the Royal Audiencia of Quito.

The establishment of the Captaincy General of Caracas in 1777

relieved Santa Fe of direct responsibility for the three eastern

provinces and the islands of Margarita and Trinidad. Prior to that

date, only feeble efforts were made to improve the region's defense:

In 1776 Margarita's regular infantry company was reinforced; in the

same year several officers from Cartagena were sent to Maracaibo to

rehabilitate its three companies; and also in the same year crown

approval was received for a 1769 plan for reorganizing the garrison

of CumanS into two companies of infantry and one of artillery, and

for the establishment in Trinidad of an artillery company. Local

efforts at strengthening the militia were also made, although

disciplined units still had not been organized in any of the provinces
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by the time of separation. The fact that officers from Cartagena were

obtained to upgrade the proficiency of Maracaibo's regulars is in it-

self a comment on the neglected condition of this segment of the Carib-

bean's defenses. Prior to the official reshuffling of military ad-

ministration in the region, personnel from the fixed battalion of

Caracas were also already conducting limited efforts in upgrading

neighboring defenses.' All in all, however, the forces of these

provinces at the time of their detachment from the Captaincy General

of Santa Fe were pitiful. Shortly after his arrival, Viceroy Flores,

painfully aware of their neglected condition, had recommended their

incorporation into Caracas, a jurisdiction which hopefully could

provide greater assistance. This proposal was immediately approved

51
by the crown.

As the decade drew to its close, plans were already underway

to extend the reform to much of the remaining interior of the vice-

royalty. In Hay, 1777, acting on a royal request, Flores ordered

the governor of Antioquia to explore the possibilities for the

formation of disciplined militia in that province. And, in August

of the same year he sent to Spain a plan for the expansion of the

reform to the provinces of Pamplona, Tunja, and Hariquita. The

Governor of Maracaibo to Guirior, Maracaibo, June 6, 1773, ANC:

MM 72, fs. 1*8-50; Governor of Margarita to Guirior, Margarita, November

18, 177 1*, ANC: MM 61, fs. 859-860; Governor of Maracaibo to Secretar,

of the Viceroy Francisco Iturrate, Maracaibo, June 21, 1776, j.bid.
,

fs.

1»78-1«80-, Pimienta to Flores, Cartagena, June 26, 1776, AKC: MM 65, fs.

1033-1035; Governor of CumanS to Flores, CumanS, 1776, ANC: MM 15, fs.

910-913; GSlvez to Flores, Spain, November *t, 1776, ibid . .
fs. 882-883;

Governor of Maracaibo to Flores, Maracaibo, May, 1777, ANC: MM 68, fs.

569-571.

^'caballero y G6ngora, Relaciones de mando . . . . p. 199.



crown granted its approval to this proposal, but ordered the viceroy

to delay further action until Regent -Vi si tor Juan Francisco GutieYrez

dePinerez, commissioned to New Granada to effectuate fiscal reform,

would have an opportunity to complete his work. The Court was

evidently skeptical of the low cost results in Guayaquil and wished

to wait until sufficient funds were available before going any

farther. Fearing discontent would accompany the regent-visitor's

efforts, Viceroy Flores contended that before tax innovations dare

be attempted militia ought to be organized to sustain royal justice

should trouble arise. In view of the viceroyal ty 's past experiences,

Flores 1 arguments should have deserved careful consideration, but he

52
spoke in vain.

52 Ibid ., p. 202; Flores to the governor of Antioquia, Santa Fe,

May 31, 1777, ANC: MM 3, fs. 81-87; Gllvez to Flores, Spain, February

13. '778, ANC: MM 30, fs. 937-939-
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THE IMPACT OF THE COMUNEROS

As the military reform entered the decade of the eighties, past

experience and planned projects indicated that it would continue to

follow a slow but steady course of expansion and eventually reach all

of the remaining provinces of New Granada; but because of the Comunero

Rebellion of 1781, this pattern of diffusion was soon profoundly altered,

never again to be the same. The upheaval began on March 16, 1781, in

the town of Socorro, province of Tunja, and soon engulfed much of the

interior of the viceroyalty. Before domestic peace was restored, the

rebellion had reached unprecedented heights of severity, humiliated

the regime in Santa Fe, and demonstrated in no uncertain terms an

alarming weakness in royal control in New Granada. Because of its

Importance to the subsequent history of the military reform, pause

must be given to briefly sketch the course of this rebellion.

The nearly unanimous judgment of historians has been that the

immediate cause of the Comunero Rebellion was an ambitious royal at-

tempt to reform revenue collection. For this endeavor, the crown's

chief agent was Juan Francisco GutieVrez de Pineres, commissioned to

New Granada as both regent of the royal audlencia and visitor-general,

with extraordinary powers over the royal exchequer superceding those

of the viceroy. The immediate task before GutieVrez was to convert

an annual deficit of some 170,000 pesos Into a surplus in the royal
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coffers. He arrived in Santa Fe in January of 1778 and initially ad-

dressed himself to the strict enforcement ot tax and monopoly laws, the

reduction of inefficiency and waste, and the elimination of fraud and

other forms of corruption. Viceroy Flores, who was a cautious admin-

istrator in the area of taxation, soon feared that the regent-visitor

was over zealous in completing his commission. Flores believed that

substantial revenue increases could only safely follow additional

economic growth and anticipated that an attempt to firmly squeeze more

funds from the viceroyal ty 's inhabitants was likely to produce unfavor-

able consequences. He expressed his concern to the crown, but was

sharply rebuked and advised to support Gutierrez's measures. When in

the summer of 1779 word reached Santa Fe that Spain had entered the

War of American Independence, Flores turned over his remaining civil

powers to the regent-visitor and then abandoned the capital for Carta-

gena where he assumed personal military command.

With the outbreak of hostilities, the endeavors of Gutierrez de

Pineres were at once complicated by the problem of war finance. In

Cartagena, Flores vigorously executed emergency defense preparations

for New Granada's coastal strongholds which might be subject to British

attack: the governors of the maritime provinces were ordered to place

their garrisons on alert; much of the coastal militia was mobilized;

and additional fortifications were constructed. In addition, the urban

David Phelps Leonard, "The Comunero Rebellion of New Granada in

1781 ..." (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Dept. of History, Univer-

sity of Michigan, 1951), pp. 72-76.

Cabal lero y G6ngora, Relaciones de mando . . . . p. 200.
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militia of Quito, by this time well developed, was reclassified as

disciplined. Moreover, an expedition was raised and outfitted in

Cartagena for the Captaincy General of Guatemala to assist in resist-

ing possible British adventurism on the Mosquito Coast. With Carta-

gena alone now consuming over 50,000 pesos a month, these measures

drastically increased military expenditures and thereby immediately

intensified the demand for additional revenues. The crisis was

momentarily alleviated by procurement of a 200,000 pesos loan from

the merchants of Cartagena and by the withdrawal of a comparable sum from

the royal mints of Santa Fe and PopaySn, but these were only stop-gap

6
measures.

In late 1779, the crown authorized Gutierrez de Pineres to raise

additional revenue by increasing both royal monopoly prices and taxes.

The visitor-general acted in the following year by issuing a series of

controversial edicts. Among these measures, the al cabal a list was

extended to include almost all goods except bread; the Armada de Barlo -

vento. an excise tax long combined with the alcabala for payment and

by this date largely forgotten and uncollected, was revived on a separate

basis; and the prices of tobacco and aguardiente, both royal monopolies,

were doubled. Increases in tax rates were always unpopular, but

feelings ran especially high against such an extensive expansion of

^Flores to J. Garcfa de Le6n y Pizarro, Cartagena, January 5,

1780, ANE: Pres. 13k, f. II.

^Caballero y G6ngora, Relaci6n de mando . pp. 200-201.

S | bid . , p. 203.

"Leonard, p. 75.
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the alcabala list, and particularly ayainst the resurrection of the

Armada de Barlovento which it was believed, and logically so, was a

new tax. To make matters worse, the enforcement of the laws was en-

trusted to an extensive array of thoroughly hated royal agents,

mostly Spanish-born, who reportedly had little sympathy for the people,

and who were accused of arrogant and abusive behavior.' Probably, this

would have been the judgment upon any revenue agent, no matter how

urbane, who efficiently attempted to collect the new taxes.

The sector of Tunja province in which the upheaval began was

most adversely affected by the Gutierrez edicts because cotton, the

basis for a spinning Industry of the poor, was placed on the tax list,

and the cultivation of tobacco, the region's traditional main cash

crop, had been restricted to a zone near the city of Gir6n shortly

after Gutierrez's arrival, thereby depriving many of their means of

livelihood. A loud chorus of complaints followed the promulgation

of the measures, but the regent-visitor would not be disuaded from

making every possible effort to replenish the exhausted royal coffers."

Whether more sympathy and understanding might have averted the uprising,

or perhaps mitigated Its Intensity, is anyone's guess; certainly once

under way, its energy was directed with full wrath upon the agents

and devices employed In Implementing the fiscal reform.

Proclaiming allegiance to the crown, but demanding an end to un-

just taxes, the Insurgents of Socorro destroyed and pilfered government

7 lbid .. p. 7.

8 lbid .. pp. 78-8U.
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monopoly property, chased revenue agents through the streets, and

q
defied the local authorities. Sometimes prompted by outside agitators,

similar upheavals soon followed in the surrounding settlements. Con-

taining members from all of the native-born classes, the movement en-

joyed deep-rooted support among the inhabitants; rather than subsiding,

it continued to gain momentum and within a short time had enveloped

much of the province of Tunja. The local authorities stood helplessly

by, either unable or unwilling to act, and frequently were swept into

the insurgency themselves. As time passed, the movement began to

institutionalize and on April 18, 1781, over 4, 000 insurgents gathered

in Socorro to select a council of leaders to direct their endeavors.

Command was bestowed upon four Creoles, with Juan Francisco Berbeo soon

emerging as commander. Although the various municipalities participat-

ing in the rebellion each selected their own chiefs to manage local

government, the leaders chosen at Socorro, apparently because the

10
rebellion began there, acted as the supreme directorate.

When finally comprehending the serious nature of the unrest, the

regent-visitor met with the royal audiencia in early April, at which

time it was resolved to crush the sedition by military force; Oidor

Jose
1

Osorio was selected to personally supervise the action, with

military command entrusted to Captain Joaqufn de la Barrera of Santa

q
Indalecio Lilvano Aguirre, Los grandes conflictos sociales v

economicos de nuestra historia (Bogota, n.d.), II, 20-22.

'^Leonard, chap. V; Pablo E. CSrdenas Acosta, El movimiento co-

muna 1 de 1781 en el Nuevo Reino de Granada (Bogota
1

, i960), I, chap. III.
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Fe's company of halberdiers. Short of capitulation, this was the

only avenue of action open at this time, although the troops avail-

able for the venture were hopelessly inadequate. The garrison of

Santa Fe had always been feeble at best, but at the moment it was

v even weaker because Viceroy Flores had taken the company of vice-

regal cavalry with him to Cartagena to insure his personal safety.

This left the capital with only one company of regulars, the seventy-

five halberdiers.

Not daring to leave Santa Fe totally undefended, the authorities

chose to divide the company, forming the core of the expedition with

fifty of the men and leaving the remainder behind in the capital. In

addition to the regulars, 22 revenue guards, a small number of volun-

teers, and 100 extra firearms with ample ammunition were incorporated

into the endeavor. It was hoped that many additional loyal vassals

could be recruited along the way to the confrontation, but efforts at

enlistment were met with little enthusiasm and the force was not ap-

preciably strengthened. On April 22, the first elements of the

tiny force arrived at Puente Real, an important transporat ion cross-

roads, where it was decided to entrench and make a stand. The rebels

on Hay 7 took positions on the heights surrounding the town with a

» force believed by the defenders to have been at least ^,000 strong.

J

Although the Comuneros were armed with only rudimentary weapons.

"Leonard, p. 122.

,2Ca>denas Acosta, I, 116.

^ ibid .. p. 151-
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resistance in the confrontation the next day was obviously hopeless,

especially since the new recruits broke ranks at the first serious

threat of combat and went over to the insurgents while the revenue

guards took refuge in a nearby church. The remaining forces were

then surrendered without a fight, and Oidor Osorio, Captain Barrera,

and all of the weapons and supplies fell captive to the Comuneros.

The captured men were later permitted to return to Santa Fe.'^

As minimal as were the normal forces of Santa Fe, it is quite

possible that had the cavalry company still been available the out-

come at Puente Real might have been different. The strength of the

Comunero army was grossly overestimated by the defenders, for sub-

sequent testimony revealed that it comprised no more than 500 men.

In all likelihood, this poorly armed group would have been hard

pressed to have defeated two regular companies equipped with fire-

arms and backed by militia. Indeed, a solid regular troop commit-

ment, even if not too large, might have stemmed the tide of the Comu-

nero Rebellion. As matters stood, the victory of the Comuneros

inspired further insurgency. Within the next several weeks, the

authorities of the provincial capital of Tunja had given way to

Comunero pressure, Pamplona in the far northeast had incorporated it-

self into the movement, and the insurrection had spread into the prov-

ince of Los Llanos. On May 29, the loyalist city of Girfin, favored

''Leonard, pp. 126-131.

15 lbid .. p. 129.

,6C5rdenas Acosta, I, 2'*0-2't8, 250-255-
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in the cultivation of tobacco and a possible base for use by counter

insurgency forces from the coast, was occupied by Comunero forces. '

Soon, the ranks of the rebel army, now firmly resolved to drive on

18
Santa Fe, had swelled beyond 15,000 men.

Back in Santa Fe the authorities attempted to mobilize exist-

ing urban militia and enlist new trustworthy personnel in order to

organize a defense for the city. The various units should have totaled

678 men, but in typical pre-reform tradition the militia when faced with

crisis quickly melted away. Consequently, Santa Fe's commander in chief

of arms, Oidor Pedro Catani , realized that an effective defense was

impossible.'" The only remaining hope of preventing the entrance of

the Comuneros into the city was negotiation, possibly capitulation.

At this point the archbishop of Santa Fe, Antonio Cabal lero y G6ngora,

offered his services to mediate with the rebels. He addressed his of-

fer to the Junta General de Tribunales . an emergency body composed of

the royal audiencia acting in real acuerdo and other leading officials

in the city. His offer was accepted, with Oidor Joaqufn Vasco y Vargas

and Alcalde Ordinario Eustaquio Galavis selected to accompany him on

the bold venture. This commission set out for the nearby town of

Zipaquira
1

on May 13, in an attempt to meet with the insurgents. Gu-

tierrez de Pineres left Santa Fe the same day fleeing toward Honda,

which was the departure point for the Magdalena River descent to

Ibid .. I, 221 -22^, and II, 3*f0.

Ibid .. I , 288-292.

'9 |bid . . pp. 211-213-
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Cartagena. On Hay 25 Berbeo dispatched Joseph Antonio GalSn, a

deserter from Cartagena's fixed regiment, to intercept the regent -

visitor and capture arms on their way to Santa Fe from Cartagena. 2 '

GalSn failed to apprehend GutieYrez who fled to Cartagena, but

carried the standard of rebellion into the province of Mariquita

which had already experienced major upheavals, including one in the

important city of lbagu£.

On May Ik the archbishop's commission directed a communication

to the insurgent forces advancing on Santa Fe inviting them to concur

in discussions at Zipaqui ra".
2 3 In a following exchange of communica-

tions, it was resolved that the meeting should take place in a small

settlement several leagues from ZipaquirS, Nemoc6n, a site selected

by the Comunero chief, Berbeo. The first meeting occurred on May

26, and there followed a lengthy series of further meetings, consulta-

25
tions, and diplomatic maneuver ings. Events climaxed on June 5, when

Berbeo in the name of the Comuneros presented a list of thirty-five

articles, known as the Capitulations, which demanded an end to the new

revenue measures as well as remedies for many long-standing grievances.

20 lbid „. pp. 203-208. Gutierrez returned to Santa Fe after the

rebellion ended, but this time was subordinated to the viceroy. His

stay was shortlived for on February 25, 1783, he was appointed to the

Council of the Indies. Ibid .. II, 192, 362, 221.

2' lbid .. I, 266-268, and II, 176.

" ibid .. II, 75-89.

23 lbid. . I, 255-256.

2t* lbid. . pp. 256-258, 265.

25
1 b i

d

. . 1,-269-302, and II, 8-17.



The commission immediately relayed the document to Santa Fe where the

authorities labelled it preposterous and outrageous, returning it

without approval. Rumblings in the ranks of the Comuneros caused

the commission after obtaining some minor concessions to return the

list to Santa Fe with the recommendation that it be immediately ap-

proved, lest the Comuneros enter the city; this was no time to raise

objections.' The Junta General de Tribunales ratified the capitula-

tions that evening, Kay 7. The following day in ZipaquirS, the agree-

ment was promulgated after a solemn mass celebrated by the archbishop;

the commission swore to comply with the terms of the capitulations;

and a Te Deum was sung. The Comuneros then disbanded their forces and

returned to their homes. Meanwhile, in Santa Fe the Junta General in

a secret ceremony declared the capitulations null and void by reason

of duress.

Even after the ZipaquirS accord, shock waves continued to roll

outward from the area of insurgency. On June 19, in the south of the

vlceroyalty, the capital city of the Governorship of Neiva arose in

violent rebellion resulting in the assassination of Governor Policarpo

Fernandez, but resistance on the part of local government functionaries

dealt death to two rebel leaders and won the day. ' In the far north-

east Insurgents from Pamplona carried the rebellion into the backlands

of the province of Maracaibo, now of the Captaincy General of Caracas,

26
Ibid .. II, 1 7-1*9.

27 lbid .. pp. 95-96.
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in the months of June, July, and early August. And in September

upheavals in response to the introduction of the tobacco monopoly

erupted in the province of Antioquia. There, serious violence was

averted when the governor delivered rapid concessions to the insurgents,

including the free cultivation of tobacco and a general pardon. Vice-

roy Flores, who granted a pardon to the Comuneros on October 20, also

29
confirmed the action of the Antioquian governor.

In Cartagena, Viceroy Flores had been notified of the trouble

in the backlands shortly after it began, but like the authorities in

Santa Fe initially underestimated Its magnitude and expressed confidence

that the company of halberdiers could cope with the problem. After

the disaster at Puente Real, he comprehended the need for a major

relief expedition, but was unable to respond immediately because

British naval forces had been sighted off Maracaibo and Santa Marta,

which led him to believe Cartagena was in grave danger of attack.

Moreover, he was fearful that the fljo, mainly comprised of recruits

from the troubled areas, might not be reliable if sent to confront

the Comuneros, and for a time contemplated dispatching a force of

all militiamen. Ultimately, he decided to employ a force of 250

28
1 b i

d

. . pp. 129-135.

"
ibid . . pp. 163, 166-171 ; Roberto Marfa Tisnes, Movimientos

pre-independientes Grancolombl anos (BogotS, 1962), pp. 61-69.

3°Clrdenas Acosta, I, 1 ^tf-1 55

-

3, NarvSez to Flores, Santa Marta, October 19, 1779, ANC: MM

99, fs. 790-797; Caballero y G6ngora, Relaciones de mando . . .

pp. 20^, 206-207.
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militiamen, half from the battalion of whites and half from the bat-

talion of pardos, and 250 regulars, all of which he placed under the

32
command of Colonel Josef Bernet of the fixed regiment. The employ-

ment of so many militiamen on this delicate mission, while partly

motivated by a reluctance to weaken Cartagena by withdrawing too many

regulars, and by a fear that natives of the rebellious provinces might

not perform well against their brethren, does at least in part reflect

a measure of confidence in the ability of the militia to perform. How-

ever, the expedition did not leave Cartagena until July I, reaching

Santa Fe on August 6, by which time the main crisis had already passed.

Although the capitulations were not officially nullified until March 18,

1782, the government in Santa Fe as soon as sufficient military forces

were available began violating the accord. 3^

When the behavior of the authorities in the late summer indicated

they did not intend to honor the terms of the capitulations, Josef

Antonio Gala'n, the man Berbeo had dispatched to capture the fleeing

32
Most historians have incorrectly stated the composition of this

expedition, probably because Cabal lero y G6ngora himself was very nebu-
lous on the subject in his relaci6n de rando . Jos£ Manuel Groot in his
1889 Historla ecles ia'st ica y civil ce Nueva Granada. Vol. II, page 2*+0,

Stated the force consisted of 500 militiamen; more recently Indalecio
LieVano Aguirre, Los grandes conflictos sociales v economicos de nuestra
hlstoria. Vol. Ill, page 65, quoted Cabal Iero's statement that Mores
intended to send 500 militiamen, thereby creating the impression he

actually did so; and Roberto Marfa Tisnes, Movimiento* pre-i ndependientes
qrancolombianos page 59, indicated the component consisted of 500 regulars.
Pablo E. CSrdenas Acosta, El moviniento comunal de 1781 en el Nuevo Reino
de Granada . Vol. I, page 293, set the record straight. Corroboration can
be found in Bernet to Flores, Santa Fe, August 31, 1781, ANC: MM 10, fs.

21*6-280.

33CaYdenas Acosta, II, 110-112.

3Sbid". , pp. 162, 193-1 9**.
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regent-visitor, attempted to regenerate the movement in hopes of making

another march on Santa Fe. Although operating in the heart of former

rebel territory, his endeavors were met with little enthusiasm. Vice-

roy Flores, when informed of the new insurgency, ordered Colonel Bernet

to employ the forces under his command to apprehend the new leader, but

this did not prove to be necessary. Salvador Plata, a noble of Socorro,

one of the men selected along with Berbeo to lead the original movement,

always a personality with nebulous designs, and now firmly committed to

royal service, succeeded in capturing Galan with his personal force on

October 13. The prisoner was taken to Santa Fe where he was tried by

the royal audiencia, found guilty of sedition, and sentenced to die by

hanging. Death was administered on February 1, 1782. The body was

then partitioned with the various members distributed for public display

in former insurgent cities and villages. With that, the Comunero

Rebellion was dead.

Curiously, the insurgent movement did not take firm hold in

any of the provinces which possessed strong military establishments,

although it spread everywhere else except the Choc6 province. If

the dimensions of the Comunero Rebellion were to be thoroughly con-

sidered, something thus far still not attempted by historians, it

would also be necessary to take into account many diverse non-military

factors. Among these are the coast being a separate geographical

,

cultural and ethnic region; the Presidency of Quito having had a

separate regent-visitor to reform revenues; the relationship between

35 lbid .. pp. 149-166.

3^
i bid . . pp. 175-192.
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an unsuccessful rebellion in 1765 and peace in I78I ; and the implicit

assumption in most writings on the subject, that the rebellion's core

movement was halted before it had a full chance to sweep any farther.

But there is reason to believe that the correlation between

domestic peace and the presence of military establishments was more

than a coincidence. Not only was military force available to waylay

any possible thoughts of defying royal authority, but also in the key

cities many of the active members of the community, men to whom leader-

ship in seditious movements presumably would be most likely to fall,

were enlisted in the militia and subject to military discipline. More-

over, there are several incidents where the military did directly act

as a deterent or halt insurgency before it had a chance to spread. The

outstanding example of this was in the province of Maracaibo. Upon

receiving word that the rebellion had overflowed into his jurisdiction,

Governor Manuel de Ayala dispatched an expedition of 125 regulars which

was reinforced by additional troops from Caracas. In the face of this

opposition, the Comuneros dispersed. ' At this time, Viceroy Flores in

Cartagena, fearful that the insurgency would spread into Riohacha and

Santa Marta, dispatched an expedition of 200 regulars and militiamen

to take position in Chiriguana, a strategically located city in Santa

Marta's backlands. Notified of the pending trouble, Governor Anto-

nio de NarvSez of Riohacha and Santa Marta also sent 150 of Riohacha's

militia cavalrymen to ChiriguanS, and then went on to Santa Marta to

37 jbld .. pp. 175-192.

38 |bld .. p. .132.
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39
mobilize additional forces. In the southwest of the viceroyalty,

the governor of Popaya'n mobilized part of the capital city's militia

to patrol against possible sedition. ° When on November 7, 1781,

the inhabitants of Tumaco, a small settlement on the Pacific coast,

somewhat belatedly arose in rebellion, seizing the royal revenue

house, freeing prisoners from jail, and imprisoning the lieutenant

governor, th's governor of Popaya'n dispatched his forces whose arrival

k]
in late November dispersed the rebels.

An exception to the generalization under consideration occurred

in the city of PastCj which possessed two of the province of PopaySn's

fourteen companies of militia. There, on June 22, the inhabitants

were joined by Indians from surrounding villages in a violent protest

against the endeavors of Deputy Governor Josef Ignacio Peredo to

introduce a number of revenue measures including the aguardiente

monopoly. Peredo, who had a small military escort at his disposal,

was forced to take refuge in a public building, but not before his

men had killed and wounded several insurgents. The following day,

however, his enemies succeeded in capturing him, and he and four of

his escort. were beaten to death by Indians. Gabriel Vald^s, the

veteran sergeant of Pasto's militia and commander of the escort,

managed to escape by taking refuge in a monastery. He was later

39Narva"ez to Flores, Santa Marta, August 26, 1781, ANC: MM 12^,

fs. 638-6A2.

^M"his force at one time comprised as many as 93 men. Becaria
to Flores, Popaya'n, July 2 and July 6, 1781 , ANC: MM 19, fs. 908-915.

*! Cardenas Acosta, It, 171-172.
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tried for cowardice in the face of the enemy, but claimed his escort

found itself without cartridges for their weapons and in consequence

could do nothing. Subsequently, Valdls was reinstated to duty, but

this time with the militia of Buga. The tumult in Pasto was ultimately

quieted by action in Santa Fe rescinding the revenue measures, and,

hi.
perhaps significantly, the insurrection did not spread. The importance

of the Pasto exception with regard to the peace keeping role of the

military is somewhat mitigated by the consideration that its militia

along with those of Barbacoas were the most neglected of the province

of PopaySn, and that the city, located about half way between Quito

and PopaySn, was remote from any strong military center; Pasto's

military capability was not far different from that of any of the

other regions overrun by the Comuneros.

The fact that Quito remained at peace is of special interest

since the presidency was flanked by revolutionary activity, not only

on the one side by the Comuneros, but on the other by the insurgent

Tupac Amaru. Regent-Visitor Jose
1

Garcfa de Le6n y Pizarro, who also

became president of the royal audiencia, shared Flores' belief that

military reform was a necessary adjunct to fiscal reform. Apparently

aware of Flores' desire to see the military reform extended, and of

the crown's reluctance to do so until the royal exchequer was re-

plenished, and also fully realizing that Quito was impoverished,

he approached the problem of strengthening his military forces by

indirect, but effective means. His requests for military concessions

^ Ibid . . pp. 97-98; Sergio Elfas Ortiz, Agustfn Agualongo v su

tiempo (BogotS, 1958), pp. 37"i*3; Militia salary list, January 1,

1785, ACC: Colonia, MI-5P, sig. 5932.
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were always moderate and were invariably cloaked with proper and

extensive professed desires to avoid expenditures, but his deeds

were highly ambitious. His first petition was for merely three

urban companies, two of these infantry, the other cavalry, for

which only authorization from Santa Fe was sufficient. He sub-

mitted this request on May 18, 1779, expressing concern for the

potential problem of sedition. In the plan submitted he specified

that the members would for the most part be obliged to provide

their own equipment and would deserve at least the criminal fuero.

A sympathetic Flores granted his approval on July 16, for which he

received a warm letter of thanks. Pizarro then proceeded to

establish a militia similar in character to those of Guayaquil and

PopaySn. Moreover, instead of the three companies proposed, he

raised two regiments, one of infantry, the other of dragoons, as

well as a company of artillery. The volunteer positions of captain

went to those who would uniform their own companies, with the

president assuming the role of inspector. To supervise the forra-

tlon of the new units and later train the volunteer officers, he

selected from the city's regular companies Antonio Citeli, a veteran

ayudante who would act as sargento mayor of infantry, and Alonso

Arias, a veteran captain, for the dragoons. Again terminology

Is • problem: the president's militia, while not of a fully

^ANE: Pres. \3k, fs. 1-3.

^Ibld.. fs. k-S.

*5j. Garcfa de Le6n y Pizarro to Flores, Quito, November 3. 1779,

[bid . . fs. 9-10; Estado de fuerza de las milicias . Quito, August 17,

1783, ANE: Pres. 194, fs. 55-58.
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disciplined character, was certainly superiiar to the average urban

nit, including those of Santa Fe at this siine-

The outbreak of war with Great BrTt£~n provided the president

ulth an opportunity to press for additioraH concessions. In a

letter of November 3, 1779. he expressed tjrrcern over an alleged

i«afcness of the forces of Guayaquil and emarasized the advantage

off hawing a strong military force in the teckfands to provide reserve

strength should Guayaquil come under attach. Although not specif-

ically asking for the reclassification of ti-Ps units to disciplined,

he requested authorization from the viceroy to select from the

regular companies a cadre of veteran sergeBTts (one for each company)

ant as many corporals as possible to staff tthe militia. In addition,

he hoped for firearms and sabers to equip liisn. ' Flores repl ied on

•tesuary 5. 1780, that although he did not +**e the authority to raise

disciplined militia without the consent of Spain, he would, in view of

tie outbreak of war and emergency considerations, consent to the

establishment on a provisional basis under stc method proposed by the

president. He added, however, that for the cTme being he could not

provide any additional weapons. Without further ado, the president

thsa expanded the militia to the outlying ^rrovinces of Cuenca, Riobamba,

^This argument was by appearance slTcere since at a later date
he e"id dispatch detachments from Quito's millHtia to Guayaquil. Garcfa
cte Leon y Pizarro to Flores, Quito, March Uv 1780, ANE: Pres. 134,
fs. 12-13-

*7, bid. , fs. 9-10.

AS Ibid ., f. 11.
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Ibarra, Ambato, Guaranda, and Loja (see Table 5). In consequence,

by the time the Comunero Rebellion swept through the undefended

provinces of the interior, Quito and its dependencies already possessed

a militia of at least partial combat capability. Whether the units of

these and the other provinces with reformed militia were a decisive

factor in containing the geographical scope of the great insurgency of

1781 will probably never fully be determined; but, the correlation

does exist.

With the restoration of domestic peace, Viceroy Flores immediately

initiated military reasures to insure that should there be a repetition

of the rebellion, the capital would be defended. The first step was

the fornation of a cor-petent battalion of militia infantry, a task

which was entrusted to Colonel Bernet , head of the relief expedition

from Cartagena. Bernet was an experienced hand in militia affairs,

having served as sargento mayor in the reorganization of Cuba and

having been present in Cartagena during that province's reform. Flores

ruled that the new etilitia must remain on an urban footing until ap-

proval for the higher rating was received from the crown; but, Bernet

was instructed to foro and develop this component along lines specified

by the Cuban reglanento so that once royal authorization did come, all

that would rei^ain to be done would be the nomination of veteran of-

ficers. Bernet issued a call for volunteers to come forward on

^Estado de fcerza de las milicias . Quito, August 17, 1783, ANE:

Pres. 19^, fs. 55-53; J. Garcfa de Le6n y Pizarro to Flores, Quito,

March 18, I78O, ANE: Pres. 13*+. fs. 12-13-

5°Bernet to Flores, Santa Fe, December 31, 1781; ANC: MM 31,

f. 699.
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TABLE 5

THE MILITIA OF GUAYAQUIL AND QUITO IN 1 783--

Militia of Quito and its Dependencies

Regiment of infantry, Quito
Regiment of dragoons, Quito
Company of artillery, Quito
Battalion of infantry, Rio Barba

Battalion of infantry, Cuenca
Three companies of infantry, Guaranda

Two companies of infantry, Ibarra

Two companies of infantry, Loja

Company of infantry, Ambato

Total 2,610

Mi 1 i t ia of Guavaqui

1

Battalion of white infantry 585

Battalion of pardo infantry 585

Four companies of white dragoons 2^0

Company of white artillery 65

Company of pardo artillery 65

Total 1 ,5^*0

*The above table was adapted from Estado de fuerza de las mi -

1 icias de Guavaqui 1 , July 30, I7S3, and Es, tado de fuerza de las mi -

licias de Quito . August 17, 17S3, ANE: Pres. 19^, fs. 51-62.
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September 3 and was pleased by a very large turnout, surpassing 900

in number. Those of this group whom he found suitable he enlisted

and weekly training was begun.' Moreover, in 1 783 a regiment of

cavalry was also raised.'2 Royal provision for a disciplined clas-

sification for these units came on March 6, 1 78U , after the close of

Spain's participation in the war.''

The creation of militia for the explicit purpose of riot control

was a hazardous maneuver recognized as such by all. A militarily

capable citizenry was a double-edged sword which in time of domestic

crisis might be turned either way. The question had first arisen in

PopaySn where, as matters turned out, favorable results were achieved;

Viceroy Flores took every precaution to insure such would be the case

in Santa Fe. Bernet was instructed to proceed with utmost caution in

the selection of enlisted men so that only those whose loyalty was

above suspicion were chosen. Equally important, only Spaniards were

to be entrusted with officership. Flores' concern is illustrated in

the following passage from his September instructions to Colonel

Bernet.

it is indispensable that you (as ordered in the original instruc-
tions and as repeated in those of August and here again) have
exact information about the character of the men that are en-
listed and of the confidence that can be had in them before

51
1 bid . : M. to id., Santa Fe, September 15, 1781, ANC: MM 12,

fs. 1042-1045.

Colonel Anastasio Zejudo to Cabal lero y Gfingora, Santa Fe,

September, I783, ANC: MM 12, fs. 103-114.

53 Royal order, March 6, 1784, ANC: MM 10, fs. 743-744.

5/fCartagena, September 27, 1781, ANC: MM 49, f. 103.
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proceeding with their training, in order to avoid the peril of

aug-enting the number of the enemy who will with instruction

in the handling of arms become skillful; because as I have been

reminded by the cabildo of this city, the conspiracy that was

discovered in this city and past events necessitate examining

this matter with intense scrupulosity and ci rcurspect ion; and

with this knowledge, I once again reiterate that you must know

who are the people of distinction and the city's loyal vassals,

and who are the type of people which should be rejected with

the end of preventing the grave inconveniences which could

develop by enlisting some who will be difficult to dispense

with later. 55

Once the militia was classified as disciplined, it received a full

complement of veteran officers to insure maximum military discipline.

The cabildo of Santa Fe took a dim view of the prospect of Santa

Fe's maintaining an armed local citizenry, the loyalty of which in

their opinion was suspect. Their main objection was that Colonel Bernet

drilled the battalion every Sunday like disciplined rather than urban

militia. Here, their concern was not that these exercises might be

burdensome, but rather that the membership might becore too militarily

proficient for the security of the city. This objection was voiced

to Viceroy Flores and reinforced by citing as questionable incidents

which reportedly occurred after the training sessions disbanded. The

enlisted men, it seems, held musical celebrations in honor of their

captains, which were characterized by loud shouting that tended to

disrupt the city's newly acquired tranquility. To make matters worse,

militiamen had been known on occasion to utter irreverent remarks

reflecting on the character of various functionaries of the crown,

Including one clearly seditious shout of "Long live the King, down

^Cartagena, September 27, 1781, ibid . . f. 71-

5**Estado de fuerza de las mill ci as , Santa Fe, September, 178*4,

ANC: MM 2, fs. 481-^89.
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with his bad government." Such proclamations were most likely merely

tasteless jokes rising out of too much celebrating and perhaps a

desire to harass the local magistrates, but the cabildo interpreted

the incidents as proof of a new and very real menace to the security

of the capital. It is difficult to determine whether the cabildo

was truly fearful of the militia's loyalty or whether their report

to Flores was merely a pretext to discredit it because of the un-

welcome prospect of contending with the militia's prerogatives within

their jurisdiction.

Apparently trustful of Bernet's judgment in selecting his men,

Viceroy Flores did not take the report seriously and seemingly was

more annoyed with the cabildo than concerned with the story they told.

Indeed, he replied to their petition by accusing them of obstruction-

ism and bad faith, but did instruct Bernet to direct the militiamen

back to their homes after drills In order to prevent unnecessary con-

Cfl

gregations in the city streets. The viceregal reply, however, did

not quiet the cabildo which again petitioned Flores, this time as-

suming a wounded attitude and professing only the best of intentions.

Stating a preference for a fixed regular contingent, the magistrates

reiterated their suspicions of the militia and added more evidence

to their case. It was pointed out that when the city was under threat

hardly a soul was found who would raise a hand to defend it; yet now,

large numbers of inhabitants eagerly sought membership in the militia,

57November 30, 1781, ANC: MM 31, f- 711.

s8Flores to Ecrnet, Santa Fe, January 16, 1782, ibid ., f. 703-
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many of whom were related to people believed to have been conspira-

59tors. The training went on anyway, but in subsequent years the

cablldo continued to harbor a deep hostility toward the militia.

In the midst of such suspicion and fear, completion of Flores 1

pre-rebel I Ion plan for the raising of militia in the provinces of

Harlqutta, Tunja, and Pamplona could hardly have been practicable,

and Indeed it was never attempted. However, the new cavalry regiment

did contain components from Tunja and Sogamoso as well as from several

small settlements near Santa Fe including ZipaquirS. At first ap-

pearance, this would seem to have been a contradictory and dangerous

move because of the course of the Comunero Rebellion, but actually

the viceregal authorities said little about possible sedition in

cavalry ranks.

While the precise motives for raising units in those districts

are not known, the exhibited trust is consistent with events which

occurred during the course of the negotiations at ZipaquirS. There,

when a crisis occurred in the peace talks because a radical element

led by forces from the Comunero center of Socorro indicated a strong

desire to seize Santa Fe in spite of the leadership's desire to avoid

extremes In reaching an accord, the Comuneros from Tunja and Sogamoso,

together representing about one-third of the rebel army, physically

February 28, 1782, ibid ., fs. 720, 722-72*+.

The others were Boza, Caqueza, and Choconta. Zejudo to Caba-
llero y Gongora, Santa Fe, September, 1 783 , ANC: MM 12, fs. 103-1 I

1*.
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maneuvered themselves into a position between the mass of the troops

and the capital to block any attempted advance.

The motive for this action is not entirely clear, but the Tun-

jans had always claimed to be acting in the interest of the crown.

When Tunja was first swept into the insurgency, the cabildo, speaking

for their city's inhabitants with whom they had met in open session,

emphasized in a proclamation for the crown authorities that they had

acquiesced to the movement only because of coercion, and that they

62
hoped in so doing they could function in the royal interest. A

similar proclamation was also issued by Tunja's council of Comunero

leaders. * Such professions of loyalty were commonplace throughout

the expanse of the upheaval; the distinction of Tunja and Sogamoso

was that they acted accordingly, or seemingly so, at ZipaquirS.

There was also in this chain of events an element of pure self

interest. The Tunjans and Sogamosans entertained a profound fear

that if the Socorrans seized the capital, provincial political control

might shift from their cities, both major administrative centers, in

64
favor of Socorran supremacy. This jealousy between the provincial

capitals and Socorro was observed by Archbishop Cabal lero y G6ngora

and exploited by him in the course of the ZipaquirS negotiations.

61 CaVdenas Acosta, II, 8-12.

62,

44.

"Vie'vano Aguirre, III, 48.

Acta del cabildo abiertQ . Tunja, May 23, 1781, in CaVdenas
Acosta, I , 245-248.

Instrumento de exclamaci6n . Tunja, May 17, 1781; ibid . . pp.
242-244.
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Indeed, the Tunjans and Sogamosans were acting upon his request when

they moved to protect the capital, and were given much credit by him

for their deed. In the words of Cabal lero:

Those of the districts of Tunja, Sogamoso, and San Gil, which
comprised the considerable number of from five to six thousand
men, adhered to my stipulation with Berbeo, and they performed
this task against the sentiment of the opposition; for although
the latter group outnumbered them, they possessed other advantages
in as much as their troops were the finest of that army, the most
formidable, and the most subordinate to their leaders. These as-
sisted me vastly in my enterprise, either because the village of
Socorro intended to promote itself at their expense in government,
or because the most of them, especially those of Tunja and Soga-
moso, came (to Zipaquiri) under coercion.

Perhaps significantly, Cabal lero y G6ngora was viceroy in 1783 when

the cavalry regiment was organized.

To make way for the extension of the disciplined militia system

into the interior in 178*+, the massive militia establishment of the

province of Cartagena was reduced accordingly (see Table 6). The

numerous separate companies in the outlying partido of Barranquilla

were eliminated, and those of the partidos of Momp6s and Lorica were

condensed into an infantry battalion of all colors and two companies

of dragoons (compare Table 2 and Table 6). The veteran cadres

pertaining to the extinguished militia were then transferred to the

new units. This reshuffling decidedly diminished the preponderant

position of the province of Cartagena in the distribution of the

65CaYdenas Acosta, 11,8.

66
'Account of the happenings at Zipaquira

1

by Cabal lero y G6ngora,
June, 1781, in CSrdenas Acosta, 11,9.

67 Cabal lero y G6ngora, Relaciones de mando . . . . p. 269.
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TABLE 6

ARMY OF NEW GRANADA 1
789-'-

Regulars Infantry Artillery Mounted

Two companies of Santa Marta 15^

Half company of Santa Marta 2k
Regiment of Cartagena 900
Royal Corps (two companies of Cartagena) 200

(company of Panama) 100

Battal ion of Panama 679
Parties of light infantry of all colors

of Chiman (Panama) 80
Detachment of Chagres 29
Company of pardos of South Dari6n 109
Company of Guayaquil 100
Three companies of Quito 225
Detachment of PopaySn 25
Auxiliary Regiment of Santa Fe 1,200 100

Cavalry Viceregal Guard 3**

Totals 3,501 klk 3k

Total Regulars 3,959

The Regiment of the Princess which departed in 1789 has not been

included.

Disciplined Militia Infantry Artillery Mounted

Regiment of all colors, Riohacha
(ten companies) 850

Two companies of pardo dragoons,
Riohacha 252

Regiment of all colors, Santa Marta
(ten companies) 890

Regiment of whites, Cartagena 800
Battalion of pardos, Cartagena 800
Regiment of all colors, Mompfis and the

Savannahs of Tolfi (Cartagena) 800
Two companies of white dragoons,

Corozal (Cartagena) 200
Company of pardos, Cartagena 100
Company of morenos , Cartagena 100
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TABLE 6 (cont.)

Discipl ined Mi I

i

tia Infantry Artillery Mounted

Brigade of Pardos, Toll! (Cartagena) 20
Regiment of whites, Panama and Nata 900
Battalion of pardos, Panama and Nata 900
Company of pardos, Panama 100

Four company corps of light infantry,

Portobelo and the margins of the

Chagres River 360
Seven company corps of whites, Veragua

and Alange 700
Regiment of whites, Guayaquil (ten

companies) 890 100

Squadrom of white dragoons, Guayaquil 180

Regiment of whites, Quito (ten companies) 900 50
Regiment of white dragoons, Quito 50Q
Regiment of whites, Rfo Bamba <Quito) 900
Regiment of whites, Cuenca (ten

companies) 900 100

Regiment of all colors, PopaySn (ten

companies) 1 ,000

Squadron of white dragoons, PopaySn 300
Regiment of whites, Santa Fe 800
Regiment of white cavalry, Santa Fe

(twelve companies) 600

Totals 12, ^30 1»70 2,132

Total Disciplined Militia 15,032

"For reasons unknown to this writer many nine and ten 'company militia
units which were in fact battalions were classified at this time as

regiments.

*The above table was adapted from Antonio Cabal lero y Gongora,

"Relaciftn del estado del Nuevo Reino de Granada . . . 1789," Re 1 ac Jo -

nes de mando: memorias presentadas por los gobernantes del Nuevo
Reino de Granada , eds. F. Posada and P. M. I bSnez (Bogota

1

, 1910),

pp. 268-272; Francisco Gil y Lemos , "Gil y Lemos y su memoria sobre

el Nuevo Reino de Granada," ed. with introduction by Enrique Sanchez

Pedrote, Anuario de estudios americanos
, VIII (1951), 205-212; report

of Subinspector General Anastasio Zejudo, Quito, 1788, ANE: Pres.

2^9, fs. 218-226; report of Subinspector General Joaqufn de Canaveral,
Cartagena, May, 1793, ANC: MM 92, fs. 1019-1035- The unit strengths
listed by these sources vary somewhat and are within themselves
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inconsistent. At tines company extras were counted as well as command

and staff group nerjjers; other times they were not. To make the data

in this chart consistent with the other tables, it has been necessary

to revise tfrese deviations to the same common denominator. It might

also be noted that Zejudo in his review and reorganization from Popa-

y&n to Panarra deviated from the unit strengths advanced in the Cuban

reglamento by frequently organizing 100-man companies within the bat-

talions, scretires including the grenadiers. Also see AHC: KM 64,

fs. 1035-1033, KM 66, fs. M»2-W», MM 71, fs. 24-5 1*, MM 100, fs. 199-

205, MM 107, fs. 112-116.
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viceroyalty's reformed militia, but the core units of the city itself

remained in place.

The regular army was subject to an equally profound readjustment

in deployment. After the arrival in Cartagena of long-awaited Spanish

reinforcements, the Regiment of the Crown, a large share of its

personnel were transferred to Santa Fe to relieve the expeditionary

force.^ This contingent was in turn replaced by a new fixed regiment

of infantry, known as the Auxiliary, created upon the recommendation

of Caballero y Gfingora by royal order in 1784.
" For the initial

formation, many members of the Regiment of the Crown and the fijo of

Cartagena were incorporated into the new unit. To balance costs, the

regiment of Cartagena was then reduced to a battalion.' In the early

post rebellion period, the Auxiliary Regiment provided detachments for

Honda, the al I -important Magdalena river port; Tunja, the provincial

capital; and Socorro, the fountainhead of the insurgency.' Of less

^Colonel Basilio Gasc6n to Caballero y G6ngora, Cartagena,

October 26, 1783, ANC: MM 30, fs. 477-484; id. to id-. Cartagena,

November 19, 1783, and Quiroga to Caballero y G6ngora, Cartagena,

November 24, 1783, ibid ., fs. 387 -'22.

^Caballero y Gfingora to GSlvez, Santa Fe , October 19, 1783,

in Tisnes, pp. 83-87; Captain Joaqufn del Valle to Quiroga, Cartagena,

December 16, 1785, ANC: MM 2, fs. 709-7 1 1 ; Report of Subinspector

General Joaqufn de Canaveral, Cartagena, May, 1793, ANC: MM 92, fs.

1019-1035.

'Caballero y Gtfngora, Relaciones de mando p. 269;

Ezpeleta, Relaciones de mando . . pp. 387-388; Caballero y Gingora

to the Commander of the Regiment of the Crown, Santa Fe, March 25, 1784,

ANC: MM 56, f. 199.

7' Estado de fuerza del Regimiento Auxiliar . Santa Fe, November

1784, ANC: MM 2, fs. 475-479.
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consequence, the halberdier guard was disbanded and the cavalry company

72
was reduced to a mere ceremonial force.

These readjustments in the deployment of military resources

constituted a drastic reshaping of the military's role in the vice-

royalty. Large components were now for the first time directly

employed as a domestic police force. True, such duty had always been

implicit, and had become explicit after the Quito rebellion of 1765,

but the commitment represented a major shift in emphasis, and by far

surpassed in scope everything that preceded it. Moreover, on November

15, 1783, the crown approved the action that had been taken to organize

disciplined militia in the various provinces of Quito. Whereas the

character of New Granada's military establishment had traditionally

been coastal, it was now almost evenly balanced, and whereas royal

authority had traditionally rested upon the fidelity of its vassals,

it now rested squarely upon military force. Archbishop Cabal lero y

G6ngora summed up the transition very well in his relaci6n de mando.

In the past, when the policing of the interior provinces, the

administration of justice, and the authority of the King's

Ministers, lay in the fidelity of the people, the military

forces were concentrated in the maritime provinces. But, once

the inestimable original innocence was lost, the government

needed and the loyal vassals—which eventually came to include

all of them—desired the establishment of military bodies in

order to perpetuate order and tranquility.'

Upon his own request, Viceroy Flores was relieved of his

position by royal order of November 26, 1781, to be succeeded by

7^Caballero y Gongora, Relaciones de mando . . . . p. 270.

73G5lvez to Cabal lero y G6ngora, Spain, ANC: MM 51, fs. 81 -85.

' Cabal lero y Gongora, Relaciones de mando . . . . pp. 268-269.
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Juan Pimienta, governor of Cartagena. Pimienta, however, died shortly

after taking office and the viceregency was asserted by the next in line

for emergency succession, Archbishop Antonio Cabal lero y Gfingora, who

received full appointment the following year. There was nearly

complete continuity between the regimes of Flores and Cabal lero y

G6ngora with respect to their views on the need for and function of

the militia, and with respect to their outlook on the military in

general. Although the large-scale movement of ai-med forces to the

interior of the viceroyalty was initiated under Flores, it was

terminated in the administration of Caballero y Gongora, and in his

relacion de mando. he left little doubt that he would have handled

the entire transition had the task befallen him. Both men were keenly

aware of a weakening in the fabric of royal control, and saw the

emerging military as at least a temporary solution to the problem of

state power.

Since Flores left no relaci6n, Caballero y G6nqora sumarized

his predecessor's activities during the Comunero Rebellion and did

so with deep sympathy and understanding. It is evident that he

believed Flores correct in his wish to establish a military force

in the interior prior to tax reform, and that in a large measure he

held the failure to do so responsible for the government's inability

to control the events of 1781. Caballero y Gongora, who went naked

of power to ZipaquirS to capitulate to the Comuneros, who saw the

75 lbid .. pp. 197-208.

76 lbid .. pp. 202-208.
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regime in Santa Fe forced to abandon honor for trickery and treachery,

and who on several occasions suffered personal insults at the hands of

the Comuneros, keenly felt the absence of a powerful military to sup-

port government authority. Indeed, of all of the viceroys who ruled

in New Granada, Cabal lero y G6ngora was the greatest exponent of

military strength and the staunchest supporter of the military

establ ishment.

Under the Archbishop-Viceroy's regime, the military reform

reached its climax, and the armed forces enjoyed their greatest

prestige. In addition to the new units of Santa Fe and Quito,

disciplined militia units were also organized in Santa Marta and

Riohacha, and those of Veragua, upon viceregal request, were finally

reclassified by royal order of March 27, 178*4. All of this came in

a mere two-year period, 1783-1784, with the crown expressing what

might even be called enthusiasm. While the development of the ad-

ditional coastal militia cannot be tied directly to the reaction to

the Comunero Rebellion, it certainly flourished in the subsequent

heyday of the reform. Indeed, insurgency from within, far more than

had ever any menace from without, stimulated the fastest and most

comprehensive military reorganization in the history of the vice-

royalty.

77cSrdenas Acosta, I. 277, and II, 8, 41-42, 60-61.

78Royal order, March 27, 1784, ANC: MM 75, fs. 307-311.



THE MILITARY ON THE FRONTIER

The expansion of the military into the interior of New Granada

to preserve the interna] security of the state was paralleled by a

simultaneous employment of armed forces in major paci ficat ion-colo-

nization actions on the viceroyal ty 's coastal frontiers, first in

the province of Riohacha beginning in 1772, then in Dariln beginning

in 1785. Both campaigns were intended to subdue savage Indians and

to incorporate their lands into the effective territory of the vice-

royalty. In them, the military acted in concert with missionaries

who propagated the Catholic faith and Spanish culture, and colonists

who served as the civilized basis for populating the land and promoting

its economic development. The duty of the armed forces was to occupy

strategic locations within hostile territory, construct and garrison

fortified towns, and then from these bases coerce the Indians into

an acceptable pattern of life. Behind this protective shield

functioned the missionaries and colonists. The vital position occupied

by the armed forces in these enterprises represented a shift in emphasis

away from the traditional mission-oriented approach to the frontier

toward a more secularized policy. Then, the priest, although at times

provided with military assistance, was the chief actor; now, in

Darifn and Riohacha, the soldier occupied the foreground. The winning

of souls, previously an important consideration along with extending

13 1*
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government control, became relegated almost to an afterthought. The

primary goal was rapid and effective occupation, through mass exter-

mination If necessary. As with the assumption of domestic police

duties, the military's frontier role slightly preceded the reform,

but once that rejuvenation was under way became inseparable from the

course of Its development.

The two pacification-colonization campaigns were directed

against the Guaj i ro Indians, who occupied almost all of the province

of Riohacha, and the Cunas, who dwelt along the inland rivers and

Caribbean coast of Dariln. Although savage Indians who disrupted

commerce, Inhibited trade, and took the lives of loyal vassals were

common to almost all provinces of New Granada, the Guajiros and

Cunas were special problems to the authorities because of the coastal

nature of their holdings, and especially because of their close

relationships with citizens of the arch-enemy of the crown, Great

Britain. So limited was government control in the two provinces,

that in effect the Indians were sovereign. They maintained a

thriving commerce with English and Outch merchants, received from

them ample quantities of firearms, and defied the Spanish authorities

at will. Worse, during the Seven Years War the Guajiros were known

to have provided some 600 head of beef to the British Caribbean fleet.

These practices distinguished the Guajiros and the Cunas from the other

Moreno y Escand6n, Boletfn de historia v ant iguedades . XXII,

56^-657, 572-577.

2Harv$ez to Flores, Riohacha, August 26, 1779, Jos? Fe'lix

Blanco and Ramon Azpurfia (comps.), Documentos para la historia de la

vida del libertador . , (Caracas, 1875"78), I, 187-188.
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non-pacified Indians of the realm as a special menace and came to

constitute the main rationale for military punishment. Indeed, both

provinces were dangerous soft spots in the line of coastal defenses

stretching from Guayana to Portobelo.

Although without permanent effect, the government had from time

to time made small inroads into the two regions. In Riohacha, a

Capuchin missionary effort to subdue the Indians by conversion was

initiated just prior to the turn of the eighteenth century. However,

the missionaries themselves came to entertain few illusions about the

extent of their success and frequently lamented that they served no

other purpose than bearing witness to Guaj i ro insolence and mischief.

Moreover, they and a small number of settlers who also managed to

enter the region were there only upon the sufferance of the Guajiros

and were constantly in danger of some day falling victim of their

wrath. The only certain government stronghold in the area was the

city of Riohacha on the western fringe of the province; the remainder,

and especially the Guaj i ra Peninsula which juts northeastward from

that city, was dominated by the Guajiros.

For its part, the province of Darie'n during the eighteenth

century suffered a decline in civilized inhabitants from 20,000

in 1712 to a mere 1,000 in 1780. These were scattered in small

settlements in the south central and Pacific portions of the

Isthmus. The depopulation was caused by a steady battering from

Antonio de Alcacer, Las misiones Capuchinas en el Nuevo

Reino de Granada, hoy Colombia f

1

6^8-1 820> (Bogota, 1959), pp.

M», 52, 56-59, 138-139.
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British invaders, pirates, and Indians, including the sacking of the

capital, Santa Cruz de Cana, in 1712. A peaceful interlude followed

the War of Jenkin's Ear, but by I76O hostilities were renewed. To

contain new Cuna invasions, a series of four forts was constructed

along the southern Pacific frontier, beginning in 1762 at Yaviza,

newly named provincial capital, and continuing into the following

decade with establishments at Cana, Chapinga, and Boca Chica.

Initially, these strongholds were garrisoned by twenty regulars from

Panama supplemented by roughly ninety local pardos. A similar company

was maintained under the jurisdiction of Panama along Darien's

western frontier to garrison three populated outposts at Chepo,

Terable, and Chima'n. These units eventually emerged as separate

pardo segments of the regular army. The precise time at which this

transition occurred is obscure, but they appeared in formal military

reports during the 1 780 ' s . The Cunas , however, remained secure in

their population centers on the Caribbean side of the isthmus, and

by 1772 were reported conducting raids beyond the Gulf of Darie'n as

far east as the Sinfi River and on into the province of Cartagena.

The latter development was an important consideration behind the

Manuel Luengo Munoz, "Genesis de las expediciones militares
al Dariln en 1785-86." Anuario de estudios americanos . XVIII (1961),
3^5-356, 361-368.

5 lbid .. pp. 3Wf-345.

6Estado de fuerza de l eieVcito . Panama, July 5, 1783, ANC:
KM 6k, fs. 1035-1038. In this study they are first entered on the

1789 table.

'Moreno y Escand6n, Boletfn de historia v ant iouedades . XXIII,

572.
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formation of numerous companies of disciplined militia in the partido

o
of Lorica during the 1773 reform.

The pacification-colonization venture in Riohacha was initiated

at a time when the viceregal authorities had become disillusioned with

the traditional mission system for subduing frontier areas. In his

relaci6n de mando, 1772, Viceroy Messfa de la Cerda lamented that for

the past century the missions of New Granada had remained stagnant,

neither expanding nor producing lasting results, and further noted

that catechized Indians were prone to fleeing back into the wilder-

ness and reverting to their savage pagan ways. He blamed this failure

not on any want of government fiscal or moral support, but rather on a

lack of evangelical fervor and vocational dedication on the part of

the missionaries themselves. Consequently, he advised his successor,

Manuel Guirior, to observe utmost precaution if wishing to initiate

9
new endeavors.

Messfa de la Cerda's pessimistic judgment was based on harsh

experience, for it followed a scandalous total collapse of mission

endeavors in Riohacha. There, in 1769, a band of Guaj i ro warriors,

selected by Governor Ger6nlmo Mendoza from mission villages to

punish a troublesome neighboring Cocino tribe, turned their wrath

Instead against their mentors and precipitated a general uprising.

With mission Indians In the vanguard, the Guajiros cleansed their

lands of Intruders. The Capuchins were expelled; all but two of

o
Report on the militia of Cartagena, Governor Juan Pimienta,

March 26, 1 778 , ANC: MM <*0, fs. 152-165.

^Messfa de la Cerda, Re lac I ones de mando . . pp. 97"98.
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eight missions were destroyed; and many loyal vassals were murdered

with neither woman nor child spared. Shortly, full Guaj i ro hegemony

over the province was re-established and the stronghold of Riohacha

was itself subject to threat.

The fiscal protector de indios of the royal audiencia, Francisco

Moreno y Escand6n, was among those impatient with frontier stagnation.

In a 1772 report on the state of the viceroyalty, he agreed point by

point with the viceroy's evaluation of the missions. He advocated

a larger role for military force in contending with savage Indians,

although recognizing that recourse to arms as a general frontier

policy was unacceptable because of restrictions contained in the

laws of the Indies.

Because of the experience that the gentle leniency of ad-
monishments, far from producing the desired end of conversion,
serves rather as cause for insolence to these barbarians and to
those whom they shelter, the gravity of these evils so deeply
rooted in the body politic of the viceroyalty does not admit to

any solution other than the chastisement of arms. I cannot deny

that on the many occasions which have arisen during your excel-
lency's administration to deal judicially with this subject I

have spoken without latitude. The responsibility vested in me

by my position as protector of the aboriginals, and the repeated
dictates of the Laws of the Indies which permit no deviation
from their maxims, and which prohibit advocating or resorting to
the force of arms (for the 8th, title U, book 3 with the same

measures repeated in title k, book *» of the same Recopi laci6n .

commands that attempts be made to pacify gently and without war

those raised in rebellion) have been powerful, just, and

'"Alcacer, pp. 166-168; Moreno y Escandfin, Boletfn de historia

y antiouedades . XXIII, 562; Mendoza to Messfa de la Cerda, Riohacha,
May 27, 1769, June 8, 1769. June 10, 1769, July 9, 1769, August, I769,
January 27, 1770, and March 26, 1770, ANC: MM I38, fs. 839-844, 868-

869, 871-872, 968-972, 97^-980, 1046-1068, and I072-10S2; Herrera
Leyba to Messfa de la Cerda, Santa Marta, July 19, I769, ibid . . fs.

982-983.

Moreno y Escand6n, Boletfn de historia v antiouedades . XXI I I

,

559-560.
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constraining; because of this it is precarious to alter the

procedures prescribed by the cited laws without consulting
the King, although there are substantial motives worthy of

royal consideration: the realization through the continual

experience of almost three centuries that admonitions and
leniency with which their pacification has been sought
through preaching and cooing have produced fruitless
results, the consequence being not only the frustration of

the goal, but greater difficulty in achieving those ends due

to the reason that many even after having been baptized and

after having been instructed in the customs of the Spaniards
take advantage of their learning to elude our enterprises and

even to attack and commit hostilities.

He went on to postulate that "fortunately" against the Cunas and

the Guajiros military rigor could be invoked with good conscience be-

cause of the heinous nature of their crimes. These included: rebel-

lion and forsaking the faith; corrupting innocent Indians; usurping

the property of loyal vassals; and especially, consorting with foreign

enemies of the crown. 3 Significantly, military punishment was not

applied as a general instrument of frontier policy in the following

years. It was restricted to the Guajiros and Cunas whose crimes were

most grievous and who posed a genuine threat to the state. The mission

in its traditional form continued to function on the inland frontiers

of the viceroyalty.

The utility of military conquest as a pacification technique

was also under serious doubt in 1772 because of an unsuccessful at-

tempt at mass invasion of the Giiajiro territory in the previous year.

At the onset of hostilities in 1769, reinforcements had been sent to

Riohacha from the neighboring provinces of Santa Harta and Maracaibo

12 lbid. . pp. 575-577.

13 Ibid .
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to bolster a local citizens' militia defending the capital; and when

the Guajiro menace displayed no indication of abating, a detachment

14
of 100 regulars was dispatched from Cartagena. Initially, these

troops were designated for defensive action while peaceful persuasion

was attempted to convince the Guaj i ros to desist from their belliger-

were unsuccessful, and the state of hostility endured into the year

1771.

Governor Geronimo de Mendoza, his successor Francisco de Baraya,

and the governor of Santa Marta, Manuel Herrera Leyba, all advised

Viceroy Messfa de la Cerda that recourse to military action was the

only plausible solution to the dilemma. However, with Cartagena

garrisoned by only a battalion of regulars, the viceroy did not have

adequate forces at his disposal to attempt such action. The Battalion

of Savoy arrived early in 1771, but these reinforcements had been

dispatched to New Granada during a war scare with alerts having been

sent to both Cartagena and Santa Fe. Therefore, although preparations

for a major expedition were initiated, the viceroy was unable to

'Mendoza to Messfa de la Cerda, Riohacha, May 27, 1769, June 8,

1769, June 10, 1769, July 9, 1769, July 19, 1769, and August, 1769, ANC:
MM 138, fs. 839-844, 868-869, 871-872, 968-972, 974-980, 982-983; Mo-
rlllo Velarde to Messfa de la Cerda, Cartagena, October II, 1769, and
June 7. 1770, ANC: MM 65, fs. 576-582, 759-762.

'Mendoza to Messfa de la Cerda, Riohacha, August, 1769, ANC:
MM 138, fs. 968-972; Governor Francisco de Baraya to de la Sierra, Rio-
hacha, June 26, 1771, ANC: MM 124, f. 644.

'°Mendoza to Messfa de la Cerda, Riohacha, June 8, 1769, ANC:
MM 138, fs. 839-844; Herrera Leyba to Messfa de la Cerda, Santa Marta,
July 19, 1769, ibid . . fs. 982-983; Baraya to de la Sierra, Riohacha,
June 26, 1771, ANC: MM 124, f. 644.
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authorize an Immediate departure. Finally, on August 30, 1771, he

ordered to RIohacha an expedition of 500 regulars, 1*00 of these from

the newly arrived battalion, the remainder from the fixed garrison

of Cartagena." Command of the enterprise was vested in Colonel

Benito Enclo from the Battalion of Savoy. Although Messfa de la

Cerda instructed Encio first to seek peaceful solutions, he dis-

patched the force on the assumption that it would be required to

administer a sound beating to the Guajiros, and that in so doing it

would teach them respect for Spanish arms and authority as well as

19
the value of peaceful habits. The troops left Cartagena by sea on

20
November 3 and arrived in Riohacha two weeks later.

By standards of the time, the assemblage of military power which

gathered in Riohacha in the autumn of 177' was impressive. In addition

to the main expeditionary force, Encio had at his disposal 200 regulars

already there, 150 from Cartagena, the remainder from Santa Marta, as

21
well as roughly 340 activated militiamen. The Guajiros, however,

were impressive in their own right. Contemporary estimates placed

their number betweer 30,000 and 40,000, approximately 10,000 of these

' 7Baraya to de la Sierra, Riohacha, June 26, 1771, ANC: MM 124,

f. 644; De la Sierra to Messfa de la Cerda, Cartagena, August II, 1771,
ANC: MM 124, fs. 643, 646.

18
Instructions for Colorel Benito Encio by de la Sierra, Carta-

gena, October 30-31, 1771, ANC: MM 9, fs. 186-203.

19*Mbid . Guirior, Relaclones de mando . . . . p. 1 77.

20
Respuestas Que da el coronel del Regimiento de Savova Josef

Benito Encio a las interrooaciones Riohacha, October 12, 1772, ANC:
MM 124, fs. 508-511.

2,
lMd.
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warriors armed with British weapons. Prior to the arrival of the

expedition, discussions had dwelt mainly with whether drastic military

action was indeed necessary; now, and somewhat belatedly, the question

shifted to whether the expeditionary force, for all of its size, was

actually capable of accomplishing its mission.

To the dismay of Viceroy Messfa, Colonel Encio after a preliminary

appraisal concluded that an offensive was impossible. This judgment was

due both to the difficult nature of the terrain and to the size of the

Guajiro opposition. He estimated that at least 2,000 first-class

troops would be required to effectively invade the grasslands of the

peninsula, and that this maneuver would in itself accomplish nothing

if retreat routes into the backland mountains were not blocked before-

hand. That was a task for which there were not sufficient military

forces in the viceroyalty. An invasion with a smaller force would

pose an unacceptable danger because the Guaj i ros would in all likeli-

hood cut off its own avenues of retreat and probably destroy it.

Therefore, Colonel Encio resolved to take no action. Subsequent

urgings, including a scathing denunciation from the commandant

general of Cartagena, Gregorio de la Sierra, who in effect accused

the colonel of ineptitude, cowardice, and dereliction of duty, were

unable to change his decision. Events were at this juncture when

22Silvestre, p. 60; Antonio de WarvSez y la Torre, "RelaclSn,

o informe de la provincia de Santa Marta, y Riohacha . . . ," Escri -

tos de dos economistas coloniales , ed. Sergio Elfas Ortiz (BogotS,

1965), p. 36.

23
De la Sierra to Messfa de la Cerda, Cartagena, April 11, 1772,

ANC: MM 70, fs. 227-236; Respuestas c-.e da el coronel del Reolmiento

de Savova Josef Benito Encio a las irterrooaciono s . Riohacha, October

12, 1772, ANC: MM 70, fs. 227-236; Guiricr, Rel.i ciones de mando . .

p. 177.
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Manuel Guirior arrived in Cartagena in June, 1772, and was advised

by his embarrassed predecessor that the viceroyalty did not possess

24
sufficient strength to conquer the Guajiros. It was left to

Guirior to find a workable solution.

Discovering from preliminary investigations that the Guajiros

had by the middle of 1772 begun to desist from their hostilities,

the new viceroy at the outset of his administration sought new ac-

commodations with them. He replaced Colonel Encio with Antonio Ar£-

valo, colonel of engineers and one of the most capable public servants

25
in the viceroyalty, and in November dispatched him to Riohacha.

In compliance with viceregal instructions, Commander Are'valo issued

a general pardon, presented gifts as peace offerings, and upon find-

ing that these measures were having the desired effect, disbanded the

26
bulk of the expeditionary force. He also conducted an investiga-

tion into the causes for the 1769 uprising and concluded that a

large portion of blame was due former Governor Ger6nimo Hendoza

and several henchmen who were guilty of corruption and abuse of

27
authority. They were fined accordingly.

2<*Messfa de la Cerda, Relaciones de mando . . pp. 114-115.

^This was the same man who was the architect of the great dike

at Boca Grande, Cartagena.

26
Arevalo to Guirior, Riohacha, December 26, 1772, ANC : MM 93,

f. 190; M- to id-. Riohacha, January 26, 1773, ANC: MM 124, fs.

836-838; id_. to id.., Riohacha, April 12, 1773, ANC: MM 97, f. 248;

Estado de fuerza de la trooa al reo resar, Riohacha, May 4, 1773,

ibid . , f. 257; Guirior, Relaciones de mando . . p. 178; Alcacer,

p. 202.

27Arevalo to Guirior, Riohacha, May 26, 1773, ANC: MM 97,

fs. 235, 242; Ureta to Arevalo, Santa Fe, August 15, 1773, ANC:

MM 124, f. 721; Guirior, Relaciones de mando . . . . pp. 176-177-
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With outright military conquest impossible, and the mission

technique uncertain, Gurior took advantage of the lull to inaugurate

a fresh pacification approach which assigned a role to the armed

forces conmensurate to their limited potential, and which afforded

the friars a surer basis for operations. Under the supervision of

Are'valo three fortified towns garrisoned by troops were initially

established: Bahfa Honda, on the northern point of the peninsula,

former center of Guajiro trade, and because of good port facilities,

a departure point for activities east; Sinamaica, on the eastern

side of the peninsula just inland from Maracaibo Bay; and Pedraza,

in the interior of the province east of Riohacha. For each of

these, colonists were recruited to serve as a counterbalance to

the Indian population, to assist in the defense of the locality,

and to form the basis for a new society. By 1775 these three

28
locations possessed a total of 231 families. For the Indians,

four mission villages were rebuilt and four new centers were

founded. In 1775, twenty Capuchin missionaries arrived to staff

these and several other settlements remaining from the pre-1769

era.' The military function was intended to be largely a holding

action, or what might be referred to as a "defensive-offense." The

method was to occupy a strategic location, fortify it, wait until

^Estado que manifiesta la tropa. milicias. v fundadores que

existen en las nucvas fundaciones . Riohacha, September II, 1775.

ANC: MM 138, f. 1051.

2^Guirior, Relaciones de mando . pp. 176, 178-179.

3° lnforme a S.M. del P. Pedro de Altea. Prefecto de las Mi -

siones. 1788 . in Alcacer, pp. 210-213; Alcacer, p. 226.
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any opposition which might develop had grown weary, and them gradually

assert the authority of arms. This system envisioned punishing only

specific individuals or groups committing misdeeds; any hope of

chastising the Guajiro nation as a whole was abandoned. A primary

aim was to divorce the Indians from foreign influence and by so

doing eventually sway them to their rightful ruler. Military detach-

ments were also provided for the missions, where in addition to taking

charge of general security they assisted in conducting entradas to

lure Indians into the missions. With the character of operations

essentially defensive, the number of troops required to staff these

undertakings was much smaller than originally allotted for all-out

conquest, although subsequent events were to prove that the author-

ities went too far in military cutbacks (see Table 7).

Although relations remained uneasy, the Guaj i ros for their part

seemed inclined toward giving the government another chance. Their

motive for doing so is not clear. They may have merely grown weary

of perpetuating hostilities; they may have been seduced by govern-

ment promises; or they may have been intimidated by the military

buildup under Encio. In view of the local power ratio, the latter

possibility would seem unlikely except that throughout this period

the Guajiros, unless they were in an overwhelmingly superior position,

consistently elected to back down in the face of opposition rather

than risk casualties. Whatever the explanation, many had already

indicated a willingness to return to their villages prior to Arevalo's

' Guirior, Relaciones de mando . . p. 179.
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TABLE 7

STRENGTH OF THE RIOHACHA EXPEDITION
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TABLE 7 (cont.)

Units

Regular infantry regiment of

Cartagena
Disciplined militia dragoons

of Riohacha
Disciplined militia infantry

regiment of Riohacha

Riohacha
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1 49

arrival. Recalling that Viceroy Messfa de la Cerda had admonished him

to first seek peaceful solutions, Colonel Encio shortly before being

32
relieved dared claim to have accomplished his mission by such means.-'

Subsequently Guirior and AreValo claimed for themselves the credit for

the pacification. This was apparently done on the pretense that their

peace initiative had produced sincerer pledges from the Indians than

those obtained by Encio. They were both duly congratulated by the

crown for their achievement. '

In spite of apparent successes in establishing a government

foothold, the commanding authorities during the Guirior administra-

tion were not sufficiently confident of the military position to

activate corrective measures. When in 177*+ newly appointed Governor

Josef Galluzo requested authority to eradicate persistent Guajiro

insolence and smuggling, Commander of the Expedition Arlvalo, who

had returned to his duties in Cartagena but retained his Riohacha

appointment with authority over the governor, severely admonished

him to exercise forbearance. He reminded Galluzo that disciplinary

measures might provoke retaliation and consequently endanger the

entire enterprise. Until a tight grip on the region had been assured,

the military must act primarily to protect the various agents of the

crown. Meanwhile, the Guaj i ros would have to be permitted to continue

32Encio to Guirior, Riohacha, July 26, 1772, ANC: MM 93, fs.

154-155; M- to id-. Riohacha, September 28, 1772, ANC: MM 124, fs.

767-768.

33Arriaga to Guirior, Spain, December 18, 1773, ANC: MM 124,

fs. 422-425-
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their abominations. This directive was emphatically sustained by

Viceroy Guirior.-"

The exercise of forbearance at the outset was a realistic

measure. A military presence in the province was the key to the

conduct of the whole venture, and with its destiny went that of

the colonists and missionaries. The Guajiros, if uniformly aroused,

would be more than the armed forces could handle, and premature en-

gagements, if unsuccessful, might discredit the military as a deter-

rent and possibly precipitate a reenactment of 1769- One of the

major advantages for the enterprise was that the Guajiros seldom if

ever acted in concert. With time, tribal divisions might be widened

with the isolation of hostile groups. Such a point, however, was

never reached. Before the authorities were able :o substantially

extend their influence and win the confidence of significant portions

of the Guajiros, the expeditionary force did suffer a serious defeat,

and from it the pacification-colonization effort never recovered.

The military reverse arose out of an attempt in late 1775 to

establish a fourth fortified town at a site called Apiesi, located

on the eastern side of the peninsula between Bahfa Honda and Sina-

maica. There, efforts to persuade the local Indians to accept mis-

sionaries had been unsuccessful, and it was hoped that a new strong-

hold in their midst might induce them to reconsider. ' Commander

3^Galluzo to Arevalo, Riohacha, January 30, 177**. ANC: MM

119, fs. 1*0-1*2; Arevalo to Galluzo, Cartagena, February II, 177^,

ibid . . fs. 36-37; Arevalo to Guirior, Cartagena, February 11, 177'*.

ibid . . f. *»3; Ureta to Arevalo, Santa Fe , March 15, 177**. 'bid . . f. 35.

^Arevalo to Guirior, Riohacha, September 10, 1775, ANC: MM

138, fs. 10W-I055.
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AreValo personally journeyed to Riohacha to supervise plans for the

enterprise, and when all had been made ready, returned to Cartagena

with immediate command reverting to Governor Galluzo. Accompanied

by some 300 troops, forty-three of whom were regulars, Galluzo began

his march from Bahfa Honda to Apiesi on December 3. Ominous warnings,

however, soon reached him that hostile warriors were waiting in ambush

along the trail, and that because they feared he was coming to seize

their lands he would be made the special target of their weapons. As

a precautionary measure, the governor changed the march to an alternate

route, but to no avail. On December 6 the expedition found its

advance blocked by felled trees. Some 1,000 warriors appeared on a

nearby hill-top. So confronted, Galluzo elected to pursue a policy

of firm resolve. He ordered his troops to reopen the trail and

dispatched a message to the Guajiros inquiring into their motives for

the harassment. The following morning, two chiefs, one each from

the gathered factions of the Guajiro people, those of Apiesi and

nearby Macuira, personally came forward to explain their position.

They responded to his queries that they had been advised by English

and Dutch friends that the purpose of his mission was to establish

a stronghold which would be employed to halt their foreign trade,

eventually disarm them, and then dominate them. This Information

had been corroborated by counsel received from Indians dwelling

within pacified localities. Unable to deny the charges, Galluzo

36
| n for tne a S.M. del P. Pedro de Altea. PreffCtp de las Hi -

siones. 1788 . in Alcacer, p. 213-

"This estimate could well have been exaggerated.
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responded that he was determined to proceed in spite of their opposi-

tion, and that he had brought military forces in anticipation of just

such an eventuality. The warriors, choosing not to risk battle,

receded. The march was then continued, and a suitable location for

an establishment was found on the same day. Although several more

warnings were received of Guajiro displeasure, construction was

initiated immediately.

The following morning, the Indian leadership further tested

the governor's resolve. Through a messenger, Galluzo was warned to

give up his quest; if not, the trails would be blocked and hostilities

initiated. In spite of the threat he remained undaunted and in turn

cautioned tha they had best accept the fact that the Spaniards were

there to stay. He warned that the government could continue to

fight for years, and that in such an eventuality the Indians would

suffer greater losses than the Spaniards. Later that morning,

Galluzo received a second message announcing that the Guajiro leader-

ship had decided on war, but once again he refused to panic. He

cooly replied that Guajiros would be received as they came whether

in war or in peace. Having gained nothing by their threats, the

Guajiros at this juncture of the exchange elected momentarily to back

down. In a cor.plete reversal of tactics, the chiefs proclaimed that

they now understood that war would accomplish nothing because the

Spaniards could not be prevented from ultimately establishing them-

selves as masters. Moreover, they went so far as to offer their

services in constructing the stronghold. Although skeptical of their

motives, Galluzo accepted their labor, and without incident the
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construction, including a wall, church, and interior buildings, was

completed on December 15. His mission apparently accomplished, the

governor assigned ninety men including the regulars to the strong-

hold as well as a missionary to care for their spiritual well being.

He, himself, departed with the bulk of his forces for Bahfa Honda

38
and from there proceeded to Riohacha. Then, the Guajiros attacked.

Although not evident at the moment , the Apiesi episode was the

beginning of the end for the Riohacha pacification-colonization

venture. The Guajiros demolished the new establ ishment , decimated

the garrison, and murdered the missionary. Only twelve regulars

and twenty-one militiamen made their way back to Bahfa Honda.-'-'

The reputation of Spanish arms was severely dirainished, and con-

sequently the whole fragile structure began to collapse. Throughout

the province Guajiros displayed a new arrogance and hostility. In

the missionary settlements, threats were rade to kill the priests

1*0

and burn their churches. Fearful for the missionaries' safety,

the local director of the Capuchin order permitted those in danger to

seek refuge Jn the city of Riohacha. Meanwhile, Arlvalo again

returned. In anticipation of a general uprising, additional batteries

38Diary of Galluzo, November 20.-Decer-.ber 16, 1775, ANC: MM 140,

fs. *»02-4ll; Informe a S.H. del P. Pedro c'e Altea. Prefecto de las Hi -

siones, 1733 , Alcacer, pp. 213-214.

39 |nforme a S.M. del P. Pedro de Altea. Prefecto de las Misiones .

1788 , Alcacer, pp. 213-214; Galluzo to Arlvaio, Riohacha, February 12,

177?', ANC: HM 124, fs. 387-391-

^Fral Miguel de Pamplona to Flores, Maracaibo, April 11, 1776,
in Alcacer, p. 218.

fr' lbid.: Alcacer, p. 215.
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and fortifications were constructed in the strongholds, and replace-

to
ments and reinforcements were sent from Santa Marta and Cartagena.

In June, 1776, an expedition of 325 men was dispatched to punish

the Indians responsible for the Apiesi disaster, but the action produced

little reason for satisfaction. As Colonel Encio had predicted, the

Indians when confronted by strength merely faded into the backlands.

The whole venture netted only twenty-five victims. This time, a

fortified city was successfully established north of Apiesi at Sabana

del Valle, but this accomplishment did little to restore confidence."

Moreover, fears were enhanced by horrifying accounts of the fate of

deserters fallen victim to roving Guajiro bands. Colonists began

fleeing their settlements, and in view of the continuing danger, the

Capuchin missionaries sharply curtailed the scope of their endeavors.

Only a short time after their arrival, most of the priests transferred

to other localities never again to return. ' Thereafter, in addition

^2Arevalo to Flores, Riohacha, March 17, and March 26, 1776, ANC:

MH 140, fs. 415 -z*3 5 ; Governor Nicolas Dfaz de Perea to Flores, Santa
Marta, March 19, 1776, ANC: MM 96, fs. 335~337 ; Pimienta to Flores,

Cartagena, March 26, 1776, ANC: MM 65, fs. 1115-1120.

^Arevalo to Flores, Riohacha, April 7, 1776, ANC: MM 140, fs.

388-389; Pimienta to Flores, Cartagena, April 12, April 26, and May
II, 1776, ANC: MM 119, fs. 45-51; Arevalo to Pimienta, Riohacha,
June 26, 1776, ANC: MM 119, fs. 145-146; Inforrre a S.M. del P. Pedro
de Altea. Prefecto de las Misiones. 1788 . Alcacer, pp. 214-215.

44NarvSez, Escritos de los economistas coloniales . pp. 39"40;
Arevalo to Flores, Cartagena, September II, 1776, ANC: MM 140, fs.

659-661

.

Estado Actual de las Misiones . . affo de 1788 . in Alcacer,

p. 229; Alcacer, pp. 219-226; Dfaz Perea to Flores, Santa Marta,
January 4, 1777, ANC: MM 99, fs. 531-532.
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to the fortified cities, missionaries staffed only two settlements,

Boronato and Camarones, both of which were relatively advanced

centers, neither of which was burned in 1769, and both of which were

1*6
directly supported by the military.

The attempts to cope with the new Guaj i ro hostility underscored

what had always been a serious manpower crisis in the military opera-

tions of Riohacha. Had a more substantial number of troops been

available, the newest crisis might have been averted. However, the

authorities were always reluctant to commit for a prolonged period

of time large numbers of regulars from the key base of Cartagena.

When the 1771 expedition under Colonel Encio was sent, it was done

so with the understanding that it was to act with all dispatch to

hi
Insure a prompt return. Although the number of troops in opera-

tion from Cartagena fluctuated during the colonization-pacification

campaign, it seldom surpassed 200. Furthermore, these were usually

the poorest Cartagena had to offer.

The militia involved was far from satisfactory because of

both a low performance rate and recruitment difficulty. Although

lists were maintained of able-bodied men, the method of raising

companies in time of need from Santa Marta and Riohacha appears

°Estado de fuerza del eieVcito . Riohacha, July 26, 1777, ANC:

MM 99, f. 299; Informe a S.H. del P. Pedro de Altea. Prefecto de las

Mlslones. 1783 . in Alcacer, pp. 211-212.

'Instructions for Colonel Benito Encio by de la Sierra, Carta-

gena, October 30-31, 1771, ANC: MM 9, fs. 186-203.

^°Respuestas que da el coronel del Reqimiento de Savova Josef

Benito Encio a las i nterrogaciones . Riohacha, October 12, 1772, ANC:

MM 12^, fs, 503-511; R. Garcfa de Lefin y Pizarro, Riohacha, July 26,

1777, ANC: HM 99, fs. 298, 301.
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to have been outright impressment since the men were untrained, had

no inclination for service, and fled at the first sign of a new

levy. In 1776, when called upon to deliver 100 men for the post-

Apiese buildup, the governor of Santa Harta was able to produce only

fifty-five of his quota. In the south of that province, in the

Jurisdiction of Valle Dupar, the authorities met with even less

success. Moreover, this contingent, subsequently assigned to

Sabana del Valle, behaved so viciously that it constituted a permanent

source of disruption. It was feared that its members would all

desert with the slightest provocation, something which many had done

upon arrival. This unhappy group was soon relieved but without

replacements because further efforts to recruit militia in the prov-

ince of Santa Harta were unsuccessful. Moreover, most of the militia-

men from Riohacha itself had served without relief from the initiation

of the colonization enterprise, and consequently, in addition to

normal difficulties, officials were besieged with a constant barrage

of petitions for their release from irate wives and relatives.

These problems were not unique to the endeavors of 1776 but character-

ized the past phases of the venture as well. In 1769 almost the entire

militia sent from Santa Marta and Maracaibo allegedly deserted within

^Dfaz de Perea to Flores, Santa Marta, March 19, 1776, ANC: M

95, fs. 332-337.

' Arevalo to Messfa de la Cerda, Cartagena, September 11, 1776,

ANC: MM 1 40, f. 659.

5'Dfaz de Perea to Flores, Santa Marta, December 4, 1776, ANC:

MM 99, fs. 912-91**; NarvSez to Flores, Santa Marta, April 19, 1777,
ANC: MM 95, fs. 276-282; R. Garcfa de Le6n y Pizarro to Flores,

Riohacha, July 1 2, and July 26, 1777, ANC: MM 99, fs. 294-296, 298,

301.

a
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two months of arrival, although perhaps such reports were exaggerated

52
with the intent of stimulating greater assistance from Cartagena.

In pleas to the viceroy the invariable proposal to solve this

dilemma offered by local officials was that a larger complement of

regular troops was needed, but Flores firmly placed the troop limit

from Cartagena at 200 (see Table 7)- For a solution he turned

instead to a formalization of the militia structure. Apparently

such action had not been taken sooner because most of the able-

bodied men were on duty anyway, and consequently it would have ap-

peared to have been an after the fact measure. However, Antonio de

Harv&ez y la Torre, who in early 1777 became governor of Santa Marta

to which Riohacha was joined under his common governorship by royal

order of November 18 of the same year, called for a reassessment of

the system.' He postulated that an arrangement in which conscripts

received quality preparation and professional assurances within a

formalized structure, if conducted among those who had a direct

stake in the future of the province, would produce better results

than the practice of merely dragging people from their homes.-''

'^Mendoza to Messfa de la Cerda, Riohacha, June 10, 1769,

ANC: MM 138, fs. 868-869; id., to id.. , Riohacha, August, 1769,
jbid. . fs. 968-972.

"r. Garcfa de Le6n y Pizarro to Flores, Riohacha, July 12,

and July 26, 1777, ANC: MM 99, fs. 29*»-296, 298-301.

-"Antonio Cabal lero y G6ngora, "Relaci6n del estado del

Nuevo Reino de Granada . . . ,
" in Jose

1

Manuel PeVez Ayala,
Antonio Cabal lero v Gflngora. virrev v arzobispo de Santa Fe

.

1723-96 (BogotS, 1951), pp. 369-388.

55Narv5ez to Flores, Santa Marta, April 19, 1777, ANC: MM

95, fs. 276-282.
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Flores responded with an order, July 15, 1778, for the creation of

a disciplined 126 man company of pardo dragoons. With the outbreak

of war in the following year, he ordered the formation of a second

company. Subsequently, the record of these units appears to have

been surprisingly good although they were maintained on active duty

on an almost continual basis. Significantly, on two occasions in

which they were called upon for service outside of their immediate

locality, once for border action against the Comuneros in 1781,

and later for action in Darie'n, they responded by mass desertion. '

Although by the eve of the War for American Independence the

condition of the pacification-colonization enterprise was little

better than in 1776, it was certainly no worse. Indeed, Governor

NarvSez de la Torre had sufficient faith in the future of the region

to compose an extensive treatise on the resources of the two prov-

inces; the possibilities for, and obstacles to economic development;

and possible remedies. However, the outbreak of war precipitated

a reduction of military commitments in Riohacha with a corresponding

curtailment of the entire frontier project. Upon viceregal order,

the detachment from Cartagena was withdrawn in 1779, leaving only

forty regulars from Santa Marta. Without the core forces, there

was little hope that all of the establishments could be defended

5

"

Estado de fuerza del ejeVcito . Santa Marta and Riohacha,

NarvSez, August, 1 78^+ , ANC: MM 101, fs. kkS-kkS; NarvSez to Flores,

Santa Marta, October 26, 1784, ANC: MM 12*4, fs. 229-230.

^NarvSez to Cabal lero y G6ngora, Riohacha, November 22, 1785,

ANC: MM 93, fs. 653-656.

"NarvSez, Escritos de dos economistas . pp. 1
7 "65.
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and indeed a very real danger that they might fall into enemy hands.

In consequence, the provincial defense line was tightened to run

from Sinamaica to Pedraza to Riohacha across the base of the penin-

sula; both Bahfa Honda and Sabana del Valie were totally abandoned

and destroyed." The colonists of the two evacuated settlements

along with those of Pedraza were discharged, and Sinamaica retained

only a reduced nunber.^ Although during the duration of the war the

disciplined dragoons conducted patrolling actions to hamper British

extraction of beef supplies, the upland peninsula largely regressed

to unabated Guajiro activity and foreign influence. Meanwhile,

under the crisis of war, additional disciplined militia was rapidly

organized on a separate company basis in both Riohacha and Santa

Marta under the special commandershi p of Francisco PeVez Davila,

62
ayudante of militias from Cartagena.

In the postwar era Riohacha never regained the prominent

position it had occupied during the previous decade in the frontier

policy of the viceroyalty. Rather, attention turned toward the

Isthmus of Darign where in response to a worsening situation and its

vital geographical position a colonization-pacification campaign

almost identical to that of Riohacha was conducted. While this

NarvSez to Flores, Santa Marta, October 6, 1779, and May

26, 1780, ANC: MM 117, fs. Sh"iS^\ id. to id., Santa Marta, December

29, 1780, ANC: MM 101, fs. 823. 826.

60
id_. to id.-. Santa Marta, May 26, 1780, ANC: MM 117, fs. 951-952.

6,
id- to id-. Santa Marta, March, I78I, ANC: MM 49, f. 681.

62
F. Plrez DaVila to Flores, Santa Marta, September 19, 1780,

ANC: MM 99, fs. 779-781; Narvocz to Flores, Santa Marta, January

27, 1780, ANC: MM 76, fs. 8t+6-8'+7.
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action was in progress, Riohacha fell into the background and was al-

lowed to stagnate, although initially one unsuccessful effort had

been made to re-establish the government position. This came in 1783

when a 100-man force was dispatched to reclaim Bahfa Honda and Sabana

del Valle only to be decimated by Indian attack. Again out of fear

of a general uprising, a punitive and security expedition of 300

men, similar to those of the preceding decade, was dispatched.

It, however, was withdrawn without significant accomplishment in 1785

when plans for operations in Dari£n were activated. Thereafter,

the eastern frontier of the viceroyalty was guarded mainly by local

disciplined militia which staffed the defense line along the base

of the peninsula from Sinamaica to the city of Riohacha (see Table

7). In that respect, the separate infantry companies raised during

the war in Santa Harta and Riohacha were formally organized into

regiments by viceregal order of June 12, 178 1*.

In Darie'n, the number of Indian aggressions in the preceding

decade had continued to mount, and during the war events turned from

bad to wrose. In the past, the Cunas had seldom massed in greater

force than small raiding parties, but in 1780 they mustered sufficient

strength to besiege a fortified military detachment which was one of

Zejudo to Cabal lero y G6ngora, Riohacha, January 23, 1 785

1

ANC: MM 30, f. 222; Alcacer, p. 227.

^*NarvSez to Cabal lero y Gongora, Santa Marta, November 2^,

1785, ANC: MM 120, fs. 263, 275.

Estado de fuerza del eieVcito . Santa Marta and Riohacha,

NarvSez, August, 1784, ANC: MM 101, fs. 445-W.

66
Luengo Munoz, Anuario de estudios americanos . XVIII, 37' ~377

•
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several conducting patrols in the region to frustrate anticipated

British penetration. ' This was followed by the total massacre

in 1782 of over two companies of regulars, members of the Regiment

of the Crown, who shipwrecked on the Darie'n coast en route to New

Granada from Havana. That brutal outrage inflamed the ire of the

viceroyalty's leadership. Moreover, in 1783 a raiding party crossed

the SinC River and dared attack San Gerfinimo de Buena Vista, which

was an important western frontier settlement in the province of

Cartagena. Serious enough in its own right, the implications of

this new boldness were compounded by intelligence reports that the

British were once again planning the occupation of the Bay of Cale-

donia, which had been the site of an unsuccessful venture by the

Aft
Scotch Merchant Company in 1697-99-

The crown had long been concerned about the Dariln problem

and throughout the century had issued a long list of orders com-

manding various sorts of remedial action. Among these was one in

1729, repeated in 1731, for a colonization project along the coast;

another in 1 761 for the construction of a fortress on the CaimSn

River in the Gulf of Dari£n; another in 1 762 for the fortifica-

tion of the Bay of Caledonia; and most recently, an order In 1778

commanding Viceroy Flores to conduct investigations and prepara-

tions for an armed expedition to the region. None of these was

executed. However, in response to a royal order of 1760, Viceroy

Carvajal to Flores, Panama, November 22, 1780, ANC: MM 118,
67

fs. 15^-160.

Luengo Munoz, Anuario de estudios americanos . XVIII, 351

,

359-360, 378-379; Cabal lero y Gfingora, Relacioncs de mando . . . , p. 752.
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Hessfa de la Cerda did dispatch Antonio de Ar£valo to map the coast

of Dari£n. In view of the alarming developments during the War for

American Independence, the crown issued another order dated August

15. 1783, that the Dari^n coast must be positively occupied through

either the reduction or the extinction of the Cuna Indians. This

decree came when the viceregency was occupied by Archbishop-Viceroy

Antonio Cabal lero y G6ngora.
°

In retrospect, despite genuine concern and perhaps the best of

intentions, the actual possibility of major sustained action in

Darie'n was remote until the fulfillment of the military reform.

Because of the small size of the pre-reform establishment, nearly

all of the armed forces would have had to come from Spain and on a

scale which never occurred. Furthermore, when reinforcements were

sent to the viceroyalty, they were immediately siphoned off to the

established coastal strongholds to bolster sagging defenses. In any

case, local armed forces would be required to sustain any venture

which entailed prolonged action. Riohacha did contain a small non-

Indian population which could and did function as a militia to

complement the forces which could be spared from Cartagena, but in

the case of Dari£n such an immediate reserve was almost non-existent.

And because the reform had hardly taken effect prior to the War of

American Independence, major action by Guirior or Flores drawing on

the viceroyal ty 's new disciplined militia would have been premature.

Moreover, although both viceroys did display a profound concern with

°°Luengo Munoz, Anuario de estudios americanos . XVIII, 369,
375-376; Cabal lero y Gfingora, Relaciones de mando . . . . pp. 752-
75*t.
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Darie'n, they fell heir to the Riohacha dilemma with a commitment

already made. But by I783 circumstances had changed. The Cunas

'

bold hostility, newly anticipated British aggression, and the

latest royal order, all combined to project Darien in precedence

over Riohacha. With a reformed military force now capable of

meeting the challenge, the Archbishop-Viceroy responded accord-

ingly.

To comply with the 1783 royal order for the occupation of

Darie'n, Cabal lero y G6ngora first solicited advisory reports from

the military and political personnel of the viceroyalty who pos-

sessed specialized knowledge relating to the problem. These included

Sargento Mayor Antonio VSzquez, currently serving in the Choc6

province; Ramfin de Carvajal , commandant general of Panama; F6lix

Martfnez Malo, governor of Portobelo; Andre's de Ariza, governor of

Darie'n; Captain Antonio de la Torre, a nan with an exceptionally

distinguished record in conducting pacification and colonization

projects in the Choc6; and Antonio de Arfcvalo, who since his cocn-

aandership in Riohacha had briefly served as governor of Cartagena,

and who had the additional qualification of personally having

charted the region in question. The viceroy issued the inquiries

on January 8, 178**, himself expressing a preference for all-out

invasion. Replies were formulated almost immediately, the last

dated April 8. All of the formulated plans of operations en-

visioned an extensive need for military force; they differed on how

70
Luengo Murioz, Anuario de estudios a-iertcanos . XVIII, 360-381

.
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best to apply it. In that respect the opinions voiced fell into two

groups: those advocating an all out extermination and removal of

the Cunas by massive military sweeps through the isthmus, and those

favoring the establishment of strongholds staffed with troops and

colonists with the assertion of pacificatory pressure from those

bases. All representatives of the major defense centers, Carvajal ,

Martfnez Halo, and Arlvalo were of the former mind. This probably

reflected a desire to insure a prompt return of their garrisons

through rapid rather than gradual action. Arlvalo's declaration

departed from his advocacy of gentle forbearance made some ten

years beforehand for the Guajiros and indicated a deep disillusion-

ment and bitterness from that experience. Actually, he first became

converted to extreme action after the Apiesi massacre. At that

time, he suggested a systematic extermination and dislocation to

be conducted village by village through Guaj i ra with the precuation

that none should escape to spread the alarm.' For Dari£n, he now

proposed invasions from both ends of the isthmus converging toward

the center to obtain unconditional surrender. All resisting elements

should be annihilated, the remainder taken away in chains. For mop-

up operations he advocated the use of Chocfi Indians to systematically

dispose of those who might have escaped the invasion net. Once all

aboriginals were eliminated, he concluded, the region could be set-

tled and its wealth developed. A fourth proponent of mass invasion

was Sargento Mayor VSzquez, who differed in that he did not believe

that the regular army could operate effectively in the jungle.

71 Alcacer, pp. 215-216.
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He urged an extensive employment of Choc6 Indians adept at jungle

maneuvering, who in the dark of night could creep up to Cuna set-

tlements to accomplish their goals.

Ariza and de la Torre were those in favor of more gradual

approaches. In effect, their proposals were similar to the program

attempted in Riohacha. As governor of Dari^n, Ariza had supervised

the patrols conducted through Cuna country during the war. From

that experience he concluded that any mass invasion could easily be

eluded by the Indians because of the sheer impossibility of effectively

72advancing troops on large-scale sweeps through the jungle. Con-

sequently, he advocated the establishment of colonies at strategical

points both in the interior of the isthmus and along the coast, and

particularly where potential transi sthmian crossings existed. These

establishments would be supported by fortified garrisons to combat

the Indians. De la Torre proposed a vague but similar plan whose

distinguishing characteristic was the restriction of fortified set-

tlements to nine enclaves, all on the coast, which would simplify

logistics. Patrols conducted from these bases, he believed, could

divorce the Indians from their foreign contacts, the main sources

of their corruption, and simultaneously work toward their reduction.

Cafaallero y G6ngora submitted these plans to the Junta Superior

de Tribunates. It selected the proposal of de la Torre, and the

' 2Governor Andres de Ariza to Carvajal , Yavisa, October 28,
1780, ANC: MM 118, fs. 15-52; Ariza to Cabal lero y G6ngora, Yavisa,
March 27, 1784, ibid ., fs. 15-19-

''Luengo Munoz, Anuario de estudios americanos . XVIII, 386-397.
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viceroy approved, although he did narrow its scope to four potential

sites. These were the mouths of the CaimSn River in the Gulf of

Dariln and of the Mandinga River below the Punta de San Bias in the

west; the Bay of Caledonia situated midway along the coast which

had been the site of the former Scotch colony; and the Bay of Con-

cepci6n, located roughly halfway between Caledonia Bay and the Man-

dinga River mouth. The selected proposal was then forwarded to

the crown for a final decision. However, due to an incredible com-

munication snarl with inquiries, orders, reports, and replies criss-

crossing each other to and fror- Spain, the viceroy was forced to

proceed on his own if action were ever to be taken. Indeed, he had

not received final word when the expedition was finally launched."

The first choice for corra^er of the expedition was Captain

de la Torre, author of the chosen plan. In the preparatory opera-

tions, however, he proved more of a liability than an asset. Ap-

parently seeking promotion to a higher rank before proceeding, his

execution of the office was fraught with excuses and delays. Finally,

annoyed and impatient, Caballero y G6ngora himself journeyed to Car-

tagena to expedite matters and remained there until 1787. Finding

that little had been accomplished, he dismissed de la Torre and ap-

pointed Are'valo head of the expedition, although retaining the agreed-

upon plan of operations. Under their joint leadership all was made

7'* ibid. . pp. 298-299.

75
l bid . . pp. 381-38U.

76, bid ., pp. 399"'f0't.
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ready by January, 1 785 , at which time the first of two expeditionary

forces was dispatched from Cartagena. It made amphibious landings at

Caimln, Concepci6n, and Mandinga. The second left in July and oc-

cupied Caledonia, which was rechristened "Carolina del Dariln."

The armed forces employed in the campaign were almost exclusively

of a reformed character. Normally totaling roughly 1,000 men, the

garrisons of the four fortified settlements were much larger than

their counterparts in Riohacha during the preceding decade, although

the number of regulars employed was about the same (see Table 8).

The increment came from the disciplined militia of the coastal prov-

inces from which all districts, excepting Santa Marta, contributed

components. Pardo units bore a disproportionate share of the burden,

assuredly because they were regarded as more expendable than vassals

of superior castes, but probably also because of a prevailing view

that members of the Negro race were more resistant to jungle condi-

tions than whites, and a belief that their known propensity for

nachetes would be a valuable asset. Although there was some over-

lapping, normally units from the Commandancy General of Cartagena

provided most of the personnel for CaimSn and Carolina while Panama

78
assumed responsibility for staffing Concepcifin and Mandinga.

The extensive employment of militia in Darie'n can be construed

as evidence of confidence in their military capacity, and to some

"Jbjd_. , pp. 1*1 '-'tl 5; Cabal lero y G6ngora, Relaciones de mando

_. pp. 75**-755-

7^Ar£valo to Cabal lero y Gongora, Cartagena, October 2, 1788,

ANC: MM 136, fs. 708-709.
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TA8LE 8

DARIEN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, AUGUST, 1
788-'

Caiman

Regulars

Royal Corps of Artillery 6
Total 6

Militia

Regiment of whites, Cartagena 53
Regiment of all colors, Momp6s 32
Battalion of pardos, Cartagena 83

Total 168

Total Strength 174

Carol ina

Hilars

Royal Corps of Artillery 23
Regiment of Cartagena i^}

Regiment of the Princess Jjp_

Total 121

Militia

Volunteers of Carolina9 ii8

Battalion of pardos, Cartagena «»8

Regiment of all colors, Momp6s 50
Light infantry of Nata° i»0

First company of Nata b
38

Second company of Nata 41t

Total Strength 389

b
These were apparently activated colonists.
No color was listed for these units.

Total 268
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TABLE 8 (cont.)

ConcepciSn

Regulars

Battal ion of Panama 19

Total 19

Militia

Company of whites, Nata 58
Battalion of pardos , Panama 19
Battalion of pardos, Nata 66
Battalion of pardos, Cartagena 26
Company of moreno artillery, Portobelo 8

Total 177

Total Strength 196

Mandinga

Royal Corps of Artillery, Panama 3

Battalion of Panama 7

Total 10

Militia

First company of whites of Veragua 51

Pardos of Panama 70
Pardos of Nata 33
Battalion of pardos, Cartagena 15
Company of moreno artillery, Panama 31

Total 200

Total Strength 210
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TABLE 8 (cont.)

Units Which Served in Darie"n at Other Times

Battalion of whites, Panama and Nata
Separate company of whites, Panama
Separate company of whites, Portobelo
Company of pardo artillery, Cartagena
White dragoons of Lorica
Pardo dragoons of Riohacha
Urban company of Novita (Choc6)

Urban company of Zitara (Choc6)

Volunteers of Mandinga
Company of French Volunteers

^Adapted from Estado de la tropa de las fundaciones , Com-

mander of the Expedition Antonio de Arevalo, Carolina, August

27, 1788, ANC: MM 120, fs. M4-4I5; also see ANC: MM 122, fs.

31-32, 3 1
^* -3

1

5

,
381-382.
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extent this was probably true. But more to the point, it signifies

a persistence by the authorities in retaining maximum regular forces

in the key defense bases of Panama and Cartagena which continued to

take priority over all other concerns except Santa Fe. Indeed, the

crown increased the capability of the regular army at this time by

dispatching to New Granada two battalions from the Regiment of the

Princess. However, these troops were largely retained by Cartagena

to compensate for the previous transfer of a battal ion to Santa Fe

and to defray the drain of regulars to Darie'n and Riohacha. Panama

was also allotted three companies to compensate for its component in

Dari£n. In effect, the Spanish troops, normally regarded as being

of a higher professional caliber, were retained in the defense bases

while the burden of combat was passed on to the sons of the realm.

Because of a high casualty rate due more to disease than battle,

because of the inconvenience caused to their homes by their absence,

and in the interest of maintaining fresh troops, the authorities en-

80
deavored to relieve the garrisons on a frequent basis. Cabal lero

y G6ngora formally limited the term of active duty to three months

in 1788
81

' °Estado de fuerza del ejeYcito de Cartagena y del Reqimiento
de la Prlncesa , 1787, ANC: MM 71 , fs. 2^-5^.

Petition of the component from Momp6s , CaimSn, October 3,

1788, ANC: MM 116, fs. 319-322.

"Wevalo to Cabal lero y G6ngora, Cartagena, October 2, 1 788,

ANC: MM 136, fs. 708-709.
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Carolina served as the local command and supply headquarters

for this expedition. In addition to being centrally located, it had

the additional geographical asset of having to its rear a potential

trans -isthmus route discovered in I78I. Shortly after its establish-

ment, a colony was also founded on the Pacific side of this link on

82
the Sabana River at Puerto Prfncipe. In addition to colonists, the

civilian personnel for the establ ishn*nts included an array of

technicians, particularly carpenters and bureaucrats, as well as

Choc6 Indian laborers. During the course of the campaign, as new

homes were constructed, additional colonists were transferred to

Darie'n. By April, 17&7, the civilian personnel for the establish-

ments of Caima'n and Carolina totaled 169 individuals and 256

83
families. Initially missionary activity was not an important

aspect of the enterprise, although a handful of Capuchin mis-

sionaries did go to Darie'n to work within the fortified cities,

and several also worked directly with the Indians outside of Con-

A 8k
cepcion.

82
Cabal lero y G6ngora, Relacio~es de mando p. 755.

83Estado de la fundaci6n . Carolina, April 1, 1787, ANC : MM

122, f. 314; Estado de la fuidaci6n . CaimSn, April I, 1 787 , ibid . .

f. 316. Data on the civilians of the other two establishments have

not come to the attention of this writer. Perhaps this information

was siponed off through Panama and never reached Santa Fe , or per-
haps large-scale settlement was not advanced to these localities.

8k
Estado de la fundaciSn . Concepcion, 1 787, ANC:. MM 123, fs.

352-357; Alcacer, pp. 230-231.
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There was an extraordinarily large demand on the viceroyal ty 's

Op
resources to sustain this enterprise. To merely cope with the

problem of logistics, which included the supply of foodstuffs, other

necessities, and the movement of troops, the Archbishop-Viceroy was

compelled to augment an almost non-exi stent 1 ocal fleet up to thirty-

two serviceable vessels by repairing old ships, purchasing and

86
constructing new ones, and chartering others. Moreover, because

local production was inadequate to meet food requi renents, the port

of Cartagena was opened to merchants from the United States and

neighboring colonies for the importation of flour. Part of the

expenses was defrayed through special concessions granted to these

foreigners for the extraction of Brazil wood from Santa Marta and

o- i. u 87
Riohacha.

Until the summer of 1787, a state of war existed between the

Cuna Indians and the expeditionary forces. The initial January land-

ings met sporadic resistance on the beaches and the ensuing period

was characterized by mutual harassment, Including a nu-ber of limited

88
offensive thrusts from the fortified bases. Events climaxed with

an unsuccessful attack on Carolina in the summer of 1786, followed

87

Cabal lero y G6ngora, Relaciones de mando . . . . p. 756.

Ibid ., p. 273-

Ezpeleta, Relaci6n de mando . . . pp. 279-280; Gil y

Lemos , Anuario de estudios americanos , VIII, 1 86-1 87

-

^Diario de las expediciones . March 1 2- April 26, 1785, ANC:

MM 123, fs. 1-16; Commander of Carolina Francisco de Fersen to Ca-

balleroy Gongora, Carolina, March 29, 1786, ANC: MM 122, fs. 679-

682; id., to id.., Carolina, April 7, 1786, ANC: MM 140, fs. 324-

348; Cabal lero y G6ngora, Relaciones de mando . . . p. 755-
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by harsh retaliatory assaults on Indian settlements which were system-

atically destroyed along with crops, boats, and other means of liveli-

89
hood. By the middle of 1787, the military pressure produced the

desired effect; Cuna leadership through the mediation of Henrique

Hooper, an English merchant of some twenty years in the region whose

services were solicited by the authorities, expressed a desire to come

90to terms. After a preliminary conference with Commander AreValo in

Carolina, five local leaders and General Chief Bernardo, together

representing almost all of the Cuna nation, journeyed to Cartagena

to meet with Viceroy Caballero y G6ngora in the nearby town of

Turbaco. There, on July 21, 1 787 , after a preliminary display of

firepower by the local military establishment, a treaty of peace

The Treaty of Turbaco opened the province of Darie'n to free

colonization and development. In the agreement, the Cunas recognized

the sovereignty of the crown, asked pardon for their past errors,

vowed to live as loyal vassals, and promised to discontinue relations

with foreigners. They in turn were promised protection for their

°°Fersen to Caballero y Gfingora, Carolina, September 5, I786,
ANC: MM 118, fs. 267-271 ; Commander of Carolina Antonio VSsquez to
Caballero y Gfingora, Carolina, December 29, 1786, ANC: MM 122, fs.
606-610; Caballero y Gfingora, Relaciones de mando . . . p. 755.

""Governor JosS Carri6n y Andrada to Caballero y G6ngora,
Cartagena, June 28, I787, ANC: MM 118, f. 29**; Diario del cp.-an -

dante de Darign. Carolina, June, I787, ANC: MM 122, fs. ^95-509;
Caballero y G6ngora, Relaciones de mando . . . . pp. 755-756.

9'"Pacif icaci6n general de los Indios del Dari£n, celebrada
el 21 de Julio, 1787." Boletfn de historia v ant ioUedades XIII
(June, 1920), 197-202; Caballero y G6ngora, Relaciones de mando

. . p. 756; Silvestre, p. 121.
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homes, property, and persons. The Spanish right to dispense justice

was formally recognized with the Cunas agreeing to deliver accused

Indians to the local authorities. All vassals of the crown, now

including the Cunas, had the right of free settlement on unoccupied

land and the right to open movement throughout the region. To

enforce the treaty, the expeditionary force was maintained at full

strength in the region.

After the peace treaty, relations with the Cunas appear to

93
have improved somewhat. Indeed, the Archbishop-Viceroy was so

encouraged by progress in Dari£n that he created a commission for

the recruitment of North Americans to advance colonization of the

region. Roughly 1,500 were obtained from the non-Spanish West

Indies and the United States. However, few of them ever advanced

beyond Cartagena because of a serious epidemic which broke out in

Darien, causing the viceroy to suspend their transfer. Affairs

were in this state when Cabal lero y Gfingora was replaced by

Francisco Gil y Lemos in January, 1789. He was satisfied that he

had successfully achieved the desired conquest and indeed in his

relaci6n de mando suggested that Riohacha be reopened as the next

arena of conquest and colonization. 95

92„„'Pacif icacifin general de los Indios del Dari£n, celebrada
el 21 de Jul io, 1787," Boletfn de historia v ant igViedades . XI I I

(June, 1920), pp. 197-202.

-"Andres de Ariza to Cabal lero y G6ngora, Yavisa, October
2k, 1788, ANC: MM 120, fs. '»02-'*03.

aLJ Silvestre, p. 122; Caballero y GCngora, Relaciones de
mando . . . . pp. 756-757.

95Caballero y G6ngora, Relaciones de mando . . . . p. 759.
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When viewed as a whole, the Riohacha and Dari£n campaign

signified a further expansion of major military activity and

responsibility. Large numbers of personnel were drawn into active

duty, and new militia units were raised to assist in meeting the

challenge. Frontier activity was just one more aspect of the

general growth of the military's role in the changing scene of

the late eighteenth century. By 1789, the army had emerged as

a major entity. Of all the organs of the state, it was the single

largest consumer of royal revenues which in itself is a profound

indication of the change produced by the reform. Compared to the

anemic little force which clung to the defense bases of the vice-

royalty in 1772, the reformed army of 1789 was a thriving giant. It

had now moved beyond its original geographical confines up into the

interior and out onto the coastal frontiers. It now acted not only

as a defender against foreigners, but as an agent in the interior

for the preservation of the state and on the frontiers for the

pacification of savage Indians.

96 lbid .. p. 268.



CHAPTER VI

THE DYNAMICS OF EXPANDED MILITARY PRIVILEGES

Another important aspect of the military reform was the impact

of military corporate privileges upon existing civil institutions.

These rights consisted in part of pree^i nencias . or special preroga-

tives which included immunity from certain municipal taxes, levies,

and responsibilities as well as exemptions from the obligation to

quarter troops and the payment of prison cell fees. More important

was the highly prized fuero de guerra militar, a judicial prerogative,

which conveyed the right to present causes before military tribunals

as contrasted to royal, or ordinary, tribunals. The granting of

these corporate privileges was regarded as a vital aspect of imple-

menting the military reform in the Viceroyalty of New Granada, but

it came to be a major source of controversy which brought the wisdom

of the reform itself under question.

The fuero de guerra militar, or simply the fuero militar as it

was commonly known, dated as a distinct legal code from the sixteenth

century, and subsequently developed into a complex body of law. By

the eighteenth century, it was subdivided into the fuero militar

privileglado for special corps including the artillery, engineers,

and provincial militia, and the fuero de guerra ordinarlo for the

Reglanento . . . Cuba , chap. II, art. *f0, chap. IV, arts. 2,

6-7.

177
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regular army. As codified by the Ordenanzas of 1768, the judicial

privileges of the regular army encompassed both civil and criminal

causes for officers, men, and their families and other dependents.

The fuero mi 11 tar privilegiado as defined for provincial militia in

the Real declaraci^n of 1 767 did likewise for officers, but the en-

listed men were granted only the criminal fuero unless they were

mobilized at which time they would also enjoy full privileges. The

military fuero was only one of some thirty-four privileged juris-

dictions found within the Spanish Empire, including those of the

church, mining guilds, and various commercial corporations.

Such privileged fueros, or jurisdictions were the judicial

expression of a society in which the state was regarded not

as a community of citizens enjoying equal rights and respon-

sibilities, but as a structure built of classes and corpora-

tions, each with a unique and peculiar function to perform?

The fuero militar was regarded by the crown, many high government

officials, and much of the military as an essential device to promote

morale, instill love for duty, and enhance professional pride. It

conveyed prestige and distinction, and in effect set the holder above

and apart from the remainder of society.

Before the reform, military privileges were only of minor

influence in New Granada. The regular army was small in size,

largely confined to the coast, and by the nature of its duties

isolated from daily community life. The pre-reform militia was of

McAlister, The "Fuero Mi 1 itar" . . . . pp. 6-8. For a

complete description of the fuero de guerra militar and its work-

ings, see the above cited work.

3 lbid .. pp. 5-6.
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even less consequence in this connection because the fuero was conceded

only to officers, if at all. The more numerous enlisted men were

granted no immunities unless mobilized. The reform radically altered

this situation by expanding the size of the regular army and therefore

the number of people exercising the fuero militar, and by creating a

large disciplined militia entitled to more comprehensive judicial

privileges than was its predecessor. In fact, the fuero granted to

the reorganized militia surpassed in amplitude that of its disciplined

counterpart of Spain. Under terms of the Cuban reglamento, the full

fuero, both civil and criminal, was conceded to all of the membership

Including enlisted personnel. 5 In addition, by a special concession

of April 15, 1771, the fuero of officers and sergeants was made

"active"; that is, not only was judicial privilege applicable in

causes in which the holder was the defendant, but also in those in

which he was the plaintiff. The fuero militar of the disciplined

militia of Spain, and also that of the empire's regular army appears

by contrast to have been only regarded as passive. Moreover, with

4
Expediente de una competencia de iur i sdi cci6n , Momp6s , 1757;

ANC: Competencias Bolfvar and Panama 2, fs. 137-142; Expediente sobre
una competencia de iur i sdicci6n . Cartagena, 1763, ANC: MM 93, fs. 558-
574; Expediente sobre una conpetencia de iur i sdi cci6n . Cartagena, I7&7,
ANC: MM 93, fs. 558-574; Expediente sobre una competencia 'de iurisdic -

ci6n. Santa Marta, 1777, ANC: mm 76, fs. 294-314.

^Reglamento . . Cuba , chap. X, art. I.

6Zamora, III , 325-326.

^McAlister, The "Fuero Mi 1 i tar" . . . . pp. 7-8.
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the extension of the full fuero to the militia, who were in effect

citizen soldiers, the distribution of military privileges was also

altered by bringing them into the mainstream of daily community

life, an exceptionally important consideration because the reformed

units were predominantly raised in the main population centers and

seats of government of the viceroyalty.

By provision of the Cuban reglamento, the court of first

instance in cases under military jurisdiction was formed by the pro-

vincial governor or his deputy with appeal to the captain general.

In outlying regions where neither of these officers was available,

this duty was delegated to the highest ranking unit commanders.

However, while these officers were authorized to hear most actions,

there were a number of except iors, known as cases of "desafuero,"

for which competency was reserved for ordinary justice or other

privileged jurisdictions. Among them were: resistance to ordinary

justice or abuse of its officers, crimes co-fitted prior to enlist-

ment, sedition, gambling, defrauding the royal treasury, counter-

feiting, smuggling, the succession to entailed estates, and the

9
execution of contracts entered into before enlistment. Most of

these were not initially enumerated in the Cuban reglamento, but

the omission was remedied by a subsequent anendment of April 15, 1771.

o
Reglamento . Cuba , chap. X, arts. 1-5.

9Col6n, I, 2^-136.

Exoediente de una competencia de iurisdiccion . Panama, 1774,
ANC: MM 79, fs. 672-692.
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On the other hand, not to invoke the fuero when entitled to it was

regarded as a serious offense.

The boundary between the ordinary and military jurisdiction

was not always clear to those administering justice. This problem

frequently derived from ambiguities existing within the regulatory

texts themselves and from what often appears to have been an inability

to understand them, or in some instances to read them. In anticipation

of jurisdictional controversies, the crown did prescribe procedures to

be followed in case of error or when doubts occurred. If ordinary

justices apprehended a man possessing the military fuero, he was to

inform them of his privilege. To correct the error they were obliged

to transfer the action to military authorities. In the event that

they did not do so, it was the responsibility of the illegally ar-

rested individual to send word to his superior officers so that ap-

propriate legal measures might be taken to bring him under military

custody. Appeal in such cases could be launched to the captain

general and from there be carried to the consejo supremo de guerra

in Spain. Pending the outcome of such appeals, the man was to

remain in military custody. However, if ordinary justice refused

to cooperate, it was never legitimate to employ remedial force.

Rather, the violation would be noted in the appeal so that the vice-

roy could correct the mistake. The reglamento sternly admonished

the militia leadership to insure that their men displayed no dis-

respect for ordinary justice. On the contrary, they were to be accorded

11 Reglamento . Cuba , chap. XI, art. 22.
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12honor, respect, and full cooperation in the pursuit of their duties.

For all the good intentions of the crown, such ideals were seldom

realized In practice.

The Implantation of such comprehensive privileges, enjoyed by so

many, created conditions conducive to the erosion of existing political

and social patterns. On the one hand, the authority of the cabildo as

the executor of ordinary justice tended to be undermined because of the

exemption from its jurisdiction of large portions of the communities'

most active citizenry. On the other hand, many of those so excepted as

members of the new military organization were drawn from the lower

classes. This circumstance tended to subvert the traditional order of

society by removing them from the authority of the cabildos, normally

comprised of members from the upper classes, and placing them under

that of officers who might be inclined to regard military interests

first and social origins second. Indeed, preferential treatment was

often sought and sometimes received at the hands of military justices

more concerned with promoting esprit de corps within their units

than in impartial justice. Consequently, as the reform spread

throughout the viceroyalty, local authorities bitterly contested the

introduction of military privileges Into their jurisdictional domains.

The most visible consequence of cl vi I -mi I

i

tary rivalry was a

series of jurisdictional conflicts which raged throughout the period

of the reform. Although ambiguities existing with regard to judicial

boundaries contributed to this development, in all likelihood a spirit

12

17, 20.

Ibid . . chap. II, art. 24, chap. IV, art. I, and chap. XI, arts.
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of patience, prudence, good will, and cooperation could have fore-

stalled most of the controversies without serious difficulty. Under

the circumstances, the exercise of such virtues was precluded. Instead,

the problem was approached with pride, jealousy, emotion, and a spirit

of revenge. Indeed, to presume that in most confrontations the

participants were seriously concerned with either the letter or the

spirit of the law would be taking far too much for granted. Rather,

the cause of justice was frequently obscured by the more immediate

concern of winning whatever prestige might accrue from a momentary

advantage over the rival jurisdiction. Although the precise issue

at hand might differ, the fundamental arguments recurred with dull

monotony. Ordinary justices complained that their power was diminished

by the exemption from their authority of so many people, and that they

were humiliated by contempt and arrogance displayed by the immune

lower classes as well as by a general military disregard and dis-

respect for the dignity of their office. Conversely, the military

jealously defended its privileges as just compensation for the

highest order of service to the state and regarded any incursion

by ordinary justice into the military domain as a menace to the

promotion of pride and dedication to duty. In the remaining portion

of this chapter a number of controversies will be discussed, three

of them in detail, to illustrate the type of inter-juri sdict ional

rivalry that developed. At the outset, however, it is necessary

to denote certain regional differences in the manner with which

localities received the fuero militar.
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On the whole, the Caribbean coastal regions demonstrated a

greater capacity to accept military prerogatives than did the

interior of the realm. Cartagena and Panama had always been

exposed to military privileges through the historic presence of

the regular army, and to some extent a slightly functional militia

added to this experience. Moreover, the very nature of the coastal

cities, walled and fortified, with a history and continued danger

of foreign invasion, served as a daily reminder of the usefulness

of the reform. And the militia of the coastal region was from time

to time called upor. to assume active military responsibility. By

contrast, in the interior, where the menaces of British invasion

and savage Indians were comparatively remote, the militia appeared

more decorative than functional. True, the units had been created

on the supposition that they would serve to preserve internal peace,

but the prevailing view among local officials was that with their

fuero they would do more to disrupt domestic tranquility than to

preserve it. Moreover, from the beginning, as noted in chapters

III and IV, there existed a school of thought which regarded the

arming of the local citizenry as a dangerous risk in itself. Con-

sequently, not only military privileges, but in many instances the

militia units themselves, were unwelcome.

There was one Important exception to the relative clvll-

military harmony of the coastal regions: discord over pardo privi-

leges. By law pardos were conceded rights equal to those of their

white counterparts. In view of the lowly social position of that

class and Its extensive membership in the militia, this was an
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inherently explosive situation. To make matters worse, the crisis

was deeply aggravated by pardo over-reaction to their newly acquired

immunities. Long subject to the arrogance of the superior classes,

the men of color, once free from the authority of ordinary justice,

responded with pent-up resentment and boldly defied and harassed

the local magistrates. To the cabildos this placed a special alarming

emphasis on what was already an obvious erosion of their authority,

and a rash of clashes ensued between military and ordinary authorities.

The first major test case to reach Santa Fe came from Cartagena in

1773- It is particularly interesting because it illustrates not only

the fear with which local magistrates regarded pardo privileges and

immunities, but also the high-handed manner with which the military

quite typically responded to civil i nterference--al I in the good

interest of corporate pride and i ntegr i ty--and consequently subverted

the credibility of royal justice.

The dispute began on August 7 when Alcalde Jose
1

Dfaz de

Escandon dispatched Alguacil Jos? Garcfa de Olea to arrest a militia-

man from the Second Pardo Artillery Company for debt. It was in fact

a case of desafuero because the liability was incurred prior to his

acquisition of the fuero. Alcalde Dfaz, however, chose not to invoke

that provision but rather acted on the basis that the militiamen had

no fuero at all. Consequently, he did not fulfill the courtesy of

Informing the man's senior officer, Domingo Esquiaqui, commander of

the Royal Corps of Artillery, before dispatching the alguacil. The

conduct of the case in this manner might have been due to confusion,

but this is unlikely. The artillery companies were not part of
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DSvila's special mission in reorganizing the province's militia, but

rather were administratively set apart fron the infantry and mounted

units by being directly attached to the Royal Corps of Artillery.

Consequently, the fuero of these companies was not an explicit part

of the reorganization. Moreover, no one had ever bothered to define

it. On the other hand, it was obviously the intention of the crown,

which had approved the formation of these conpanies, that they, as

the rest of the new militia, should enjoy full privileges, and this

appears to have been a widely held assurption. A justice himself.

Alcalde Dfaz must have been aware of this; if he were indeed in doubt,

which is the most that can be assumed, a sir-pie inquiry could have

solved the problem, since prosecution for debt was not precisely an

urgent matter. In effect, it appears thai he was taking advantage

of the existing ambiguity to launch a tesi case where the pardo fuero

Mas most vulnerable, thereby bringing up the whole question for review.

In subsequent correspondence with the viceroy, he expressed a very

real fear that the pardo community from wtich he had experienced abuse

was getting out of hand. As he described it, the pardos armed with

the fuero militar "ridicule and mock the royal justices with manifest

contempt and shameless disdain for their esteemed authority and

prestige." Presumably, a successful arrest would demonstrate that he

was still an authority to be reckoned with. In the community, even though

subsequent military court action might extract the man from his custody.

And, in any case, such action would bring the pardo question before

viceregal officers.
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At the time of his apprehension, the militiaman believed that

his fuero was being violated. Shrewdly, he persuaded arrestir-g of-

ficer Garcia to allow him consultation, first with his pardo captain,

then with Commander Esquiaqui, for the alleged purpose of procuring

the funds required to satisfy the debt. Garcfa, who was less than

astute throughout the entire episode, was apparently unaware that

he was being led into a trap. When confronted with the invasion of

his jurisdiction, Commander Esquiaqui took immediate and decisive

action. He separated the alguacil from his prisoner and sent the

latter off to obtain his uniform so that ordinary justices ro.Id not

dare tamper with him. Next, he gave Garcfa a lengthy lecture on the

fuero militar, and then directed him to relate what had happe-ed to

the alcalde with specific instructions to inform him that he had no

jurisdiction in the case.

No matter whether the prisoner in question was entitled to the

fuero militar or not, the action of Comander Esquiaqui constituted the

illicit removal of a prisoner from ordinary custody. The proper inethod

was appeal to higher authority, not to extricate a prisoner u-oer what

was at least implied physical threat. Under the circumstances, how-

ever, Esquiaqui "s response is understandable. From his point of view

the alcalde was openly defying the fuero militar. Because reilitary

privilege was regarded as the basis for building corporate pride and

a corresponding dedication to duty, both very essential for promoting

a functional militia, Its integrity had to be stoutly defended. More-

over, at this time the pardo companies were responding well to training

and already constituted a valuable asset for Cartagena's artillery
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defenses. If the leadership would not act to defend the membership's

corporate rights, it followed that their dedication to duty might

correspondingly diminish. In short, resolute action was a predictable

response.

The affair was complicated through additional blunders by Garcfa.

Rather than proceed directly to the alcalde's residence to inform him

of the artillery commander's intervention, he first went to the

militiaman's shop to confer with him about the situation and perhaps

to try to persuade him to report with him to the alcalde. Garcfa

intimated that he did not understand the commander's lecture, which

was probably true, but it Is also likely that he hoped to produce

the prisoner as ordered. The artilleryman, however, confounded him

by directing a companion, who by curious coincidence happened to have

a copy of the reglamento, to read aloud the sections on the fuero.

That was more than the alguacil could bear, so he abandoned the ef-

fort and somewhat belatedly set out alone for the alcalde's residence.

By the time Garcfa arrived, Dfaz had already begun his afternoon

siesta which the alguacil prudently chose not to interrupt. Instead,

he departed not to return until evening. Meanwhile, the artilleryman

returned to his commander's residence In uniform to await word from

the alcalde, but after several hours was given leave to return home

by Esquiaqul

.

When Alguacil Garcfa finally ceased vacillating and appeared

at the residence of Alcalde Ofaz, he was fearful of punishment for

having allowed a prisoner to elude him. Consequently, he exaggerated

the events of the day to obscure his blunders. The main features of
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the story he told were that the pardo captain had intercepted him in

the street and had forced him by threat to proceed from there with

the prisoner to Commander Esquiaqui's home. He further asserted that

Esquiaqui when denying the jurisdiction of ordinary justice had also

promised corporal punishment in the event of further meddling in

military affairs. The precise extent to which these most serious al-

legations were true is impossible to determine because Garcfa in this

instance, and in the furor of subsequent events, gave three different

versions of his conversation with Esquiaqui, all of them under oath.

Later investigation proved conclusively that Garcfa's explanation of

how the prisoner came to arrive at the commander's residence was

false, but the threat of reprisal for any further interference could

have been and in all likelihood was true.

Alcalde Dfaz was outraged. He dispatched Garcfa, a deputy

alguacil, and the cabildo's escr i bano . along with a corporal and

four men from the fixed regiment, to make the arrest, uniform or

no uniform. This time, it was successfully accomplished, but not

before the artilleryman in a loud voice fearlessly boasted that

the arresting officers had no jurisdiction and that his commander

had proven the fact by extricating him from ordinary justice that

morning. Indeed, upon the request of those present he twice repeated

the incriminating statement. The following morning Alcalde Dfaz

informed Governor and Commandant General Roque de Quiroga of the

incident, and charged Commander Esquiaqui with interfering in the

administration of justice, violently seizing a prisoner, and intim-

idating royal officials. Esquiaqui, who was unaware that the man
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had been re-arrested until he failed to appear that day for Sunday

drill, also filed a spirited complaint. However, when informed that

he had been accused of employing force, he denied the charge, contend-

ing that he had behaved urbanely throughout the incident.

To settle the affair Qulroga summoned Alguacil Garcfa. Upon

questioning, again under oath, he changed his story completely. He

admitted that he had been peacefully persuaded to go to the commander's

home and now testified that Esqulaqui's message contained no threat

whatever. This still left the violation of having removed a prisoner,

but Quiroga urged Dfaz to drop the matter in the interest of harmony.

He also imprisoned the alguacil for perjury but hinted to Dfaz that

he would release him as soon as the furor had died down. To Dfaz,

it appeared that he was being made the victim of a military conspiracy

to frustrate ordinary justice, and this may well have been true. He

believed that Ojjiroga had Intimidated the alguacil into changing his

testimony in order to conceal a flagrant abuse of authority by Esquiaqui,

and that he, the commandant general, was merely compounding the offense.

However, Alcalde Dfaz was unoble to act because Quiroga possessed the

key prisoner, Garcfa, who had knowledge of those who could be called

upon to act as witnesses. Hence, when the mail left for Santa Fe

several days later, Dfaz had not succeeded in compiling testimony to

sustain his charges. He did, however, send a communication to Viceroy

Guirior informing him of his Intentions and complaining of his frus-

tration at the hands of 0_ulroga. The commandant general also sent a

report expressing consternation that Dfaz would not accept his judgment

and asking that the viceroy personally inform him of the artillery
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companies' fuero. Esquiaqui filed a statement denying ."Isconduct and

warning that unless the integrity of the fuero were upheld his en-

deavors with the artillery companies would become useless.

During the following month Dfaz compiled a massive collection

of testimony which, if not precisely proving that a pronounced threat

had been made against ordinary justice, did at least demonstrate that

Esquiaqui had violated the code of procedure. It included a sworn

statement by Garcfa which this time confirmed that he had reached the

commander's house peacefully, but re-asserted that a threat of physical

violence had indeed been made. The most important information contained,

however, was that Quiroga was wantonly suppressing evidence. Of several

examples, the most flagrant was a sudden inaccessibility ot the military

personnel who had assisted with the second arrest and had heard the

artilleryman's loud boasts concerning his extrication. In spite of

numerous written requests by Dfaz for access to the men, 0_uiroga

stalled. And, although testimony was finally obtained from the corporal,

the other four men never appeared.

Presumably, Governor Roque de Quiroga, in whom both civil and

military authority was vested, would have been the ideal figure to

mediate the dispute and perhaps soothe the alcalde's ruffled feelings

and injured pride. However, not only In this instance, but generally,

when military governors were confronted with such circumstances, they

reacted first as members of the military corporation. Hence, Alcalde

Dfaz stood alone and frustrated. Moreover, knowledge of the affront

to his authority could have only worsened the crisis in local govern-

ment. The last blow came from the viceroy himself. In spite of
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knowledge that Dfaz was gathering evidence to demonstrate a need for

corrective measures against the local military leadership, and a

second communication complaining that he was still being delayed by

Quiroga in making his investigations, Guirior ruled before he had

seen the alcalde's case. In his decision, Guirior took action

against no one, but merely confined himself to confirming the con-

tention of Quiroga and Esquiaqui that the artillery companies did

possess the fuero militar. By remaining silent on the plight of

Alcalde Dfaz, he was in effect condoning the high-handed actions

taken by Esquiaqui and Quiroga. Dfaz did attempt to re-open the

matter, this time on the basis that the case was an instance of

desafuero, but if Guirior issued a reply, it has not come to the

attention of this writer. *

Extensive feuding between the militia and the cabildos, similar

to that in Cartagena, and chiefly stemming from the pardo question,

was reported In 177*t in both Panama and its partido of Nata. Deputy

Governor Joaqufn Cabrejo, himself a civilian, petitioned Santa Fe in

177 1* on behalf of ordinary justice asking for a clarification of the

cases of desafuero, and particularly for a firm statement emphasizing

the occurrence of desafuero in instances of abuse of ordinary justice.

As at Cartagena, the cabildo of Panama had complained of recurrent

humiliation chiefly at the hands of unruly pardos. Again, the vice-

regency declined to take decisive action, although a clarification

O Expediente de una competencia de iurisdiccion . Cartagena,
1773, ANC: MM 10, fs. 750-75**, MM 12, fs. 329-337, 35 1*, MM 28,
fs. 282-335, MM 30, 199-201, MM 59, fs. 37-38, MM 65, fs. 391-393,
MM 87, fs. 620-622.
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was provided on the items of desafuero. However, a bold military

effort to displace the deputy governor as the court of first

instance in preference for immediate unit commanders failed.

An almost identical effort was launched in Guayaquil by Commander

Salcedo y Somodevilla to bypass Deputy Governor Jose
1

Gabriel de

Icasa, who like Cabrejo was a civilian, but it also failed.

In the interior, local government adopted an obstructionist

policy against the militia and its fuero while the new units were

Still in the embryo stage, and showed a decidedly hostile attitude

throughout the decade of the eighties. As discussed in chapter IV,

the cabildo of Santa Fe vociferously protested the formation of

disciplined militia within its jurisdiction. The cabildo of PopaySn

earlier did likewise and carried its petition all the way to Spain.

The crown, however, declined to take action, but rather referred

the question back to the viceroy.

Cabildo opposition was also manifest on the immediate scene.

In conducting the initial formation in the city of PopaySn, Antonio

Diego Nieto complained of a visible hostility among his recruits

toward military service and of continued harassment and meddling

from the cabildo. According to him, the local justices reacted so

'^Exoediente de una cp"etencia de lurlsdlccic-n . Panama, 177**,

ANC: MM 79, fs. 672-692; Excediente sobrc un-'i co-petencia de

iurisdicciSn . Panama, 1774, ANC: MM 90, fs. 336-338.

'^Exoediente de una co-petencla de Iur i'sn'leciSn . Guayaquil,

1776, ANC: MM 104, fs. 286-301, MM 106, fs. 225-227, 262-263.

GSlvez to Caballero y Gongora, Spain, April 16, 1 783 , ANC:

MM 50, fs. 20-24.
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viciously to the fuero that during a period in which both he and the

governor were absent from the capital his new recruits were forced to

conceal their jurisdictional status for fear of persecution.

Governor Becaria himself in a 1780 report to Viceroy Flores confessed

frustration in his military duties because of widespread hatred and

resentment throughout the province against the profession. He

1

8

suspected that much of this stemmed from the cabildos themselves.

Indeed, two years earlier the local magistrates of PopaySn had suc-

ceeded in humiliating the newly created militia. The occasion was

a debate over lodging facilities for a militia detachment assigned

by Governor Becaria to guard the coffers of the local treasury in

the absence of the regular garrison which at this time was off to

Quito. The quarters reserved for the detachment were located in a

room adjoining the coffers and situated just across an interior patio

from quarters for women prisoners. The cabildo protested to Viceroy

Flores that considering the type of riff-raff attracted to the

militia the room could not be safely employed because the wall

separating it from the treasury was low and easily scaled. Moreover,

they predicted that the easy accessibility of women prisoners would

create no end to scandal. Becaria regarded this objection as an

unforgivable affront to military honor and dignity. However,

'^Nieto to Flores, Mompos , April 6, 1780, ANC: MM 87, fs.

822-831.

,8
ANC: MM 98, fs. 815-816.
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Viceroy Flores sided with the cabildo and ruled that the detachment

19would best be discontinued until the return of the regulars.

Confronted with such deep-seated hostility, military reformers

were particularly hard pressed to educate their new recruits and the

citizenry to the honor, glory, and advantages of military life. Vain

efforts to assert military prestige ranged from a petty claim in

Cartago to a right to free papel sellado . to a bold attempt in Santa

Fe to prosecute an alcalde in military court for abusing an officer

20
by word. But, much to its frustration, the military found that

little forthright assistance was to come from above. Indeed, with

respect to ci vi I -mi 1

i

tary relations in the interior of the realm,

the viceregency itself was generally less inclined to support

military pretensions than it was for the coast (see Table 9)- In

that respect a colorful dispute which arose in 1785 in ZipaquirS,

the location of a cavalry company belonging to the Regiment of Santa

Fe, offers a contrasting example to the course of military-civil

conflict describe? tor Cartagena. Moreover, it illustrates that

the vengeful attitude of ordinary justice penetrated to the royal

audiencia. The natural propensity of the rival jurisdiction to

come into conflict, their deep-seated rivalry, and their mutual

vindicti veness reinforce the supposition that harmony was the

exception not the rule.

"
Expediente de una disputa entre el cabildo v el gobernador .

PopaySn, 1778, ANC: Cabildos 2, fs. 73-105.

Z Expediente de una competencia de iur i sdi cci6n Santa Fe, 1785,
ANC: MM 6, fs. 750-763; Representaci6n ric 1 os alcaldes ordinarios de
Cartago sobre el establecimiento de dos con-ipanTas de milici as, 1 78O,
ANC: Virreyes 16, fs. 212-218.

'
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TABLE 9

DISPUTES BETWEEN ORDINARY AND
MILITARY JUSTICES--3
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TABLE 9 (coot.)
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It is normally impossible to determine a primary antagonljt In

the controversies between military and ordinary justices; rather,

these disputes developed against a backdrop of deep-seated ill will,

endless bickering, and mutual reprisals, and that is the chief sig-

nificance of that aspect of the table. If the military appears In a

slightly more aggressive light, this was probably because it had to

establish its sphere of prestige while ordinary justice merely had to

hold the line. It is also difficult to determine the outcome of the

cases because the rulings were fraught with vacillation or could not

be clear-cut because of the clouded nature of the particular Issue.

In this table, if the decision seemed to lean more toward one side

than the other it has been so indicated. General conclusions can

nevertheless be reached. First, jurisdictional conflicts were wide-

spread throughout the several districts of the viceroyalty, but on

the coast these chiefly stemmed from the pardo question. And second,

the coastal militia enjoyed a much higher ratio of favorable decisions

than did the establishment of the interior. This pattern does not

necessarily indicate that the interior military leadership was more

frequently "wrong" than that of the coast, but rather that the vice-

regal leadership was less inclined to support its pretenses.

''Probably, no individual rulings were ever made for these

disputes. Both were appealed to Spain when the crown was on the

verge of making a decision on the entire interior militia.

*The above table was adapted from files of jurisdictional

disputes as follows: Cartagena, 1773, ANC; MM 10, fs. 750-754,

MM 12, fs. 329-337, 354, MM 28, fs. 282-335, MM 30, fs. 199-201,

MM 59, fs. 37-38, MM 65, fs. 391-393, MM 87, fs. 620-622; Panama,

1774, MM 79, fs. 672-692; Nata, 1774, MM 90, fs. 336-338; Guaya-

quil, 1775-1776, MM 101*, fs. 286-321, MM 106, fs. 225-227, 262-263;

Mompos, 1777, ANC: MM 21, fs. 520-532; PopaySn, 1778, ANC: Cabll-

do 2, fs. 73-105; Cartago, 1780, ANC: MM 16, fs. 212-218; Cartagena,

1780-1784, ANC: MM 13, fs. 814-823, MM 17, fs. 781-785; Pasto,' 1 782-

83, ANC: MM 43, fs. 944-967; Barbacoas, 1784-85, ANC: Cablldo 10,

fs, 958-974; Cogua, 1784-85, ANC: MM 53, fs. 575-597; Santa' Fe, 1 785,

ANC: MM 6, fs. 750-763; ZipaquirS, 1785-86, ANC: MM 24, fs. 35"70,

MM 34, fs. 48-130; Pasto, 1788-89, ANC: Virreyes 13, fs. 528-530.
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The immediate source of conflict was acts perpetrated against

Alcalde Juan de Dios Ramfrez, who was also a corporal of the local

militia company. As a soldier, Ramfrez was most unsatisfactory. He

was a chronic complainer and a frequent absentee from both Sunday

drills and from special training sessions held on market days for

sergeants and corporals. Such behavior not only precluded proper

military discipline for himself, but set a bad example for the ranks

as well. As a consequence of reports concerning this misconduct,

acting regimental commander Josef Marfa Lozano issued a written

order on January 9, 1785, for the disciplinary confinement of the

corporal in military prison. Residing in Santa Fe , Lozano acted

without knowledge that Ramfrez had recently acquired the position

of alcalde ordinario of ZipaquirS. The officer charged with

conducting the arrest was Second Lieutenant Francisco de Moros

,

a personal enemy of Ramfrez and the chief source of complaints

against his military behavior.

Moros proceeded against Ramfrez on January 12, a market day,

at which time he was again absent from the special training session.

By what appears to have been a total coincidence, both the corregi-

dor of ZipaquirS, Carlos Burgos, and his assistant had gone to the

nearby settlement of NemocSn. Consequently, the dispensation of

justice during the day's business transactions reverted to the new

alcalde. It was while he was conducting the duties of this office

In the central plaza that he was apprehended by two cavalrymen

acting under orders from Second Lieutenant Moros. Pointing to the

insignia that he was bearing—cape, hat, and staff —as proof that
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at the moment he personified royal justice, Alcalde Ramfrez vigorously

protested, but to no avail. With typical disregard for the dignity of

ordinary justice, the militiamen roughly escorted him to Moros who

was waiting in a nearby store. There, a violent shouting match en-

sued which included language so vile from Moros that in subsequent

examination one witness to the occasion declined to repeat it out of

deference for modesty. Soon, the scandalous spectacle had attracted

a large crowd of onlookers. To their astonishment, they witnessed

Second Lieutenant Moros strip Alcalde-Corporal Ramfrez of his insignia

and throw it to the ground. Indeed, for a moment it appeared that the

military delegation night go so far as to bind him with r.ies, but the

timely intervention of Moros 1 own mother prevented that excess. Never-

theless, an even greater humiliation followed, for the alcalde was

dragged off to the military jail and there placed in stocks where he

remained in public share.

A serious infraction had occurred against ordinary justice

regardless of the validity of the military charges against Ramfrez.

Not only had an alcalde been abused by word and deed during the

execution of his duties, but royal insignia had been desecrated.

These were direct violations of the Cuban reglamento which, in ad-

dition to provisions regarding interference with ordinary justice,

stipulated that alcaldes, If members of the militia, were not subject

to military jurisdiction. ' Moreover, the gravity of these abuses

was compounded by the fact that they occurred before the public.

Reglamento . . Cuba, chap. II, art. 26.



Upon his return Corregidor Burgos immediately filed a protest with

the royal audiencia. For his part, Cormander Lozano upon receiving

word of the incident ordered the release of the prisoner and thereby

seemingly extricated himself from what was certain to be a dangerous

entanglement.

The audiencia initiated procedures by instructing Burgos to

gather evidence to substantiate his conplaint. This done, it

directed him to obtain a statement from Moros explaining his actions.

Contrary to expectations, the second lieutenant lengthened the list

of complaints against him by refusing to testify on the grounds that

the audiencia frad no jurisdiction in natters pertaining to military

personnel. Wo Friend of military privilege, the audiencia was duly

incensed at the disobedience of the second lieutenant. In a com-

munication to the viceroy on April 30, 1785, it demanded punitive

measures with a warning that if insubordination of this kind were

not stifled ttere would be no end to jurisdict ional conflicts which

would undermine the administration of justice. By this time Vice-

roy Cabal lero y Go"ngora_ was on the coast directing the Darie'n

Indian campaign and consequently was unable to respond until June.

He ordered Moros to comply with the audiencia's directive and asked

for clarifying material from Lozano as well. Moros complied but

noted he was submitting to the audiencia only upon orders of the

viceroy as captain general. He was unable to justify satisfactorily

his excesses, offering only the explanation that the arrest had been

ordered by his superior officer ar.d that he had gone to extremes

because Alcalde Ramirez had offered resistance. Commander Lozano
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contributed nothing more than proving that Ramfrez was a discipline

case for the militia, thereby justifying his action in ordering the

arrest. In August, by which time all evidence was before him, and

agreeing with the audiencia that the new evidence in no way altered

the nature of Moros ' offenses. Cabal lero y G6ngora sentenced the

second lieutenant to a term of four months in prison. At the end of

that time he was obliged to report to the audiencia to give satisfaction

that he had repented for his defiance of royal justice.

Meanwhile, the fiscal of the audiencia atterpted to press for

further satisfaction. Claiming that the part of Corr-ander Lozano

in producing the humiliation of royal justice was far from clear,

he asked that the officer be ordered to exonerate hit-self. Respond-

ing in September, Lozano did so conclusively but failed to produce

a specifically requested letter fron Moros which as ratters stood was

irrelevant. Vengeful ly seizing upon this omission, the fiscal sought

to reopen the entire incident by strongly recommending that the

cavalry commander be severely punished for his failure to comply

with superior orders. In so doing he also issued the warning that

unless a strict policy was followed, the creation of the new militia

Mould bring the downfall of the viceroyalty. Realistically, Ca-

ballero y G6ngora declined to pursue the matter, although he did

issue a mild rebuke to Lozano for failing to maintain proper records.

The episode was still not finished, for a sequel developed in

the meantime. Although in the Ramfrez-Moros case justice appears to

have been dispensed fairly, the decision could not and indeed did

not Instantly soothe all ruffled sentiments. Local friction continued,
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and to aggravate matters Alcalde Aamfrez, apparently hoping to regain

face after his humiliation, reportedly persisted in treating the

militia in a high-handed fashion. Events climaxed in early August,

I785, when Sergeant Ygnacio NietO threatened to break the alcalde's

staff over his head. Legal action similar to that of the previous

case ensued and persisted into Che following year before reaching

a conclusion. On June 26, I786, Viceroy Cabal lero y Gongora sentenced

Sergeant Nieto, like Second Lieutenant Moros before him, to imprison-

ment for disrespect to ordinary Justice, although for the lesser tern

of three months.

The significance of the llpaquirS cases could easily be under-

estimated because in both instances the offense was of a relatively

clear-cut nature and hence presumably would allow for nothing less

than an adverse verdict to the military. Actually, this need not

have been the result. The jurisdictional feud in Cartagena also

involved a clear-cut violation of the prerogat ives tf royal justice

and perhaps abuse by word as well. The latter possibility was not

even investigated by higher authorities, and the extrication of a

prisoner from ordinary custody under implied physical threat was

dismissed as an issue in spite of all the efforts and protests of

Alcalde Diaz. Admittedly, the abuse in ZipaquirS was of a much

graver nature, but the fact that the violation in Cartagena was

utterly disregarded is indicative of a very real differentiation

"Expediente de una competfifitla de iuri sdi ccl6n . ZipaquirS,
1785-86, ANC: MM 26, fs. 35-70, MM 3 1*, fs. 1*8-130.
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regarding the leeway given to military privileges on the coast as

contrasted to the interior.

Coolness toward military privilege took an even more decided

form in the southwestern sector of the viceroyalty, including

portions of the province of Popayln, where the militia was strictly

"second class" in quality. If military privilege was difficult to

accept where the new units were more or less "disciplined," it was

especially hard where there seemed to be no other justification for

the fuero than aspirations for future excellence. This attitude is

exemplified by a confused controversy over the privileges of the

Pasto militia. The debate originated out of a clash between ordinary

and military justice over the settlement of an estate left by Juan

CdVdova, a civilian. In addition to a wife, CoVdova was survived

by two sons and a son-in-law, all three of whom were militiamen.

One of the sons, Nicola's, was by a former wife with whom the deceased

Cftrdova had acquired a ranch. When the other heirs maintained pos-

session of this property after his father's death, NicolSs C6rdova

filed suit in the cabildo which awarded him title in February, 1782.

This was the tribunal of competency because the deceased was a

civilian, and In such cases, even though the heirs might be members

of the militia, military justice did not have jurisdiction.

A dispute arose when the other parties, dissatisfied with the

cablldo's decision, presented the case to military justice in the

following September. Veteran First Sergeant Joaqufn V^lez, ayudante

of militia, being the highest ranking officer In the locality acted

as the court of first instance. Either in ignorance of the law or
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in disregard for it, he assumed unauthorized jurisdiction. Nicolas

C6rdova, however, refused to cooperate, contending that the case

had already been settled. VcMez regarded his response as insubor-

dination and countered by Imprisoning Cfirdova for a term of three

months on the basis that he had denied military jurisdiction to

which he was subject as a militiaman. The cabildo immediately ap-

pealed the case to the audiencia of Quito which emphatically sustained

the position that the action pertained to ordinary justice.

In making its decision, however, the audiencia went farther than

resolving the immediate issue. It also stated that V«Iez had no

authority whatsoever to dispense military justice because the Pasto

militia was not entitled to the fuero militar. The rationale for

this ruling was that the militia was provisional and had never been

approved as disciplined. To complete the action, the audiencia

forwarded the case to Santa Fe for a determination on appropriate

disciplinary measures for ayudante Vglez. In his decision of

January 28, 1 783 , Cabal lero y G6ngora issued a stern warning to

VSlez to conduct himself with greater moderation but refrained from

commenting on the most important aspect of the decision, the nullifica-

tion of the fuero.

The ruling of the Quito audiencia threw the provincial leader-

ship of the PopaySn militia Into a furor. An appeal was made to

Cabal lero y G6ngora by Governor Becaria which reached Santa Fe just

after his action on the case. In it and in two subsequent petitions,

the position of the militia leadership was clearly expressed. It was

pointed out that the audiencia was mistaken In its assumption that the
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militia was provisional. As proof, the February 17, 1777, viceregal

order which provided for the establishment of fourteen disciplined

companies in the province of PopaySn, two of these in Pasto, and the

Royal Order of July 18, 1777, which approved Flores 1 program, were

cited. Becaria also argued for the fuero on practical grounds. As

he described it, the citizenry of that locality displayed a pronounced

aversion to things military and especially to the discipline of

military life. The only compensation for those who in the midst of

Such hostility did display an inclination for service was the fuero

militar. If that incentive were removed, the militia units, whose

feebleness he blamed on an existing prestige gap, would surely dis-

integrate. Furthermore, Becaria expressed uncertainty— in the event

that the Quito decision should stand—about the status of the other

twelve companies of the province all of which were formed under the

same plan and operated under the same staff leadership as those of

Pasto.

The governor's argurnents concerning the terms under which- the

Pasto militia was founded, and concerning the original intent with

regard to its status, were well grounded. The fact was, however,

that the companies were a farce, and there could be little doubt

that they did not deserve the disciplined status. The auestion was

whether they should be allowed to exercise the fuero on the basis

of possible brighter days to come, or whether it should be largely

denied them as with the urban militia of the realm. Moreover, their

undistinguished performance in the 1 781 Comunero uprising could have

done little to enlist the sympathy of the viceroyal ty 's leadership.
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Perhaps out of the latter consideration, Cabal lero y G6ngora refrained

from an explicit decision. In his replies to Becaria's many petitions

he merely referred him to his January 28 decision which said nothing

concrete about the question at hand. It appears that by so doing he

was allowing the Quito decision to stand but forestalling an explicit

declaration in view of the consequences which would certainly befall

the remaining companies of the province. Whatever Cabal lero y G6ngora's

intent, the cabildo of Pasto gleefully embraced his vacillation as

approval for the audiencia's decision and thenceforward assumed

.. . 23

competency over the areas formerly reserved for military jurisdiction.

The Pasto incident was only one episode of a much broader un-

certainty over the status of the militia formed under the initiative

of Guirior and Flores. Indeed, within the provinces directly subject

to the commandant general of Quito, the fuero was not implemented.

As will be recalled, their militia was organized in 1780, on a

provisional disciplined basis, and royal approval for that action

followed in 1 783 . The crown, however, did not define the precise

permanent status of these units, but instead specifically referred

that question back to Cabal lero y Gongora. 5 He did not take decisive

action on the matter until just before the end of his administration,

so during most of the eighties their Jurisdictional status was left up

^ Exoediente de una competencla de iuri sdiccign. Pasto, 1782-83,

ANC: MM <43, fs. 9^-967.

^Expedienfe de una competen cla de iurisdicciftn. Pasto, 178 1*,

ANC: MM 52, fs. 7^9-762.

2
^Galvez to Caballero y G6ngora, Spain, November 15, 1783,

ibid ., fs. 81-85.
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to the local authorities. Meanwhile, on February 13. 1786, the crown

issued a royal order declaring absolutely that the urban militia of

At
the empire no longer enjoyed the fuero militar unless mobilized.

The governor of Guayaquil, apparently also uncertain of the status

of his militia, issued an inquiry through the audiencia of Quito to

the viceregercy asking for a clarification. Records of the terms

of the original reorganization were uncovered, and it was decided

that these units were indeed disciplined militia and entitled to the

27
fuero. Perhaps because of the new royal order, Cabal lero y G6ngora

on April 16, 1737. finally explicitly ruled on the status of the Pasto

militia, declaring then disciplined and therefore entitled to full

?8
military privilege. Moreover, in the following year a formaliza-

tion of the Quito erilitia structure and organization was undertaken

through a special mission headed by Colonel Anastasio Zejudo, In

conjunction with this endeavor the militia was conceded the fuero

29
militar, a decision confirmed by viceregal order of February, 1789.

In spite of the new rulings the feud over the jurisdictional

status of the southwestern sector's militia continued. For its part,

the audiencia of Quito remained unwilling to recognize privileged

26Royal order, February 13, 1786, ANC: MM 2, fs. 332-336.

27
Notations of June 25, 1787, recorded on Arriaga to Guirlor

communication of August 26, 177**, ANC: MM 97, fs. 807-808.

28Expedie-te de una cq-petencia de iur i sdicci6n . Pasto, 1 788

-

89, ANC: Virre>es 13. fs. 528-550.

2°Presider>te Juan Jose
1

Villalengua to Cabal lero y Gfingora,
Quito, August 18, I 7SS , ANC: MM 36, fs. 786-791; Villalengua to
Gil y Lemos. Quito, April 18, I789, ANC: MM 106, fs. 1 96-1 93.
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military status and expressed its opposition by appealing to the

crown.-' In Pasto, another dispute arose with the cabildo refusing

to recognize the fuero militar unless specifically directed to do

so by Spain. A plea was sent to the audiencia, and it in turn ap-

pealed the issue to the crown. Moreover, by this time the ordinary

justices of Barbacoas, imitating the example of their neighbors,

likewise declined to recognize nilitary privilege within their

. . _,. . 31jun sdi ct ion.

In marked contrast to the plight of the fuero militar in the

interior, military privilege gained even greater advantages in Car-

tagena. There, Colonel Juan FernSndez de Moure of the white

regiment, complaining that the fuero was not sufficiently supple,

appealed for a re-interpretation to the effect that crimes, commercial

contracts, and other obligations consummated prior to enlistment would

be included under military coc-petency. The viceregency refused to

take such an initiative on its own but suggested that Fernandez

petition Spain. In response, the crown ruled that for military

justice a newly promulgated regla.-ento for the militia of Campeche should

take effect. Although somewhat vague, the term "all" was employed in

reference to the cases which pertained to military jurisdiction. Fer-

nandez asked for a literal interpretation of the clause and was granted

this concession by a viceregal decision of June 12, 1781*. Cabal lero

3°Villalengua to Gil y Lemos, Quito, April 18, 1789, ANC: MM

106, fs. 196-198.

31
Exoediente de una cor-cetencia de iurisdicci6n . Pasto, 1788-89,

ANC: Virreyes 13, fs. 528-550.
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y G6ngora also stipulated that the royal ruling should be generalized

for the realm, but the innovation appears not to have reached the

interior. There, cases continued to be argued with exclusive reference

to the Cuban reglamento, and In any event, the more elementary question

of the implementation of the fuero was still the main issue under

dispute. Perhaps significantly, the cabildo of Cartagena was not on

record as opposing this amplification of military privilege.^ 2

As the last decade of the century approached, the fuero mi I i tar,

as intensified by the reform, had during its brief history produced a

varied but noticeable effect. On the coast it had transformed large

segments of the population, both white and pardo, into a revitalized

class apart, divorced from the regular channels of governmental

authority and answerable only unto itself. In the interior the new

privileges appear to have been less successful in developing thriving

corporation but more prolific in producing contests of authority.

And, behind the more spectacular jurisdictional controversies, lay

in almost all instances endless bickering, mutual reprisals, and

other indignities. Under such conditions the military became a

highly disruptive force. Rather than function as a foundation for

royal authority as intended, the reformed armed forces by challenging

ordinary justice--the most visible representative of royal sovereign-

ty—actually served to undermine its prestige. This phenomenon lent

credibility to the continuing arguments that an interior militia was

an impracticable and undesirable innovation.

32Expediente de una instancia del coronel del Batall6n de Vo-
luntaries Blancos . Cartagena, 1780-8**, ANC: MM 13, fs. 81^-823

,

MM 17, fs. 781-785.



REACTION AND READJUSTMENT

The accession of Francisco Gil y Lemos to the viceregency on

January 8, 1789, severed the continuity of military development and

expansion spanning the administrations of Guirior, Flores, and Ca-

ballero y G6ngora. During his rule, which endured slighly less

than seven months before his promotion to the viceregency of Peru,

and during that of his successor, Jose
1

de Ezpeleta, 1789-96, the

scope of military function was sharply curtailed and readjusted.

With astonishing suddenness the military was contracted to the

coast; it was shorn of its extended functions, reduced in personnel,

and consequently diminished in influence. The structure of higher

commond was tightened, and unit organization was rationalized and

solidified. In a large measure the readjustments executed during

the period 1 789-96 are attributable to inherent weaknesses stem-

ming from the haphazard, piecemeal manner in which the reform was

conducted; but equally important, they derived from a changing scene

in which the assumptions of a decade before were reassessed, and

about which new conclusions were reached. Most of the revisions

were first recommended by Viceroy Gil y Lemos, and after subsequent

royal approval, carried out under the rule of his successor, Jos!

Ezpeleta. Together, their admi ni strat ions blend to form a period

211



of reassessment and reaction, and mark the culmination of the expan-

sion and development of the reformed military in the viceroyalty of

New Granada.

The immediate occasion for curtailing the military was a growth

of the viceregal debt under Cabal lero y GSngora from nearly 900,000

pesos to just under 2,000,000. Confronted by what appeared to be

financial chaos, Gil y Lemos responded by suspending those of his

predecessor's far-flung projects which did not have specific royal

approval. By order of April 2, the crown approved his actions and

extended authorization to formulate recommendations for expenditure

reductions within approved programs. The expanded military, as the

largest single consumer of revenues, was a primary target. In ad-

dition to the lavish frontier programs, the salaries of the fixed

regular army and the veteran cadres assigned to the disciplined

militia, according to Gil y Lemos, reached 727,315 pesos annually,

this counting the permanently activated dragoons of Riohacha. That

total did not include the salaries of the personnel of the Regiment

of the Princess which was returned to Spain in 1789 leaving behind a

manpower deficit of at least a battalion in Cartagena. The creation

of a battalion to fill the gap would add over 100,000 pesos a year to

the military payroll. Consequently, Gil y Lemos recommended that the

frontiers he abandoned, that the interior disciplined militia program

Cabal lero y Gfingora , Relaciones de mando . . . . p. 263; Ezpe-
leta, Relaciones de mando . . . . p. 279.

2
Gil y Lemos, Anuario de estudios amer icanos . VIII, 185.

3 lbid .. pp. 205-212.
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be discontinued, and that a battalion from the Auxiliary Regiment

k
of Santa Fe be transferred to Cartagena. Both the garrisoning of

the interior and the conquest of the frontiers were regarded by Gil

y Lemos as enterprises of marginal and in some ways negative utility,

not justifying the required investment.

With regard to the frontiers, expressly the DariSn expedition,

there were a number of reasons for specific objections. The most

alarming aspect of Caballero y Gongora's program was the colonization

of conquered territory with North Americans, a measure which had

never received express approval from the crown. In the words of

Francisco Silvestre, who was one of the harshest contemporary critics

of the Archbishop-Viceroy:

Under the administration of Mr. G6ngora an attempt has been made

to open a road from north to south, and to populate (Darien)

with Anglo-Saxon colonists and other foreigners. God has not

permitted this to take effect because it was the same as placing

the region in the hands of our enemies and making them masters of

both seas."

Gil y Lemos emphatically concurred in this judgment. In addition, the

special commercial concessions granted to foreign merchants in connection

with the support of the expedition were regarded as the source of intoler-

o

able contraband trade. Moreover, the importantion of flour adversely

affected interior grain output. During the administration of Jose
1

de

^
1 bid . . pp. 191-192, 202-203.

5
I bid. . p. 191.

Silvestre, p. 87.

'Gil y Lemos, Anuario de estudios americanos . VIII, 1 91 -

8
lbid .. pp. 186-1 87.
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Solfs, 1753-1760, a road had been cleared from VeMez to the Magdalena

River to facilitate the marketing of wheat from the Tunja district

and thereby stimulate its production, but because of the opening of

Cartagena to foreign carriers during wartime, and now again during

the Darie'n campaign, local growers were undersold and production

remained stagnant, with the road falling into disuse. Grain com-

9
merce from the Santa Fe area was likewise injured. Gil y Lemos

Supported the interests of the local producers by protesting that

the flour concession worked at cross purposes with the desire to

develop the interior.

The assumption that a crash program of frontier penetration

would work, and if so that the results would justify the investment,

was also under question. In later commenting on the subject, Vice-

roy Ezpeleta, who threw his wholehearted support behind Gil y Lemos,

postulated that a more gradual approach consisting of a push by set-

tlers from the peripheries, with military forces employed only in

specific, limited missions rather than on a grand scale, would work

just as well with less expense.

Perhaps the pateince required for this approach will not satisfy
fiery temperaments imbued with martial spirit; but, when it is

considered that military forces cannot operate against Indians

concealed in highly rugged, impervious mountains as with
cultured nations dwelling in open country, and when the futility

of the endeavors of the Archbishop-Viceroy is comprehended—as

°Pedro Fermfn de Vargas, Pensamientos polfticos v memoria
sobre la poblaci6n del Nuevo Reino de Granada , intr. Alberto
Miram6n (Bogota, \Shk) , pp. 21-26, 38-39-

Gil y Lemos, Anuario de estudios americanos . VIII, 194.

Ezpeleta, Relaciones de mando . . . . pp. 361 -362.
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it too clearly is already— it will be understood that these slower
but surer methods are preferable. They cannot bear results in one
administration; they are works of time and constancy which in the
end will conquer a II. '2

Another important consideration was that a curtailment of the frontier

enterprises would relieve the manpower drain on the central defense

bases. 13

Initially, Gil y Lemos recommended in a special communication

to the crown that only three of the four Dariln settlements be

abandoned. Caima'n in the Gulf of Dariln would be retained as a base

for the protection of transportation down the Atrato River which had

just been opened to commerce. Royal approval for this action reached

Mew Granada as the viceroy was making preparations for his departure

to Lima. While awaiting transportation from Cartagena, he convoked

a junta, including Antonio Are'valo, to discuss implementation of the

withdrawal. On that occasion it was also resolved to transfer the

CainSn establishment to a nearby but healthier and more convenient

site. The crown approved the plan by order of October, 1790.

Before allotting funds, however, the new viceroy, JosS de Ezpeleta,

Stipulated that military support would be provided for only one

year, and that thereafter the defense of the base would become the

responsibility of the colonists. They, however, were unwilling to

face that prospect. Because of this and other difficulties, a

l2
lbid .. p. 362.

•'Gil y Lemos, Anuario de estudios a-nericanos. VIII, 192.

'Verena to Ezpeleta, Spain, May 23, 1791, ANC : MM 117, fs.

82-86.
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a subsequent junta convoked in October, 179'. recommended that this

project be scuttled1 as well in favor of coast gmrd protection.

Ezpeleta approved on November 19-

Consequent!^, all of the Darie'n fortified cities were destroyed

and thei r garriso-s returned to their home bases. Before leaving

office Gil y Leircs himself had ended the special trade concessions.

He had also begj-a relocating the foreign colonists, most of whom

were still waitl-ij on the coast of Cartagena, ant Ezpeleta finished

that task. AU were given an option of settlement in safe, suit-

able locations in the interior or of transportation back to the

United States. Ttet of them chose the latter alternative and were

provided passage to Charleston and Philadelphia. " The foreigners

included at least thirty-two individuals who under the tolerant

regime of the Arc^iT shop-Viceroy had ranaged to fiiorf their way into

the Auxiliary tegument of Santa Fe where they ha£ created much

18
scandal because of their heretical religious beliefs. To compen-

sate for the wifHirawal from the Darie'n coast a to» defense line was

established back aTang the Sinfi River with the formation of two new

'Canaveral to Ezpeleta including a copy of Junta proceedings
of December 2, Eirtacena, December 9, 1791, ANC: Wl 136, fs. 953"

957; Ezpeleta, T-e'scTo-es de mando . . . pp. 335~3q2; Gil y Lemos

,

Anuario de estur'rs r-ericanos . VIII, 191-192.

"Ezpeleta, ReTaciones de mando . . . , pp. Jau-361 ; Gil y

Lemos, Anuarip de estudios a-iericanos. VIM, 186-"i27, 1 91.

'Gil y Lenc5, Anuario de estudios america-cs. VIII, 191; Allan
James Kuethe, "U~i trrteresante caso the tolerancia religiosa en la

ipoca colonial." S> r etfrr de historia v a-.t iqucdams.. LI I I (January-

February-KarcJi , lite.', pp. 153-159.

'"Kuethe, SrTetfn de historia v ant iquedades. LI 1 1 , 153-159-

•
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disciplined militia companies in the frontier outposts of San Geronimo

and San Bernardo, province of Cartagena, and some of the colonists

from CaimSn, most assuredly native-born, were resettled in the latter

location. The new companies received royal approval as disciplined

19
on August 28, 1792. As for Riohacha, the fortified city of Pedraza

was abandoned and destroyed in 1790, arr-d by a royal order of August

13 of the same year, in response to a recommendation by Ezpeleta,

Sinamaica was transferred to the jurisdiction of the Captaincy

20
General of Caracas. The withdrawal froo Pedraza amounted to the

last step in returning the Guaj i ra Peii-sula to the aboriginals and

their British allies. Thereafter, the city of Riohacha with its

disciplined militia became the western barrier against Guajiro pene-

21
trat ion.

In the ensuing years, the army or New Granada never again assumed

an offensive posture on the frontiers of either Riohacha or Dariln but,

rather, functioned to achieve containment. After the withdrawal, both

regions regressed to full Indian sovereignty under heavy British

influence. As early as 1792 southern Darie'n from ChimSn to Boca Chica

22
began experiencing heavy attacks. By 1803 the hope that a gradual

approach based on understanding and conrercial development might

achieve a measure of Spanish influence in the areas was all but

'^Zejudo to Hendinueta, Cartagena, Koven-ber 19, 1798, ANC: MM
12, f. 757; Ezpeleta, Relaciones de rg-do, . . . . p. 362.

20
NarvSez to the governor of Maracaibo, Riohacha, March I j, 1791,

Blanco, I, 233; Alcacer, p. 236.

21 Hendinueta, Relaciones de mango. . . . . p. 559.

"Governor of Panama to Ezpeleta, Panama, March 8, 1792, ANC:

MM 136, fs. 988, 1007-1011.
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23
dismissed. Indeed, so strong was the influence of the British among

the Guajiros that they not only dominated trade but also posed a

serious military menace during the Anglo-Spanish hostilities of 1796"

1802. Out of fear of possible British invasion through Riohacha, a

mixed disciplined militia regiment of infantry and dragoons was

organized in the district of Valle Dupar, province of Santa Marta, in

1799 to further seal off Guaj i ro territory from the main body of the

viceroyalty, and this unit was sustained in the postwar era. Whether

the maintenance of a permanent military presence within the hostile

regions, as attempted in the two preceding decades, might have produced

more favorable results is a matter of conjecture. It is certain that

as events developed all of the endeavors of the two preceding decades

were for naught.

With regard to the interior, Gil y Lemos seriously doubted that

the military establishment was worth the expense, effort, and problems

it posed. For one thing, the militia's ineffectiveness remained a

dilemma. During the last years of his regime, Cabal lero y G6ngora had

initiated an effort to remedy the situation by attempting to bring the

militia of the southwest to higher standards. The first step in the

endeavor was a tightening of unit organization. This was done through

the services of Colonel Anastasio Zejudo of the Auxiliary Regiment who

25
was appointed subinspector general of the viceroyalty. The

Mendinueta, Relaciones de mando , . . . pp. 559-560, 563"566.

2>*.
bid . . pp. 560-561 ; Report of Subinspector General Anastasio

Zejudo, Cartagena, 1805, ANC: MM ^3 fs. 976-9S1*.

"Caballero y Gfingora to the Royal Audienciacf Santa Fe, Santa

Fe, February 6, 1 787 , ANC: MM <0 , fs. 995-997-
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subinspector generalship was a new position created to bring some

measure of central coordination and control to the various military

establishments. Formerly, the only officer with viceroyal ty-wide

authority was the viceroy as captain general, but due to the nature

of his office, it was impossible for him personally to review the

troops of the realm. Zejudo's mission began in PopaySn in 1788,

continued through Quito, Cuenca, and Guayaquil, and terminated in

Panama in 1789. His main efforts were directed toward revising unit

organization and eliminating those which were non-functional or of

marginal importance. The separate companies of PopaySn were

merged into a ten-company regiment but supplemented by a new squadron

of dragoons; the assorted conglomeration of Quito and its immediate

dependencies was reduced to two infantry regiments and one of

dragoons; Guayaquil's establishment was condensed into an infantry

regiment and a squadron of dragoons; and the various units of the

Commandancy General of Panama were consolidated into two battalions

and a seven-company corps of infantry, a four-company corps of light

infantry, and an artillery company (compare charts 1779 and 1783

with 1789). In spite of this reorganization, Cabal lero y G6ngora

was forced to admit major shortages of veteran personnel for the

entire southwestern militia establishment. To follow through on

^Report of Subinspector General Anastasio Zejudo, Quito, July

8, 1788, ANE: Pres. Z^S, fs. 218-226; Zejudo to the governor of Po-

paySn, October 10, 1788, ACC: Colonia, Ml I, sig. 12150; Governor

Manuel de Guevara to Cabal lero y G6ngora, Guayaquil, December h, 1788,

ANC: MM 100, fs. 199-205; Caballero y G5ngora, Relaciones de mando
.'.

. p- 272.

^Caballero y Gfingora, Relaciones de mando . . . pp. 271-272.

This condition is confirmed by the reports of Zejudo. Although, in
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the Zejudo mission, this gap would have to be filled, additional

armaments provided, and at least from the military point of view,

corporate privileges upheld. Neither Gil y Lemos nor his successor

28
believed that such an endeavor would be justified.

Gil y Lemos not only objected to the interior militia on the

basis that it was ineffective, but also denied that it, as well as

most of the inland regulars, were necessary and significantly joined

those who had long contended that the arr-ing of interior vassals was

in itself a dangerous risk. Now a safe distance from the mass up-

rising which his predecessor had witnessed, Gil y Lemos emphasized

in his recommendations to Ezpeleta that the implications of the

Comunero movement had been exaggerated and that a prudent, humane

leader could rely on the fidelity of the people. He indicated that

after a careful investigation he had found them to be docile; with-

out seditious intentions; and even if by chance there were some

addition to their special commanders, «!ho were still retained, each

regiment possessed a number of veteran first sergeants acting in the

militia capacity of adjutant, there wasatrwst a total void of

veteran cadres to serve as militia corporals and sergeants. The

data provided by Gil y Lemos in his reiac-6n de mando contradicts

this finding because he listed an anple quantity of veteran militia

sergeants for the PopaySn, Quito, Cuenca, and Guayaquil militia.

One can only conclude that in so doing re was attempting to indicate

potential costs. Salary reports into 1750 are available for the

PopaySn militia and they clearly indicate that no such personnel

were in fact collecting salaries, hence ruling out the unlikely

possibility that a rapid transfer of veteran advisors occurred in

these districts after the Zejudo inspection. Kilitia salary lists,

PopaySn, 1789, ACC: Colonia, MI-5P, sig. 6092-

^Ezpeleta, Relaciones de tnando ... , p. 39*»; Gil y Lemos,

Anuario de estudios americanos. VIII, 201-203.
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exceptions, without the means to be dangerous. Consequently,

there was no imperative reason for maintaining either a large

regular force or a disciplined militia in the interior. Signif-

icantly, Colonel Juan Antorio Hata, commander of the Auxiliary

Regiment, himself recommenied in July, 1789. that his unit be

reduced in size because 5tt was larger than current circunstarsces

demanded. ^° Other voices off the time also expressed doubt about

the wisdom of the existing arrangerant . Francisco Silvestre

believed that the resources consured for the defense of Santa Fe

could more wisely be expensed in Cartagena, and physiocrat Pedro

Fermfn de Vargas when discissing ways to enhance the productivity

of the viceroyalty suggested that the Auxiliary Regirent be as-

signed to road building prefects where its services could be better

uti I ized 31

Gil y Lenos, however, carried the argument much farther. He

postulated that the interlsir militia program, if continued, might in

itself become a menace, for although the local citizepry was root yet

dangerous, providing it wit* arms and military training night make

To have then live amonj professionals, fortify the capital, and

• be maintained in a constant state of war, is to teach them

what they do not know; tit is to make them think about that which

otherwise would not octur to them; it is to force upon than- an

appreciation for their cwn power, and on the occasion in *nich

they employ it, they rea-yy perceive their advantage. Therefore,

2^Gil y LeiMJS, AnuarHc de estudios americanos . VIII, 205-202.

3°ANC: m 31. f- 35b-

3' Vargas, pp. 36-37; Siltvestre, p. 116.



if in addition to the indispensable appropriations wh : ch the Ki^
mst make for the security of these dorains against the exterior
enemy, tha interior defense is placed on a comparable footinc,
its maintenance will not only become useless but dangerous. 32

This line of thought had always been entertained by the cabildos,

whose opposition after six years in Santa Fe and over a decade in

PopaySn remained as strong if not stronger than ever.

It is difficult to measure the precise extent to which the

disruptive impact of military privileges contributed to the desire

to disband the militia. Viceroy Pedro Kendinueta, 1797-1803, when

reflecting upon the question of an interior nilitia attributed to

the fuero a large measure of respo-.sibi 1 ity for the hostility

that existed toward the system." Certainly, military privilege

did not win friends for the militia within the sponsoring communities,

but rather, alienated local leadership. Indeed, the circumstancial

evidence derived from the bitter debate described in the preceding

chapter suggests that the crisis it created rust have been one more

factor weighing against the continuation of the interior defense

program, although in fact Gil y LeTros appears to have been more

concerned about what the militia might become than about what it had

been.

All things considered, then, it is evident that the recommend*'

tions for the reduction of the regular garrison and for the extincti<ar

of the disciplined militia involved not only financial questions but

a general reappraisal of the state of the interior. Had conditions

'2GiI y Lemos, Anuario de esti-dios a-rericanos . VIII, 202.

"Hendinueta, Re lac (ones de rando . . . . p. 543.
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remained inflamed as tn 1781, and had assumptions regarding the best

ethod to cope with the situation refrained the sar^e, the question of

expenses would in aiit likelihood have appeared less imperative. Under

the present circumstances, Ezpeleta followed his predecessor's advice

jfc
by iorediatety preserting his proposals to the crown.

Relying on the newly discovered innocence of its vassals, which

had been described •£$ lost only a short time before by Cabal lero y

Gongora, the crown rrecTassif ied the militia of PopaySn, Quito,

Cuenca, and Santa Ire as urban, reduced the Auxiliary Regiment to a

five-conpany battaliian, and authorized the re-estail ishment of the

fixed garrison of Cartagena at two battalions. Moreover, to compen-

sate for the void left by demoting PopaySn's militia, the regular

detachment was once again increased to company stre-gth, this time

at eighty men. The Hatter development further reinforced the

evidence indicating a disenchantment with the militia system, for

the cost of this ne* company of regulars was roughly 14,000 pesos

a year in salaries—tire same expense presented by ti"e previous

arrangement- In Sarta Fe, finally, the company of halberdier

guards, extinguished after its disgraceful perforra^ce against the

Coraneros, was recreated at the ceremonial level of twenty-four men

(see Table 10).

The demotion off the interior militia establishments to an urban

status deprived them of their veteran personnel, re-roved any hope of

^Ezpeteta, ftE r 3cTones de ma^do . . . . p. 353.

'%«! y Lemos, /tt-uario de estudios a^ricares. VIII, 209-212.
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TABLE 10

ARMY OF NEW GRANADA 1794*

Regulars (nfantry Artillery Mounted

Regiment of Cartagena 1,358
Royal Corps (two companies and a brigade

of Cartagena)
(company of Panama)

Battal ion of Panama 670,
Parties of light infantry of all colors

of Chima'n (Panama) 80
Detachment of Chagres 50
Company of pardos of South Dari£n 109
Company of Guayaquil 100
Three companies of Quito 231
Company of PopaySn §0
Auxiliary Battalion of Santa Fe 543
Halberdier Viceregal Guard 24
Cavalry Viceregal Guard

Totals 3,254

Total Regulars 3,620

232
100

332

34

3^

Discipl ined Mi I itia
3

Infantry Artillery Mounted

Corps of light infantry and cavalry,
Riohacha°

Battal ion of Santa Marta
Regiment of Cartagena
Battalion of pardos, Cartagena
Two companies of pardos, Cartagena
Squadron of dragoons, Corozal (Cartagenaji
Two separate companies of San Bernardo

and San Ger6nimo (Cartagena)
Battalion of Panama and Nata
Battalion of pardos, Panama and Nata
Company of pardos, Panama
Corps of light infantry of Portobelo

and the margins of the Chagres River
Battalion of Guayaquil
Squadron of dragoons, Guayaquil

200
800
,600

800

200

800
800

400
800

200

200

200
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TABLE 10 (cont.)

Discipl ined Mil itia Infantry Artillery Mounted

Two separate companies' of Ja6n de

Bracamoros 1 80

Two separate companies of Loja 180

Two separate infantry companies of

Barbacoas 200
Totals 6,960 500 600

Total Discipl ined Mil itia 8,060

Class designations were discontinued for all but pardo units.

"Twenty-five men of each of these units were also to be trained in

the skills of artillery.

"This table was adapted from Reglanento para las milicias dis -

cipl inadas de infanterTa v draqones del Nuevo Re i no de Graneda
,

provincias aqreqadas a este virrevnato (Madr i d, . I 79*0 ; Joaqu'n

Dura*n y Dfaz, Estado general de todo el virrevnato de Santa Fe de

Bogota* . 179*+ (Santa Fe de Bogota", 179*0, PP- 391 -408;- Jose* de

Ezpeleta, "Relacic'n del estado del Nuevo Re i no de Granada .

1796," Relaciones de mando: memorias presentadas por los gober -

nantes del Nuevo Reino de Granada , eds. F. Posada and P. M. Iba"nez

(Bogota
-

, 1913), pp. 386-395-
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attaining further armaments and denied them military privileges. Both

advisors and equipment were to be transferred to other units or re-

Incorporated into the regular army. Under terms of the Royal Order

of February 13. 1786, urban militia could not enjoy the fuero mi II tar;

therefore, the question of privileged jurisdiction was eliminated.

The crown did specify thet volunteer officers who had received royal

approval for their commissions could still enjoy the fuero, but this

would not affect a large number of people. The demotion of these

units to the urban status was in effect a legal recognition of what

most of them had always been in fact and symbolized the end to

aspirations for a higher level of service. The crown had always been

cool toward the diluted "disciplined" militia organized under the

Initiative of Guirior and Flores, but its action here was also part

of an empire-wide hardening line on militia classification. In two

circular orders issued in 1791. it first ruled that units formed by

viceroys but not receiving express royal approval did not enjoy the

fuero mi I itar; and second, that all militia units be definitely clas-

sified as either urban or disciplined, the latter being those with

veteran cadres, systematic training, and the corresponding equipment.

The second order went on to clarify ambiguities existing in militia

terminology by specifying that the term "provincial" not to be

considered synonymous with either classification. Those units

*°Subinspector General Canaveral to the President of Quito,
Cartagena, May 30, 1791, ANE: Pres. 284, fs. 1 53 -1 5^+-

^'Ezpeleta to the Royal Audiencia of Santa Fe, Santa Fe,

April 28, 1791, ANC: Virreyes 5, f. 167.
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which had acquired the label provincial but which did not meet

specifications for the disciplined classification must have their

urban condition included in their title. Likewise, provincial

militia units which did reet the standards for the higher classifi-

cation were obliged to indicate as much along with their provincial

title. 38

The royal decision to demote the interior militia was forwarded

to the provinces in early 1791. and Viceroy Ezpeleta duly instructed

the royal audiencia that unless otherwise specified only the coastal

39
militia enjoyed the fuero ni 1 i tar. From that time the interior units

rapidly began to disappear from the records, evidently indicating their

disintegration from organized form. As units they last appeared listed

in 1793- By 1796 Ezpeleta informed his successor that the only type

of militia actually existing within the viceroyalty was of the

disciplined category.

Due to special local circumstances, there were a number of small

units which did retain their identities. In the Presidency of Quito

four disciplined infantry companies were re-established in 1792 at

38Royal Orders, April 8, 1791, and August 22, 1791, ColSn, II,

252-255.

"Ezpeleta to the Royal Audiencia of Santa Fe, Santa Fe, April

28, 1791, ANC: Virreyes 5, f. 167; Canaveral to the President of

Quito, Cartagena, May 30, 1791, ANE: Pres. 28k, fs. 153'15't.

ko
Report of Subinspector General Joaquin de Canaveral, Cartagena,

May, 1793, ANC: MM 92, fs. 1019-1035.

^'Ezpeleta, Relacto-es de mando . . , p. 393.
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klJaSn and Loja on the southern Indian frontier. This area had been

included within the district of the Regiment of Cuenca in the I 78S

43reorganization by Zejudo. J And the two companies of Barbacoas were

resurrected on a disciplined footing with royal approval in 1793,

ironically following a local uprising against the establishment of

the aguardiente monopoly for which in the preceding year it had been

necessary to dispatch a detachment of twenty-five men from PopaySn.

This action would seem to run counter to the idea behind disbanding the

interior militia, but Barbacoas was so far from any center maintaining

regulars that a militia was actually the only option available for

instant recourse, although the same rebellion was the pretext upon

which the regular company of PopaySn was re-established. In any

case, because of proximity to the South Sea, it was customary to

organize large numbers of emergency urban units in the general area

of Barbacoas during time of war, so the continuance of a small

disciplined force there had broader implications than the immediate

problem at hand.^°

President Luis Munoz de Guzmln to Ezpeleta, August 3, 1792,
ANC: MM 105, fs. 707-708.

"
Estado de fuerza de las milicias . Cuenca, March 11, 1789, ANC:

MM 107, fs. 112-116.

Vt
Expediente de una sublevacitn en Barbacoas . 1792-93, ANC: MM

52, fs. 71-126; Ezpeleta, Relaciones de nando . . . . p. 390.

^Ezpeleta, Relaciones de mando . . . . p. 390.

^"Becaria to Cabal lero y Gingora, PopaySn, 1782, ANC: Vir-
reyes.16, fs. 22-30.
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Soon, when symptoms of new revolutionary unrest appeared in New

Granada, faith in the innocence of the inhabitants as expressed by

Gil y Lemos disappeared, and by the same token the belief was rein-

forced that arming native-born vassals was undesirable. Pedro Fermfn

de Vargas, an intimate of higher government officials, who had formed

part of the Archbishop-Viceroy's staff on the coast during the DariSn

campaign, and who more recently had been appointed corregidor of Zi-

paquirS by Ezpeleta, suddenly in late 1791 slipped out of the vice-

royalty with the apparent intention of soliciting resources for the

liberation of his homeland. ' In December, 1793, Antonio Narifio, al-

calde of Santa Fe, printed a copy of the French Declaration of the

Rights of Wan and the Citizen , which he had translated from a history

of the French Constituent Assembly by Salart de Montjoie. This work

had been obtained from a captain of the viceregal guard. Worse, its

publication coincided with the appearance of several seditious

lampoons in Santa Fe. Moreover, rumors of conspiracies swept the

capital including one entailing a plot to seize the arms and muni-

tions of the military barracks. Arrests were made and followed by

harsh sentences which included a ten-year term for Narino in Africa.

In the following year, the director of the Public Library of Quito,

Francisco de Santa Cruz y Espejo, was arrested for plotting the

independence of America from Spain. " And in the city of Coro,

*»7ti

1(8

*9|

Tisnes, pp. 97-115.

I hfd . . pp. 126-136, 1*7-161.

bM-. PP- 312-319.
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Captaincy General of Caracas, a bloody Negro uprising exploded.

Collectively, these incidents were serious enough in nature to

provoke a further discussion of the potential of the army of New

Granada for meeting possible armed rebellion.

In a communication to Spain dated May 13, 1796, Viceroy Ezpe-

leta expressed a deep concern over the rash of unrest. After

expounding upon evident friction between the Spanish and native-

born segments of society, and upon the small number of European vas-

sals dwelling in the viceroyalty, he postulated that the uncertainty

of viceregal government and of royal authority could best be resolved

by filling the Auxiliary Battalion with crack Spanish troops. He

deplored with alarm that only a small number of European soldiers

remained in the viceroyalty, and in particular that the ratio in

the garrison of Santa Fe was decidedly in favor of local recruits

and former Spanish prisoners. As matters stood, he doubted that the

Auxiliary Battalion could be trusted with the defense of viceregal

government. Consequently, he recommended that the crown immediately

send replacements.-'' Ezpeleta's recommendation was reinforced by an

earlier statement from the audiencia that expressed essentially the

same idea with a special emphasis on the observation that reliable

military forces were absolutely necessary to achieve obedience for

the crown's representatives.

"

5° lbid .. pp. 23 7 -245.

51 Blanco, I , 282-2814.

52 Royal Audiencia of Santa Fe to the Prince of Peace, Santa Fe,
March 30, 1796, Blanco, I, 275-282.
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The crown responded to the viceroy's plea by providing for the

recruitment of a 1 ,000-man force of replacements to be drawn from

various Spanish peninsular regiments. Under the additional pressure

of renewed hostilities with Great Britain, 700 were dispatched as

soon as possible but were retained by the governor of Trinidad during

a stop there out of fear of possible British attack on his island.

His suspicions were well founded, but to no avail: the troops fell

victim to the British Caribbean fleet commanded b> Admiral Harvey

who captured the island on February 18, 1797- Meanwhile, Antonio

Narino escaped his captors and returned to New Granada. He was

taken into custody on July 20, but not before provoking a new wave

of official panic. Citing the return of Narino, a fear that Vargas

had done likewise, and the continuing danger of British invasion.

Viceroy Mendinueta, on July 19 filed a new petition to the crown

for Spanish reinforcements. In spite of the crisis, his distrust

of the local citizenry would not permit the raising of emergency

interior units to defend against possible internal revolution, al-

though he did place the regular army on alert.

... I have advanced lists (of loyal vassals) that because this

is a delicate affair have been made and are being made in secrecy;

in this sort of situation most people hide their true convictions

and one runs as much risk of arming an enemy as attracting those

who would be loyal, or by excluding the latter making them hostile;

that is why I have not proceeded to make an enlistment and a formal

organization, but am waiting for time and events to throw more

light on the subject. 5^

53Mendinueta, Relaciones de mando . p. 53^-

5*Josi Manuel PeVez Sarmiento (comp.), Causas ce'lebres a los

precursors (BogotS. 1939), I, 170-173-
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Part of a battalion from the Regiment of the Queen did eventual-

ly arrive, and thirty of its members were sent in 1 80 1 to reinforce

the defenses of the capital. At the war's end in 1802 this unit

was returned to Spain leaving only eighty men behind, but in the

interlude until the renewal of hostilities in late 1 804, Spain did

send reinforcements to be directly incorporated into the existing

fixed units. These included some 190 men who arrived in June,

1803, of whom 118 were destined to the Auxiliary Battalion, the

rest to Cartagena; a second group of 350-^00 men were scheduled to

be dispatched in 180^4- and probably were sent.' The effect of these

developments was to further exclude, at least by intention, the

defense of the capital from the domain of the local citizenry, and

they may be regarded as the last step in the process which began

with the reduction of the militia units of the interior. The regular

companies of PopaySn and Quito, however, continued to be filled as

rQ
a matter of policy by recruits from their own districts. 3

55zejudo to Mendinueta, Cartagena, January, 1799, ANC: MM 3,

fs. 987-990; id., to id., Cartagena, October 9, 1801, ANC: MM 88,

fs. 110-121.

^Mendinueta, Relaciones de mando , . . . pp. 533-53 1*.

57zejudo to Mendinueta, Cartagena, June 19, 1803, ANC: MM

102, fs. 1027-1029; Spain to Amar y Borb6n, June, 180A, ANC: MM

50, fs. 13^-138.

5^Report of Subinspector General Anastasio Zejudo, Cartagena,

1805, ANC: MM *f3 , fs. 976-991*; Mendinueta, Relaciones de mando . .

p. 5*4! -
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A less spectacular aspect of the revisions conducted under Gil

y Lemos and Ezpeleta was their place in the broader concept of

military development. The reduction of the interior units formed

part of an already evident trend toward a rationalized, clearly

defined militia system. Originally, in almost every province the

initial reform mushroomed beyond what could be realistically

sustained at desired proficiency and also beyond the limit of im-

mediate necessity. This was a result of its haphazard, piecemeal

introduction, conducted in the absence of an overall coordinated

program. The militia so organized gave way in time to fewer but

better organized units, an arrangement which had always been the

desire of the crown. The first major instance of consolidation oc-

curred in the province of Cartagena in 1 78*+ to make way for the

expansion of the militia into the interior. The Zejudo mission into

the southwest and Panama was the second phase in that process. A

comparison of the militia establishment of 1779 with that of a decade

later reveals only a slight increase in total strengths, but a definite

shift away from separate companies in favor of battalions and

regiments. Within this context the reduction of the interior dis-

ciplined militia can be regarded as one more step in the elimina-

tion of units of marginal utility. The difference which distinguished

this reduction from those which preceded it was that the result

entailed a total dependence on the reshaped interior regular gar-

risons. In short, the long run conduct of reform in New Granada was

not an uninhibited expansion upon all that preceded, but rather, it

was a continual process of cutting and recasting.
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The culmination of the movement toward a rationalized militia

system came in 1 79*+ with the promulgat ion of a special reglanento

for the militia of New Granada. Although mainly a repetition of

its Cuban predecessor in ratters of unit organization and conrand,

it did contain some significant departures. The veteran position

of lieutenant was eliminated, thereby relieving part of the nan

power drain on the regular army, but the number of ayudantes was

increased from one to three per battalion. In pardo units, the

pretense regarding command by pardo officers was dropped with the

head of the white command and staff group being duly awarded re

title of commander (see Table 11)- The greatest significance of

the new reglamento, though, is not to be found in changes in

organizational structure, but rather, in its place as the first

royal endeavor to define a viceroyal ty-wide militia system for New

Granada. As such, it represented an end to the previous piece-eal,

localized approach, with the modifications introduced by Guirior

and Flores, and instead cave to New Granada a general, coordinated

plan demanding for all units a uniform and standard organizat ion.

The militia establishment itself was trimmed in size to a level

which could be adequately maintained. Under the new plan, redactions

were carried farther than the revisions of early in the decade by

the elimination of the regiment of Veragua, the reduction of the

establishment of Riohacha to a four-company corps of light infantry

and cavalry, and the replacement of the militia of Momp6s with an

additional nine companies for the infantry regiment of Cartagena.
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l!<MT ORGANIZATION UNDES THE REGLAMENTO FC" T

DISCIPLINED MILITIA CF NEW GRANADA, 173^

Infantry Regime~t of Cartagena

Sergeants
Corporal s

Companies <-> —

i

From All

Cartagena
Cartagena
Cartagena
Turbaco, -Aranja

£• Villa U_eva

Palmar & Sirrta

Catal i na

Sabanal arjs

Santo Ton's £

Sabanagranie
Soledad &

BarranQj~P"a

Grenad iersl

Fusi leers I

Fusi leers 1

Fus i leers 1

Fusi leers I

Fusi leers 1

Fusileers 1

Fus i leers 1

Fusileers 1

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

% 6

4» 6

(A
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TABLE 11 (cont.)

Cormrand and Staff Grous

Fir?? Battal ion

1 HoHanel

1 Sawgento Mayor (Veterar

3 ftjurfantes (Veterans)

2 Standard Bearers

1 Crap Tain

1 Surgeon
1 t&rum Major (Veteran)

1 Cotrporal , Gastador

6 Eastadores

Second Battalion

1 Lieutenant Colonel

3 Ayudantes (Veterans)

2 Standard rearers

1 Chaplain
1 Surgeon

1 Corporal , Eastador

6 Gastadores

Pardo Battalion of Cartagera

4-> <o

in 3 V

Companies

From M

1
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TABLE II (cont.)

Con-aid and Staff Group

1 Ayudante fayor, Commander in Chief (Veteran) 2 Standard Bearers

k Ayudantes (Veteran) 1 Corporal , Gastador

k Garzones (Veteran) 6 Gastadores

Dragoon Squadron of Guayaquil

Sergeants Corporals
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This left the militia with a total of only 8,060 men, hardly larger

than the original 1779 sum of all militia units in the province of

Cartagena (see table 10). Separate companies remained eliminated

except for those previously mentioned which had been continjed in

isolated outposts due to special circumstances. All other units

were provided with their own command and staff group to care for

their professional development. In cases where these units

comprised less than a battalion, a modified team was authorized

59
consisting of a sargento mayor and an ayudante. Such a tightly

knit structure could have been accomplished under the Cuban regla-

mento, but the haphazard nature with which the reform had spread

throughout New Granada almost precluded that possibility.

The transition away from localized arrangements toward a

broader supra-provincial, coordinated approach was accompanied

by a rationalization and centralization of the military structure

of higher command. It will be recalled that under the Cuban regla-

mento, as interpreted in New Granada, the duty of militia inspection

had been delegated to the respective provincial governors, excepting

Panama where the commandant general exercised direct responsibility

for his subsidiary provinces. And, in the continued arrangement for

the regular army, the various fixed garrisons had also been under

the direct command of the local governors. The appointment of

Colonel Anastasio Zejudo as subinspector general in 1787 was the

S^Reglamento para las milicias discipl i nadas de infanterfa

v draoo-es del Huevo Reino de Granada, v provincias agrecar'as a

este virrevnato (Madrid, 179*4) , chap. I, arts. 16-17.
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first move to bring a measure of supra-provincial coordination below

the viceregal level itself. This function was subsequently clarified

by a royal order of February 19, 1790, which specified that the sub-

inspector generalship should exclusively be performed by the governor

of Cartagena. Under the terms of the new order, the various military

governors and commandant generals, although remaining inspectors,

were to render absolute submission to his authority. This ruling

was consistent with the traditional prestige of the Cartagena governor-

ship. In the sphere of militia, the reglamento of 179'* further

clarified the command structure. Under its specifications all three

commandant general s--Cartagena, Panama, and Q_ui to--would act as supra-

provincial inspectors within their immediate and dependent jurisdictions.

In effect, this now altered the arrangement only in Quito, where the

president -commandant general would enjoy direct authority over the

remaining units of Guayaquil, Loja, Jae'n , and Barbacoas. The com-

mandant generals of Quito and Panama were conceded the title of sub -

inspector particular ; the governor of Cartagena retained his title

of subinspector general. The two subi nspectores particulares remained

subject to his authority, and most matters of militia administration,

including the regulation of units, the correction of illicit practices,

and the proposal of volunteer officer appointments, were to be chan-

neled through his office. The subinspector general himself was

charged with making initial proposals for all veteran and other

6oANC: MM 83, fs. 798-802.

°* Reqlamento . Nuevo Reino de Granada , chap. II, arts. I, 6,

), 13, I48, and chap. VI, arts. 3"7-
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62
salaried positions in the militia. Significantly, the royal

order demoting the interior militia had been distributed to the

provinces by the governor of Cartagena in his capacity of sub-

> 63
inspector general.

A smaller but similar reshuffling in the regular army consol-

idated the authority of the commandant generals. In imitation of

the existing arrangement in Panama, the separate companies of both

Santa Marta and Guayaquil, which had remained outside of the direct

authority of their regions' commandant generals, were removed from

a fixed basis upon the recommendation of Viceroy Ezpeleta. Those

of Santa Marta were combined with the surplus personnel from the

Auxiliary Regiment to form the new second battalion of Cartagena.

Thereafter, the garrison of Santa Marta was regarded as a detach-

ment from Cartagena and was scheduled to be relieved every year

in an arrangement identical with that pertaining to Panama and

Portobelo. The rationale for this innovation was that by alternating

troops destined to that remote center a higher level of morale

could be maintained. Just before the end of Ezpeleta's administra-

tion, the company of Guayaquil was joined to the three of Quito under

the immediate authority of the commandant general. Thereafter, the

four companies were alternated by pairs between the two locations.

62 lbid. . chap. VI , art. 13-

63subinspector General Canaveral to the President of Quito,

Cartagena, May 30. 1791, ANE: Pres. 284, fs. 1 53 -
1
5^+-

°^Ezpeleta, Relaciones de mando . . . pp. 388-391.

6S j bid . . p. 390.
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TABLE 12

ARMY OF NEW GRANADA IN 1799

Regulars Infantry Artillery Mounted

Regiment of Cartagena 1,358
Royal Corps (two companies and a

brigade of Cartagena) 232
(company of Panama) 100

Battalion of Panama 679
Parties of light infantry of all

colors of Chir.S.n (Panama) 80
Detachment of Chagres 29
Company of pardos of South Darien 109
Four-company corps of Q_uito 308
Company of PopaySn 80
Auxiliary Battalion of Santa Fe 51*3

Halberdier Viceregal Guard 2*»

Cavalry Viceregal Guard

Totals 3,210 332

Total Regulars 3576

Discipl ined Mi 1 itia Infantry Artillery Mounted

Corps of 1 ight infantry and cavalry,
Riohacha 6

200 200
Battalion of Santa Marta 800 100
Regiment of Valle Dupar (Santa Marta) *i00 200
Regiment of Cartagena 1,600
Battalion of pardos, Cartagena 800
Two companies of pardos, Cartagena 200
Squadron of dragoons, Corozal

(Cartagena) 200
Two separate cor-panies of San Bernardo

and San Ger6nimo (Cartagena) 200
Battalion of Panama and Nata 800
Battalion of pardos, Panama and Nata 800
Company of pardos, Panama 100
Corps of light infantry of Portobelo

and the nargins of the Chagres River 1*00
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TABLE 12 (cont.)

Disciplined Militia Infantry Artillery Mounted

Battalion of Guayaquil 800 100

Squadron of dragoons, Guayaquil 200

Two separate companies of Jaen de

Bracamoros 180

Two separate companies of Loja 180

Two separate companies of Barbacoas 200

Totals 7,360 500 800

Total Discipl ined Mil itia 8660

aThis table does not include some 'OC ren from the Regiment of the

Queen who arrived in early 1799.

°Twenty-five men from these units were to be trained also in artillery

skills.

-This table was adapted from E;:=do militar de Espana (Madrid.

1799); Pedro Mendinueta, "Relaci6n del estado de! Nuevo Reino de

Granada . . . 1803," Relaciones de -a-r;: re-pries presentadas gor

I05 qobernantes del Nuevo Reino de Z- = ~ = :a , eds. F. Posada and P. ."..

Ibanez (Bogotl, 1913), pp. 532-52.
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Seen in the context of the demilitarization of the interior, this

change signified a reduction of the regular commitment in Quito.

The consequence of these changes was to further consolidate the

authority of the three supra-provincial military commands in

New Granada. This left only the troops of the viceroy's personal

domain, Santa Fe, and the company of PopaySn, which remained

under the command of the local governor, outside of the three core

jurisdictions. However, both of these districts fell under the

governor of Cartagena's subinspect ion generalship.

The effect of the command reorganization was to immensely

enhance the power of the governor of Cartagena. As subinspector

general he was responsible for conducting reviews of the army of

New Granada and for formulating reports and recoc-jnendat ions. This

might be done either through a personal tour such as that conducted

by Anastasio Zejudo in 1 788-89 , or by delegating inspectional

responsibility to the regional commandant generals, a system followed

in 1793 by Governor Joaqufn de Canaveral. Should the subinspector

general conduct the reviews personally, his duties as governor were

to be assumed by the lieutenant governor. The new system was a

laudable attempt to stimulate the various local military establish-

ments to a greater proficiency, but the function was destined to

come into conflict with the viceregency. Although the viceroy

himself could not have personally attended to the inspection of the

"Report of Subinspector General Joaqufn de Canaveral, Carta-
gena, May, 1793, ANC: MM 92, fs. 1019-1035-

67 Royal order, February 19, 1750, ANC: MM 83, fs. 798-802.
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army, the broad authority enjoyed by the subinspector general was

a menace to his own powers. This was particularly true after a

1798 disposition by the crown, arising out of a dispute between

Ezpeleta and the governor of Cartagena, which declared the

function of subinspect ion to be independent of viceregal authority.

Viceroy Mendinueta bitterly contested this provision as an erosion

of his own powers as captain general, and the crown rescinded its

68
ruling in 1 805 - Nevertheless, the governorship of Cartagena

remained a most powerful office.

The system of military command; the strengths, distribution,

and numbers of militia and regular units; and the diminished scope

of military endeavor and influence which emerged from the Gil y

Lemos and Ezpeleta administrations remained with little change

until the end of the colonial period (see Table 13). The extent

of the reduction subsequently came under harsh criticism from

Viceroy Mendinueta who, experiencing the stress of foreign war

and several serious Indian uprisings in the presidency of Quito,

believed that the revisions had gone too far, but his endeavors

produced few lasting results in spite of a strong desire to ef-

fectuate a general strengthening of the army. Recovering from

the panic of 1797, he even contemplated restoring the interior

militia system and in fact authorized the creation of an urban

regiment of dragoons in Quito to suppress Indian unrest. For the

province of Cartagena, he created a four-company corps of light

68,Mendinueta, Relaciones de mando . . . . pp. 550-552;
Royal order, April 20, 1 805, ANC: MM 111, fs. 609-6114.
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TABLE 13

ARMY OF NEW GRANADA 1806-'

Regulars Infantry Artillery Mounted

Regiment of Cartagena

Royal Corps (three companies of

Cartagena)
(company of Panama)

Battalion of Panama

Parties of light infantry of all

colors of Chiman (Panama)

Detachment of Chagres

Company of pardos of South Darie'n

Two companies of Quito

Company of Popaya'n

Auxiliary Battalion of Santa Fe

Halberdier Viceregal Guard

Cavalry Viceregal Guard

Total Regulars 3557

1,358

679

82

29
109
I S^

80

5^3
2k

Totals 3,058

315
150

U65

Discipl ined Militia Infantry Artillery Mounted

Corps of light infantry and cavalry,

Riohacha
Company of pardos, Riohacha

Battalion of Santa Marta

Company of pardos, Santa Marta

Regiment of Valle Dupar (Santa Marta)

Regiment of Cartagena

Battalion of pardos, Cartagena

Two companies of pardos, Cartagena

Company of pardos, Tolii (Cartagena)

Squadron of dragoons, Corozal

(Cartagena)

Two separate companies of San Bernardo

and San Gerdnimo
Battalion of Panama and Nata

200

800

WO
,600
800

200

800

200

70
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TABLE 13 (cont.)

Discipl ined Mi I it ia Infantry Artillery Mounted

S> Battalion of pardos, Panama and Nata 800
Company of pardos, Panama 100

Corps of light infantry of Portobelo

and the margins of the Chagres River 1*00

Company of pardoj, Portobelo 70
Two separate companies of Jain de

Bracamoros 180

Two separate companies r>f Loja 180

Two separate companies of Barbacoas 200

Totals 6,560 580 600

Total Disciplined Militia 77^0

aGuayaqu:I is not included in these reports because it was transferred

to the jurisdiction of the Viceroyalty of Peru in 1803 for military

matters.

"'•This table was adapted from Antonio Josef Garcfa, Kalendar io

manual v gufa de forasteros en Santa Fe de Bociota. capital del Nuevo

Reino de Granada para el ano de 1 806 (Santa Fe de Bogota, 1 806) , pp.

33^-346; Report of Subinspector General Anastasio Zejudo, Cartagena,

1805, ANC: MM h3 , fs, 976-9'+. These sources also contain listings

for the urban militia remaining from the endeavors of Viceroy Mendin-

ueta. They were as follows: Veragua, an 800-man infantry battalion;

Mompos, a four company corps of light infantry totaling <480; Las

Tablas (Cartagena), one 50-man infantry corpany; and Barranca and

Mahates (Cartagena), three 60-man companies of dragoons.
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infantry in Mompos and established three companies of dragoons and

two companies of artillerymen on the coast. He also created a bat-

talion of infantry in the province of Veragua. The crown, however,

remained faithful to the revisions it had already approved and

resolute in its commitment to a reduced force. Perhaps also hesitant

to see the defense system altered hy the whim of every passing vice-

roy, it refused to follow up Mendinueta's initiative and consequently

refrained from authorizing the disciplined classification for any

of the new units except the already discussed regiment of Valle

Dupar. ' There are indications that the crown was about to expand

the army of New Granada on the eve of the Wars for Independence,

but these endeavors were interrupted by the Trench invasion of

c . 70
Spai n.

°Mendi nueta , Relaciones de mando . . . . pp. 532-552-

7"Salcedo y Somodevilla to Amar y Borb6n, Santa Marta, March

25, 1808, ANC: MM 7b, fs. 619-622; Governor figuel Falc5n to Amar

y Borb6n, PopaySn, April 2a and July k, 1808, ANC: MM 83, fs. 689-

69*t.



CONCLUSION

In retrospect, the course of the military reform in the Vice-

royalty of New Granada was similar to that of the broader organiza-

tion to which it related. After limited initial implementation, it

was extended rapidly in the post -Conunero era, reaching its greatest

development in the decade of the eighties under the administration of the

Archbishop-Viceroy. The reformed colonial army which emerged at

that time was not only strengthened to neet the external enemy, but

more significantly, also became a powerful institution on the changing

domestic scene. On the one hand, it care to fill a vacuum in confidence

which evolved from the waning of the traditional obedience of the

citizenry to the crown, and as such, during the troubled times im-

mediately preceding and following the Co^jnero Rebellion, it was

converted into a major instrument for the preservation of the internal

security of the state. Moreover, within a context of hardening at-

titudes toward unpacified Indians on the coastal frontiers, it became

a primary actor in large government -sponsored pacification-coloniza-

tion ventures. On the other hand, the prestige and influence of the

armed forces were enhanced through the concession of extensive

corporate privileges which with few exceptions made the military

answerable only to itself and thereby converted it into a powerful,

autonomous class. Intended solely to enhance morale, these rights

produced contingent results which threatened to obscure the original

purpose of the reform program. Because of its immunities, the

2te
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military emerged as a new social elite, reinforcing tre status of

its members from the upper classes and subverting the traditional

order of society by offering new prestige to its vast r-iemb*"- r s h
i

p

from the lower classes. Aral new military authority intruded into

the communities, challenged ordinary justice, and by so doing

eroded the dignity and authority of local government.

All things considered, by 1 789 the reformed ar^< was one of

the most powerful if not the most powerful of entities within the

state. But the emerging military, perhaps more than any other

aspect of the colonial reorganization, was profoundly weakened by

the reaction which cut across the reform movement in f 739. Within

five years the army of New Sranada was stripped of its extended

functions and responsibi 1 iliies, reduced in size, and correspondingly

diminished in potence and influence. It never again recaptured the

power, prestige, and glory :hat it had once enjoyed.

Because of the reduce- position of the armed ferces in the

remaining portion of the coScnial period, the long-r-:-: implications

of the military reform in t*-e Viceroyalty of New Gra-*da are modest.

From the vantage point of tre closing years of the 5c\_rbon era, the

intrusion of the reform into the institutional, cult-ral, and demo-

graphic heartland of the viceroyalty appears as only a brief inter-

lude, varying from some fourteen years in PopaySn to 3 span of

roughly six years in Santa Fe; and, the reorganization never did

reach many of the Inland provinces. True, the Auxiliary Battalion

remained a lasting scar from the Comunero Rebellion a-icf its after-

math, but by the turn of the century it had come to resemble more
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a foreign force of occupation than a part of the reorganized local

establishment. In any event, when that battalion is averaged along

with the other interior cerrisons, it becones evident that by the

end of the eighteenth century the pattern of unit distribution from

the regular army had corp^eted a full cycle; for although it showed

an overall increase of seme 137 per cent from 1772 to 1795. there

was a remarkable similarity in geographical emphasis. In 1772 the

interior forces comprised 23-2 per cent of the projected strength of

the fixed regular army; in !796 they counted for 23. h per cent.

Finally, with the innovation of disciplined militia added to the

growth of the regular ar-y, military expansion on the coast decidedly

outdistanced that of the ii-terior.

The coast, however, trad long been accustomed to an active

military presence and appears to have absorbed the reform well.

Horeover, with the evolution toward a smaller militia establishment,

even the explosive issue of pardo privileges diminished. By I7./**

only two battalions specifically bore the pardo label, and although

it would be an error to presume that none of the remaining units

without class designation contained men of color, the total number

who could seek military service and the fuero mi I i tar as an avenue

of relief and a route to prestige had substantially declined. It

need only be recalled that the entire armed forces of 1733 were hardly

larger than those of the province of Cartagena twenty years earlier.

Certainly, the refont did produce some important changes.

The army which emerged had been appreciably strengthened both in

first line defense strength, and in reserve potential; and a successful
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i.tvasion of tfhe viceroyalty would have no doubt been more difficult

than before- TThe precise extent to which that was true is, of

course, impossiihfe to calculate because no foreign invasion was at-

tempted, but perhaps that is in itself a tribute to the success of

the reform In accompl ishing its original goal . I n addi t ion, there

are consequences implicit in the history of the military reorganiza-

tion which are less tangible and which will only become clearer when

further study iis completed on other aspects of the late eighteenth

cer.tury. The Rwri"mary instance is that the reformed military,

particularly iiiti the decade of the eighties, devoured immense quantities

not only of pjiMISc revenues but of man hours and other resources

including much of the attention of the viceregal leadership. This

drain was defiimrtely linked to the financial crisis unveiled in

I7S3 and was ieund to have produced contingent consequences for

which the implications are still uncertain.

But with the final impact of the military reorganization largely

restricted to ttrre coast and there cushioned by a long standing tradi-

tion of militair/ eminence, the dynamic potential inherent in the

reform was eased- Consequently, it did not produce the same havoc

as its countermart in New Spain. It did not in the long run tear

asu-cer existiisra civil institutions, subvert more than moderately

the existing order of society, or mark a decisive departure point

for the develrnment of anything like a praetorian tradition. Rather,

the history off the military reform in New Granada stands in contrast

to the experlsrce in New Spain and provides further evidence that
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widespread diversity existed in the histories of the several kingdoms

of colonial Spanish America. The reform in New Granada was only a

halting stop toward the creation of the modern military. For the

further development and consumation of that process one must look

ahead to the Wars for Independence.
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